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INTRODUCTION
1.1. CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
The cardiovascular system is responsible for delivering oxygen, nutrients and hormones
to the rest of the body and returning carbon dioxide and waste products for removal. Dis-
eases of the cardiovascular system are the leading cause of death globally [1]. At the cen-
tre of the cardiovascular system is the heart, which pumps oxygenated blood out of the
left ventricle into the aorta before breaking off into networks of gradually smaller vessels,
eventually ending in capillary beds which allow for nutrient and oxygen exchange into
tissues and organs. The capillaries then drain into the venous system for waste product
removal, returning to the right side of the heart. The right heart pumps deoxygenated
blood into the lungs, removing carbon dioxide and replenishing oxygen. Blood from the
lungs then drains into the left atrium which, in turn, supplies the left ventricle, ready to
start the cycle all over again.
1.1.1. BLOOD FLOW
Blood flow in the heart and greater vessels is time varying, three dimensional and com-
plex. For instance, in the left ventricle’s (LV) filling phase (diastole), the muscles of the
LV wall relax, causing blood to come rushing into the LV cavity from the atrium. As the
blood passes the mitral valve, flow interacts with the tips of the valves and collides with
the slow moving blood in the LV chamber, forming a vortex ring [2]. This vortex ring is
believed to help the jet penetrate deeper towards the apex of the ventricle, preventing
blood from stagnating in the ventricle and forming thrombi [3]. Additionally, the vortex
ring slowly expands outwards as it travels which forms swirling patterns that smoothly
redirect blood towards the aortic outflow tract just in time for ejection during systole
(See Figure 1.1) [4].
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Figure 1.1: Flow patterns during the different cardiac phases. Blood initially drains into the atria (left), forming
distinct vortical patterns. During diastole, blood flows from the atria into the ventricles, forming asymmetrical
vortices (middle). During ejection, blood flow is already aligned for ejection, due to the swirling motion from
previous phases. RA = right atrium, LA = left atrium, RV = Right Ventricle, LV = Left Ventricle, PA = Pulmonary
Artery, Ao = Aorta. Image reprinted, with permission, from [4] © 2000, Springer Nature
Blood flow dynamics in the LV are known to be influenced by LV loading conditions,
such as LV relaxation (expanding of the LV to fill with blood) and left atrial pressure
(pushing force from the atrium into the LV) [5]. Left ventricular blood flow dynamics
are also believed to be involved in the development of LV dysfunction, by complex inter-
actions with cells of the heart wall in a process known as mechanotransduction [6]–[8].
Changes in LV vortex formation, caused in early stages of LV dysfunction, are thought
to result in local changes in wall shear stress which lead to unfavourable LV remodelling
and further disease progression [9].
Similarly, in arterial flow, regions of bifurcation are known to have complex vorti-
cal flow patterns. E.g. the common carotids splitting into the internal and external
carotids and the abdominal aorta splitting into the iliac arteries. Atherosclerotic lesions
are known to preferentially form in these regions of complex flow patterns, where local
wall shear stress is low and oscillatory [10]. Additionally, abdominal aortic aneurysms
(where the vessel walls weaken, thin and balloon outwards) are also known sites of vor-
tical flow patterns; where it is thought that wall shear stress influences arterial remod-
elling.
The study of blood flow dynamics and its association with cardiovascular disease in
vivo requires methods to (preferably non-invasively) measure blood flow patterns. Note
that velocity estimates are required over both space and time, where blood flow patterns
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vary both spatially and temporally. The next section will discuss current methods for
non-invasive blood flow measurement.
Heart Failure
Heart failure is when the heart cannot meet the rest of the body’s demand for oxy-
genated blood. People with heart failure can find everyday activities such as walking
or climbing stairs extremely difficult. Heart failure presents society with a significant
health burden, affecting over 26 million people world-wide [11]. Additionally, it is as-
sociated with high rates of co-morbidities and mortality. Its prevalence is predicted
to increase 46% from 2012 (∼ 6 million) to 2030 [11], [12] (in the United States). Early
diagnosis of heart failure may provide more opportunities for effective treatment and
prevention of disease progression and co-morbidities.
1.2. CLINICAL BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENT
1.2.1. DOPPLER ULTRASOUND
As the name implies, Doppler ultrasound is a method of quantifying flow based on the
Doppler shift of the frequency spectrum: fd = f0× (2|~v |cosθ/c), where fd and f0 are the
Doppler frequency and transmit frequency, c is the speed of sound and |~v |cosθ is the
velocity component along the ultrasound beam [13]. Doppler forms the backbone of
clinical blood flow imaging, with different forms of the Doppler technique being used
for different applications.
Continuous wave (CW) Doppler can estimate the velocities along an axial line ex-
tending from the probe, but it is not possible to distinguish where the velocity signals
originate along that line. Pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler uses focussed pulses to measure
the velocities in a predefined region (‘range-gate’) of the image (Figure 1.2.a). However,
due to the use of pulses over continuous waves, care must be taken to avoid aliasing
of high velocities if the pulse-repetition-frequency (PRF) is not high enough. Note that
PW Doppler uses a phase shift between pulses to approximate the Doppler frequency
shift, due to the broad-band nature of pulsed ultrasound [14]. Colour Doppler can mea-
sure the mean velocities present over a large 2D region of interest (Figure 1.2.b) but at
the cost of low frame rates (<20 fps), lower resolution/accuracy and it is also suscepti-
ble to aliasing (Figure 1.2.c). Note that even though 2D flow images can be obtained
with colour Doppler, the velocities depicted in these images are only the velocity com-
ponents aimed towards (typically encoded with a red colour) and away from the probe
(blue colour). The velocity components transverse to the ultrasound beam cannot be
measured using standard Doppler techniques.
1.2.2. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Before continuing with emerging echocardiographic blood flow analysis techniques, it is
worth giving a brief review of blood flow quantification using phase-contrast MRI (PC-
MRI). PC-MRI can measure the blood flow velocity in all directions, either in a 2D plane
or a 3D volume (often called 4D-flow MRI – see Figure 1.3). PC-MRI requires several
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Figure 1.2: a) PW Doppler, showing range gate (left) and velocity spectrum over time (right). b) Colour Doppler
sector, with flow towards and away from transducer color-coded in red and blue, respectively. c) High velocity
aliasing, where the colormap quickly switches from yellow (fast flow towards the probe) to light-blue (fast flow
away from the probe)
heartbeats to acquire accurate velocity information and uses electro-cardiogram (ECG)
gating to achieve this. Typically, 20-30 phases are acquired per cardiac cycle. The ability
to measure all three velocity components over the whole heart allows for quantification
of interesting blood flow dynamics, such as vorticity, blood residence time, kinetic en-
ergy, energy dissipation and local pressure gradients. The key draw-back of PC-MRI is
the long acquisition times, where hundreds of heart beats are required to generate the
flow sequences. This causes some complications, such as the need for breath-holds to
prevent motion related artefacts; and the fact that the flow sequences are not real time
representations of the flow per cycle but the phase-averaged flow over the whole acquisi-
tion length. Additionally, MRI equipment is expensive, requiring specialized infrastruc-
ture and is not useable as a bed-side imaging technique. The ability to measure 3D blood
flow using echocardiography, like that of PC-MRI would be beneficial.
1.3. ULTRASOUND VECTOR FLOW IMAGING
Many ultrasound techniques have been developed to address the need for measuring
both the axial and lateral velocity components in cardiovascular imaging. A brief intro-
duction of these techniques will be provided in this section, but a comprehensive review
is available in [16], [17].
Vector Doppler (VD) uses two or more angled transmit beams to obtain independent
‘views’ of the velocity field, which can then be used to deduce the separate axial and lat-
eral components [18]–[20]. The accuracy of VD is affected by the relative beam angle(s)
between views, where larger angles provide better accuracy. Thus, VD is more often used
in superficial vascular applications, where large aperture linear arrays are used to allow
for larger angles. VD has been implemented commercially as V-Flow on Mindray’s Res-
ona7 ultrasound imaging system [21].
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Figure 1.3: 4D-flow MRI based path-line visualization of blood flow throughout the whole heart, with oxy-
genated blood flow in a black-to-red colormap and deoxygenated blood in a black-to-blue colormap. Image
reprinted, with permission, from [15] © 2012 American College of Cardiology Foundation. Published by Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved.
A similar technique, called Transverse Oscillations (TO), generates a laterally mod-
ulating field by applying a two peak apodization function on the received signals. Thus
phase shift can be deduced both axially (similar to standard colour Doppler) and laterally
[22]. The wavelength of the lateral modulation can be calculated as: λl at = 2λax d/Pd ,
where λax , d and Pd are the axial wavelength, depth from the probe and distance be-
tween the peaks, respectively [18]. It can be seen from the lateral wavelength equation
that the depth of interest (d) and the available aperture (maximum Pd possible) are di-
rectly related to the lateral wavelength, and in turn the accuracy of the lateral estimate.
However, despite this limitation, work has been done on extending TO to greater depths
using curvilinear arrays [23] and phased arrays [24]. TO has been demonstrated for LV
flow analysis but suffered from low frame rates (11 fps) when imaging the whole LV and
requires validation in vivo [25].TO has been implemented commercially as ‘vector flow
imaging’ by BK Medical [26].
Vector Flow Mapping (VFM) uses standard colour Doppler and LV wall motion seg-
mentations, in combination with a fluid dynamics model of blood flow to calculate the
lateral velocity components in the LV [27]–[29]. VFM has the advantage that data can
be acquired using standard clinical ultrasound scanners and post-processed using VFM
offline. Careful attention must be paid when choosing wall filter and velocity cut-off set-
tings of the colour Doppler data to prevent erroneous VFM results. Out-of-plane motion,
frame rate (<15 Hz, due to the large sector size needed to include the whole LV) and ve-
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locity aliasing are some of the key limitations of VFM. VFM has been implemented com-
mercially in Hitachi ultrasound scanners [30]. Doppler Vortography is a similar method
to VFM, in that it only requires colour Doppler data, but instead calculates an index of
blood vorticity directly from the anti-symmetry of the Doppler data around vortices, by-
passing the need for time-resolved vector fields [31], [32].
Blood Speckle Tracking (ST) estimates 2D or 3D blood velocities by tracking blood
speckle patterns over time. Ultrasound speckle is an interference patterns caused by
the summation of many sub-resolution scatterers, in this case red blood cells [33]. The
displacement of the speckle pattern is assumed to reflect the underlying motion of the
blood cells. ST works in three main steps: 1) sub-divide the image into smaller blocks
(kernels); 2) calculate the similarity between each block (template) and the matching
block in the next frame (target); 3) find the optimum in the similarity measure to esti-
mate the displacement (usually a sub-pixel estimator is used to achieve sub-pixel preci-
sion) [16]. ST typically requires imaging at a high frame rate (HFR) in order to track high
velocity flows, such as the diastolic inflow jet which can exceed 1 m/s in magnitude. ST
has been used to image cardiac blood flow patterns in neonates [34], paediatric patients
[35] and adults [36]. ST has been implemented commercially as ‘blood speckle imaging’
in GE’s Vivid E95 system.
Due to the use of HFR imaging, ST suffers from poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
increased sensitivity to clutter (high intensity signal from surrounding tissue overlaying
moving blood signal). The low SNR is a result of the low echogenicity of blood cells, es-
pecially when compared to tissue signal. This can be alleviated by using ultrasound con-
trast agent (UCA) microbubbles, which greatly improve the back-scattered signal over
blood cells. Additionally, the use of microbubbles allows control over scatterer concen-
tration (sparsity). The tracking of microbubbles to measure blood flow is called Echo-
Particle Image Velocimetry (echoPIV).
Ultrasound Contrast Agent (UCA)
Microbubbles are the most common form of UCA, consisting of a gas encapsulated
in a lipid, albumin or polymeric shell, with a diameter of between 1 µm and 10 µm.
Microbubbles are beneficial for ultrasound blood pool imaging due to the enormous
increase in scattering strength compared with red blood cells, where a microbubble
can have a scattering cross section of up to a billion times that of a similarly sized
solid particle [37], [38]. The increased signal intensity is due to 1) the large acous-
tic impedance mismatch between the encapsulated gas core of the microbubble and
the surrounding liquid; and 2) the compressibility of the gas, which causes highly
non-linear radial oscillations. These non-linear oscillations can be exploited using
specialized imaging sequences to distinguish bubble signal from tissue signal. Ex-
amples of such imaging sequences are power modulation [39] and pulse inversion
[40], [41]. The use of UCA to improve ultrasound imaging is called contrast enhanced
ultrasound (CEUS).
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1.3.1. ECHO-PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY (ECHOPIV )
EchoPIV (also known as ultrasound image velocimetry – UIV) tracks the displacement
of microbubbles over time, similar to how ST tracks red-blood cells; where it is assumed
that the microbubbles faithfully follow the blood flow. EchoPIV was derived from opti-
cal PIV, which is the industry gold standard for velocimetry in fluid dynamics research -
where optical access is available. EchoPIV was first implemented using a clinical ultra-
sound scanner and UCA microbubbles by Kim et al. (2004) [42].
Since then a few studies have assessed the accuracy of echoPIV for studying LV flow
patterns, using conventional line-scanning acquisitions from clinical ultrasound ma-
chines. It was found that while echoPIV could accurately measure the velocity and di-
rection of relatively low velocity flows (< 0.4 m/s); large underestimations occurred for
the high velocity flows, which are associated with ventricular filling and ejection [43]–
[45]. The underestimation of high velocity flows was attributed to insufficient frame rate
to accurately track the fast moving bubbles between frames. However, the same studies
also found that while the magnitude of the high velocities were severely underestimated,
the direction of the vectors was less affected by the insufficient frame rate, concluding
that echoPIV was a promising approach for analysis of intra-ventricular flow patterns.
Conventional echoPIV has been used in a number of small human studies, exploring
the relationship of various flow and vortex related metrics with clinical presentation and
outcome. These studies include: characterizing the flow parameters of healthy LVs in
volunteers [46]; assessing indicators of LV pump efficiency [47] and thrombus formation
[48] in patients with myocardial infarction; comparison of LV flow properties between
patients with heart failure and normal controls [49], [50]; relating LV flow properties in
patients with heart failure undergoing cardiac resynchronization therapy to clinical out-
come [6], [51], [52]; assessing the effect of various prosthetic mitral valves on LV flow
properties [53]; studying the left and right ventricular flow properties in patients with
repaired Tetralogy of Fallot [54]; and characterisation of left atrial vortex properties in
patients with atrial fibrillation [55]. Multiple reviews of existing echoPIV studies have
been published [9], [15], [56], [57].
The most commonly reported metrics from the previously mentioned studies are:
vortex position (where the center of the main vortex sits inside the chamber); vortex mor-
phology (width, height, sphericity); vortex strength; vortex direction (clockwise or anti-
clockwise in a particular view); kinetic energy (system energy stored in moving blood);
kinetic energy dissipation (kinetic energy lost to heat); and local pressure gradients.
However, how the sensitivity of these flow parameters is affected by the velocity un-
derestimation during filling and ejection has yet to be evaluated. Important informa-
tion relating to clinical outcome may be lost by the underestimation. Additionally, these
studies have all been performed in 2D, due to the even lower frame rates possible with
3D ultrasound imaging on current clinical scanners, potentially missing important out-
of-plane flow information.
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High Frame Rate (HFR) Ultrasound
Conventionally, ultrasound images are constructed by transmitting and scanning
many focussed beams (line scanning) into the region-of-interest, waiting after each
beam to record the returned signals. Due to the constant speed of sound ( 1540 m/s
in human tissues), the frame rate achievable is severely limited, usually less than 100
frames per second (fps). Instead, by transmitting broad beams such as plane waves or
diverging waves, the entire region-of-interest can be insonified all at once, where the
receive signals are then stored in memory for software beamforming. This allows for
frame rates of approximately 100 times those possible using conventional line scan-
ning methods. The trade-off is image quality, with lower contrast and resolution than
line scanning, due to lack of focussing in transmit. Contrast and resolution can be
improved, at the cost of frame rate, by using angled transmissions, to synthetically
focus in transmit (Figure 1.4). See [58], [59] for more information on HFR (ultrafast)
ultrasound imaging.
Figure 1.4: Conventional focussed (line scanning) ultrasound imaging (far left) and HFR ultrasound imag-
ing with only plane waves (middle left). Image quality is reduced for HFR but can be recovered by using
angled plane waves and coherent compounding (middle right). Using more angles further improves image
quality, in some cases matching or even surpassing conventional imaging (far right). Image reprinted, with
permission, from [58] © 2014, IEEE
CHALLENGES
Two key limitations exist for current echoPIV research: 1) Early validation studies re-
vealed that high velocity flows were severely underestimated [43]–[45]; and 2) flow data
were acquired (and interpreted) in 2D, where LV flow is inherently complex, time-varying
and 3D.
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High velocity flows are underestimated due to the large bubble displacements be-
tween successive frames. It is believed that by using HFR ultrasound in conjunction
with echoPIV, we will be able to track the full range of velocities expected in the LV. The
issue of frame rate is even further exacerbated in 3D imaging, where focussed lines need
to be formed along both azimuth and elevation. The use of HFR imaging in 3D is not as
straightforward as in 2D, due to the complexities of electronically connecting the thou-
sands of elements and large data-rates required for matrix transducers.
1.4. THIS THESIS
1.4.1. AIM
The aim of this thesis is to explore HFR ultrasound sequences for use with echoPIV in 2D
and 3D, with the aim of measuring the high velocity blood flow patterns present in LV
and greater vessels.
1.4.2. OUTLINE
This thesis gradually increases the complexity of the flow being studied and the ultra-
sound system being used. In Chapter 2 we begin in 2D, with a simple laminar pipe-
flow phantom to assess the accuracy of HFR echoPIV using angled plane-waves with a
linear array. Here we assess whether UCA is really required, comparing ST with blood-
mimicking fluid to echoPIV with UCA at different depths. We find that UCA is beneficial
at greater depths.
In Chapters 3 & 4 we investigate HFR echoPIV for tracking abdominal aortic blood
flow in healthy volunteers. First, in Chapter 3, we perform an in vivo parametric study of
critical echoPIV parameters; then in Chapter 4, we assess the accuracy of echoPIV (using
the optimal parameters found previously) by comparing with PC-MRI.
In Chapter 5, we go back to the laboratory, developing and using a dynamic LV phan-
tom as a test platform for assessing the accuracy of HFR echoPIV against optical PIV. Af-
ter finding that HFR echoPIV can indeed measure the high velocity diastolic blood flow
patterns we assess whether this is possible in a patient (Chapter 6).
Chapter 7 moves on to 3D ultrasound; where we assess the accuracy of 3D HFR
echoPIV using a miniaturized paediatric transoesophageal (TEE) transducer in a sim-
ulated pipe-flow phantom with a Womersley flow profile. We find that lateral resolu-
tion using such a small aperture probe causes severe underestimation in the jet velocity
magnitude. Wanting to experiment with a prototype adult matrix TEE transducer (with
a larger aperture) capable of HFR imaging, we develop a new LV phantom; this time ca-
pable of time-resolved volumetric optical PIV imaging (tomographic PIV). Chapter 8 de-
scribes the new LV phantom and the tomographic PIV setup and also compares the flow
patterns observed when using different prosthetic valve types. Chapter 9 demonstrates
high volume rate echoPIV using the prototype matrix TEE transducer and assesses its
accuracy against time-resolved tomographic PIV.
Finally, in Chapter 10, HFR echoPIV is discussed with future perspectives.
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NATIVE BLOOD SPECKLE VS
ULTRASOUND CONTRAST AGENT
FOR PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
WITH ULTRAFAST ULTRASOUND – IN
VITRO EXPERIMENTS
Based on:
Voorneveld J, Kruizinga P, Vos HJ, Gijsen FJH, Jebbink EG, van der Steen AFW, de Jong N, Bosch JG. Native
blood speckle vs ultrasound contrast agent for particle image velocimetry with ultrafast ultrasound - in vitro
experiments, Proc. IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium (IUS), Sep. 2016. [60].
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ABSTRACT
Ultrafast contrast enhanced ultrasound, combined with echo particle image velocime-
try (echoPIV), can provide accurate, multidimensional hemodynamic flow field measure-
ment. However, the use of ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) still prevents this method from
becoming a truly versatile and non-invasive diagnostic tool. In this study, we investigate
the use of native blood instead of UCA backscatter for echoPIV measurements and com-
pare their accuracy in vitro. Additionally, the effect of measurement depth is experimen-
tally assessed.
Blood mimicking fluid (BMF) was pumped through a 10 mm diameter tube producing
parabolic flow profiles, adding UCA in the case of contrast imaging. Plane wave imaging
at 5000 frames- per-second was performed with a Verasonics Vantage system and a linear
array. The tube was imaged at three different depths: 25, 50 and 100 mm. Singular value
decomposition (SVD) was assessed for clutter suppression against mean background sub-
traction. PIVlab was used as a PIV implementation.
With SVD, BMF provided almost equal echoPIV accuracy as UCA, except at 100 mm depth
where UCA provided better accuracy. Use of clutter suppression greatly improved echoPIV
results, but minimal differences in echoPIV accuracy were noted between mean and SVD
filtered groups (BMF or UCA). Accuracy decreased with increasing depth, likely due to re-
duced elevation resolution, resulting in out-of-plane smoothing of velocity gradients.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
Visualization and quantification of blood velocity perpendicular to the ultrasound (US)
beam direction remains a challenge in clinical imaging. This is especially true when
imaging deep structures such as in the heart or abdominal aorta. In this case, vec-
tor imaging techniques such as Vector Doppler imaging suffer reduced accuracy due to
limited probe aperture. A different approach for estimating velocity is by echo-particle
imaging velocimetry (echoPIV), which instead operates on successive, beamformed frames,
in a patch-by-patch basis, to determine velocity fields. While echoPIV was first demon-
strated by Kim et al. (2004) [42], its success has been limited due to the relatively low
frame-rates attainable in conventional ultrasound scanners (<100 fps). Low frame rate
results in decorrelation of high velocity flows due to the relatively large particle displace-
ment between frames. The recent advances in ultrafast ultrasound imaging offer a so-
lution to this limitation of echoPIV [61]. However, the use of ultrasound contrast agent
(UCA) still prevents echoPIV from becoming a truly versatile and non-invasive diagnos-
tic tool. In this study, we compare the use of UCA and speckle from blood mimicking
fluid (BMF, as a proxy for native blood speckle) as signal sources for echoPIV, after us-
ing singular value decomposition (SVD, [62]) as a clutter filter. Additionally, we perform
the comparison at different depths, in an effort to investigate the relationship between
echoPIV accuracy and depth.
2.2. METHODS
2.2.1. In Vitro PHANTOM
A custom designed in vitro flow phantom was used to pump blood mimicking fluid
(BMF) through a 10mm diameter tube. The tube was immersed in water to allow for
ultrasonic imaging at 3 different depths from the transducer lens (25, 50 and 10 mm).
Calibrated flow rates, corresponding to parabolic velocity profiles, were measured with
an inline ultrasonic flow meter (UF Ultrasonics Flow Meter, Cynergy3 Components, UK,
3% accuracy). Three physiologically relevant peak velocities (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 m/s) were
studied.
BMF was prepared according the recipe of Ramnarine et al. with 5 µm Orgasol parti-
cles, providing equivalent backscatter to human blood [63]. A diluted, commercial UCA
(SonoVue, 50µl/l concentration) was added to the BMF in the case of contrast imaging.
2.2.2. ULTRAFAST ULTRASOUND ACQUISITION AND BEAMFORMING
Raw channel data were acquired with a Verasonics Vantage 256 system (Verasonics Inc.,
USA) using an ATL L7-4 transducer (5MHz, 25mm elevation focus, 298µm pitch, 128 el-
ements). A plane wave acquisition protocol captured 300 frames at the pulse repetition
frequency (PRF) of 5000 Hz. Three different clutter suppression techniques were com-
pared by applying each filter on the pre-beamformed channel data: a) no filtering, b)
mean subtraction (along slow time) and c) hard threshold SVD rank reduction (keeping
ranks 5 to 270).
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Beamforming was performed offline, using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method
[64]. Beamformed RF data was sinc-interpolated in the axial direction to obtain equal
pixel spacing in axial and lateral direction. Finally, the envelope was detected and log
compressed forming B-mode image sets.
2.2.3. ECHOPIV
PIVlab (V1.41,[65]) was used as a Particle Imaging Velocimetry implementation in Mat-
lab (R2015a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). PIVlab utilizes an iterative approach to
echoPIV, deforming the target kernel after each iteration according to the previous itera-
tion’s displacement estimates, theoretically converging towards true autocorrelation. In
this study three iterations, with square kernel sizes of 2.32 mm2, 2.32 mm2 and 1.152 mm2
for each successive iteration, were used, using bicubic interpolation for image deforma-
tion of the target image after each iteration. Post processing was limited to discarding
the velocity estimates on the borders of the region of interest, no outlier elimination or
smoothing was applied. echoPIV was performed on every 5th frame (effective frame rate
of 1000).
2.2.4. ANALYSIS & STATISTICS
A ground truth velocity profile was calculated using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation for
pipes of circular cross section:
vr = 2Q
piR2
[
1− r
2
R2
]
(2.1)
where vr is the velocity at radius r within the total pipe radius R(r ≤R) and Q is the flow
rate measured by the flow meter. This study compared the signal obtained from UCA
and BMF with 3 different filters (none, mean subtraction and SVD rank reduction) at 3
depths (25, 50 and 100 mm) with 3 repeated experiments per group.
Bias error was defined as the Mean of the Absolute Difference (MAD) between the
echoPIV derived profile and the ground truth profile. The MAD was normalized to the
peak ground truth velocity allowing for comparison over different flow rates:
²=
∑N
i=1 |vPIV (i )− vGT (i )|
(N ×max(vGT ))
(2.2)
where ², vi and N are the error, velocity (echoPIV or ground truth) at point i, and N is
the total number of echoPIV sampled points (along the radius of the tube), respectively.
Vectors were averaged over ten consecutive frames before calculating the MAD.
Comparison between groups were performed by means of 2-way ANOVA followed
by multiple comparisons using an uncorrected Fisher’s LSD in GraphPad Prism (v7.01,
GraphPad Software, USA).
2.3. RESULTS
SVD filtering suppressed the tube wall and its reverberation artefacts better than mean
amplitude subtraction, as depicted in Figure 2.1, where mean subtraction was not able
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Figure 2.1: Effects of differ-
ent clutter filters on BMF: A)
no filter, B) mean subtrac-
tion and C) SVD. Mean ampli-
tude subtraction fails to sup-
press the tiny vibrations in
the tube wall (likely caused by
the pumps). SVD successfully
suppresses clutter. Dynamic
range of 40dB.
to completely suppress the tube wall. After SVD clutter suppression, cineloops of BMF
and UCA were visually similar (40dB dynamic range, Figure 2.2).
The profile estimated by echoPIV was similar to the theoretical profile calculated
from the measured flow rate. This is depicted in Figure 2.3. with echoPIV vectors and
theoretical ground truth overlaid on a single B-mode frame.
The effect of clutter filtration (mean over the depths and velocities sampled in this
study) is summarized in Figure 2.4 Without clutter filtration UCA performed far better
than BMF (27±16 % vs 67±5 % bias error, respectively). Utilizing SVD however, there was
minimal difference in result, only at 100 mm depth did UCA provide improved echoPIV
accuracy over BMF (13±6% vs 19±6%, p=0.005). No significant differences were observed
between mean amplitude subtraction and SVD filtered echoPIV results (BMF and UCA).
With respect to Figure 2.5, depth was a significant factor in echoPIV accuracy (p<0.0001),
with mean bias increasing with depth, even after clutter suppression using SVD filtering.
Error values (using SVD) at 25, 50 and 100 mm were 4%, 12% and 19% for BMF and 5%,
9% and 13% for UCA, respectively (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.2: B-mode im-
age sections of tube after
SVD filtering for A) BMF
and B) UCA at a dynamic
range of 40 dB.
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Figure 2.3: Example of echoPIV result (arrows) at 25mm depth. Green curve depicts theoretical velocity profile
calculated from the measured flow meter data
2.4. DISCUSSION
2.4.1. FINDINGS
With clutter suppression, BMF provided almost equal echoPIV accuracy as UCA, except
at 100 mm depth, where BMF’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was lower. SVD rank reduc-
tion was more effective at clutter filtering than mean subtraction, which was not able to
completely suppress the signal from the tube wall due to sub-wavelength motion in the
wall, induced by pump vibrations. However, the superiority of SVD in clutter suppres-
sion did not transfer to improved echoPIV results over the mean method. This was most
likely due to the region of interest that was used for calculating the echoPIV, which was
limited to the lumen of the tube.
With the aid of clutter suppression, echoPIV accurately estimated the velocity profile
within the tube. Similar accuracy to Leow et al. (2015) was obtained when imaging at 25
mm depth [61]. However, it should be noted that in the current study no contrast spe-
cific acquisition scheme was used. Contrast specific acquisition schemes such as pulse
inversion or amplitude modulation would isolate blood signal and suppress tissue sig-
nal, at the cost of reduction of the frame rates by a factor 2-3. Yet, SVD filtering already
isolates blood signal, thus negating the need of a contrast mode. Alternatively, com-
pounding techniques [58] have a similar cost of frame rate reduction, but may improve
image resolution and SNR, which would likely further improve echoPIV performance.
The persistent underestimation of velocity with increasing depth was suspected to
be due to the increased beam-width in the elevational direction as depth increases. In
this case, with the circular cross section of the tube, causing velocity averaging of the
parabolic profile over the beam width. This can readily be verified by repeating the ex-
periments with a transducer with a deeper elevation focus.
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Figure 2.4: Effect of clutter filter on the resultant
echoPIV bias. Using a clutter filter significantly im-
proves accuracy for both BMF and UCA. n=9. *solid
lines denote p>0.05 (no significance)
Figure 2.5: Effect of increasing depth on echoPIV bias
error. For both BMF and UCA increasing depth re-
sults in increased bias error. The effect is stronger
for BMF resulting in poorer performance than UCA
at 100mm depth. n=9. *solid lines denote p>0.05 (no
significance)
2.4.2. LIMITATIONS
The use of water as a propagation medium for ultrasound resulted in minimal attenua-
tion and phase aberration in the ultrasound signal. It is possible that the attenuation in
vivo will result in too low SNR from the native blood speckle for even the SVD algorithm
to enhance, especially at great depth. Also, there is far more considerable tissue motion
in vivo than the sub-wavelength vibrations experienced in the current study. It remains
to be seen how well SVD separates clutter, blood and noise signal in large vessels in vivo.
Also, the current implementation of SVD utilized a manual selection of the eigenvalues
threshold, by which tissue clutter, flow signal and noise are separated. An automatically
calculated threshold would be an improvement and will be explored further. Finally, the
current study did not report velocities greater than 0.75 m/s, this was a limitation of the
flow phantom when used with BMF and not echoPIV. When exceeding 0.75 m/s the sys-
tem sucked air-bubbles into the flow medium which made comparison between UCA
and BMF impossible.
2.5. CONCLUSION
The use of ultrafast ultrasound imaging in conjunction with echoPIV allowed for accu-
rate flow velocity estimation in vitro. Significant improvements in echoPIV accuracy,
through the addition of UCA, only occurred at 100 mm depth.
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HIGH FRAME RATE
CONTRAST-ENHANCED
ULTRASOUND FOR VELOCIMETRY IN
THE HUMAN ABDOMINAL AORTA
Based on:
Voorneveld J, Engelhard S, Vos HJ, Reijnen MMPJ, Gijsen F, Versluis M, Jebbink EG, de Jong N, Bosch JG. High
Frame Rate Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasound for Velocimetry in the Human Abdominal Aorta, IEEE Transactions
on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control 2018;65:2245–2254. [66].
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ABSTRACT
Treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysms and stenotic lesions may be improved by an-
alyzing their associated blood flow patterns. Angle-independent blood flow patterns in
the AA can be obtained by combining echo-particle image velocimetry (echoPIV) with high
frame rate contrast-enhanced ultrasonography. However, echoPIV performance is affected
by ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) concentration, microbubble stability and tissue clut-
ter. In this study we assessed the influence of acoustic pressure and UCA concentration on
image quality for echoPIV analysis. We also compared amplitude modulation (AM) and
singular value decomposition (SVD) as tissue suppression strategies for echoPIV.
Fourteen healthy volunteers were imaged in the region of the distal abdominal aorta. We
tested four different UCA bolus volumes (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5 ml) and four different
acoustic output pressures (mechanical indices: 0.01, 0.03, 0.06 and 0.09). As image qual-
ity metrics, we measured contrast-to-background ratio, bubble disruption ratio and max-
imum normalized cross-correlation value during echoPIV.
At mechanical indices ≥ 0.06, we detected severe bubble destruction, suggesting that very
low acoustic pressures should be used for echoPIV. SVD was able to suppress tissue clut-
ter better than AM. The maximum tracking correlation was affected by both UCA con-
centration and flow rate, where at high flow rates, lower UCA concentrations resulted in
slightly higher correlation values but more signal drop-outs during late diastole. High
frame rate echoPIV was successfully performed in the abdominal aorta of healthy volun-
teers and shows promise for future studies in patients.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Study of abdominal aortic (AA) flow patterns may assist the disease-progression pre-
diction process in patients with AA stenotic lesions and aneurysms. Several studies on
stenotic lesions suggest that local flow patterns and their associated flow parameters,
such as wall shear stress, have an influence on lesion development and progression
[67]–[69]. In AA aneurysms, changes in flow patterns modulate inflammatory mecha-
nisms in the vascular endothelium, causing aneurysm growth [70]. For AA aneurysms
and stenotic lesions around the aortic bifurcation, in vitro data have shown that differ-
ent treatment options generate different flow perturbations [71], [72], which can partly
explain the different outcomes of these treatments. Post-treatment analysis of AA blood-
flow patterns may make the follow-up schemes after endovascular treatment more patient-
specific by predicting potential failure.
Investigation of blood flow patterns in vivo requires full field, angle independent ve-
locity measurements. Currently, the most widely used method of assessing AA blood
flow is Doppler ultrasound. However, conventional Doppler is angle dependent, which
complicates imaging blood flow in regions of bifurcation, where blood flows in different
directions, and where it can also flow approximately perpendicular to the ultrasound
beam (70° to 110°) [13], [73].
Several ultrasonic techniques have been developed to overcome the angle depen-
dency limitations of standard Doppler. Vector Doppler Imaging (VDI) splits the trans-
mit aperture, obtaining multiple Doppler measurements at known angles to each other,
from which both velocity magnitude and direction can be deduced [19], [74].
However, for imaging of deep structures, the angles between beams, and hence ve-
locity estimates, can become unreliable due to the limited aperture [14]. Transverse Os-
cillation is a technique that also utilizes a split aperture, although usually only syntheti-
cally in receive [22]. Although originally limited to linear arrays, this method has recently
been expanded to work with curved arrays, being demonstrated in the portal vein of a
healthy volunteer [23]. However, the velocities expected in the AA are much higher than
those in the portal vein. Blood Speckle Tracking can obtain angle-independent velocity
measurements by tracking the speckle motion of moving red blood cells between frames
[75]. It, however, requires sufficient temporal resolution for tracking the range of flows
expected in the AA. High frame rate (HFR) imaging, using unfocussed transmissions, al-
lows for the temporal resolution required for tracking high blood flow velocities, but is
complicated by strong clutter in the blood-pool from surrounding tissue and reduced
penetration depth compared to focused transmissions [35].
Echo-particle imaging velocimetry (echoPIV) using ultrasound contrast agent (UCA)
microbubbles can be beneficial for the penetration depths required in AA flow imaging
in patients (6-10 cm), since backscattered signal is greatly improved over native blood
cells. We have shown previously that HFR echoPIV can accurately measure the high ve-
locity flows which are expected in the AA, in vitro (Chapter 2). Translation to in vivo,
however, requires further optimization of critical UCA related parameters, such as me-
chanical index (MI), UCA concentration and the applied tissue suppression strategy.
UCA specific acquisition sequences suppress tissue signal by exploiting the non-
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linear behavior of UCA, e.g. amplitude modulation (AM) or pulse inversion. However,
these sequences incur a cost in frame rate, as multiple transmissions are required to re-
construct a single image. Alternatively, singular value decomposition (SVD) based tissue
suppression has been shown to perform equivalently or better than UCA specific acqui-
sition sequences, although only for microvascular flow environments [76]. It is not yet
known whether SVD also performs well in large vessels like the abdominal aorta.
The use of UCA also mandates careful tuning of the acoustic pressures used for imag-
ing. Too-low pressures may generate insufficient signal from the bubbles; while overly-
high pressures can result in bubble destruction. In both cases, velocity estimation will be
compromised. The relationship between acoustic pressure and bubble destruction dur-
ing HFR imaging has been reported only for in vitro studies [77]–[79]. It is well known
that bubble stability is affected by physiological conditions. In this study we assess bub-
ble destruction in vivo.
Another variable requiring optimization is UCA concentration. Higher concentra-
tions are associated with higher signal power, but may reduce echoPIV accuracy if too
high [42], [80]. Conversely, low concentrations may leave void regions, occupied only
by noise. The effect of UCA concentration has not yet been studied for HFR echoPIV.
In this study, we investigate the effect that tissue suppression strategy (AM versus SVD),
acoustic pressure and UCA concentration have on image quality metrics for echoPIV, in
healthy human volunteers.
3.2. METHODS
3.2.1. STUDY DESIGN
After approval as a pilot study, by the medical ethic committee of the Erasmus Medical
Center (NL58025.078.16), 15 healthy volunteers (age 18-35 years, BMI< 25) were imaged
in the region of the distal aorta with the aortic bifurcation and proximal iliac vessels in a
coronal view. Four bolus injections of UCA (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5 ml, SonoVue, Bracco
S.p.A., Milano, Italy) were administered before acquiring 2.5 s of HFR ultrasound data
with a research ultrasound system (Vantage 256, Verasonics Inc., Kirkland WA, USA).
An additional clinical ultrasound system (Epiq 7, Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA, USA)
was used to simultaneously record contrast mode image sequences in the left superficial
femoral artery (downstream of the AA). HFR recordings in the AA were initiated on the
research ultrasound system once the bolus was detected in the femoral artery.
After imaging the first volunteer, some minor adjustments/improvements were made
to the acquisition scheme, making the data of this volunteer incomparable with the oth-
ers. Measurements were performed on the remaining 14 volunteers during four mea-
surement sessions (afternoons) in groups of 3-4.
The first three volunteers were imaged at a transmit voltage of 30V. Due to clearly
visible bubble destruction on the clinical system, the transmit voltage on the Verasonics
ultrasound system was decreased for subsequent volunteers, after each measurement
session. Thus, three volunteers were imaged using a transmit voltage of 30V, three at
20V, four at 10V and four at 5V. The transmit voltages of 30V, 20V, 10V and 5V correspond
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to MIs of 0.09, 0.06, 0.03 and 0.013, respectively (at a depth of 30-50 mm taking into
account a tissue attenuation of -0.3 dB per cm).
Additionally, the volunteers underwent MRI phase contrast imaging and the detected
flow was compared to the echoPIV results. This part of the study is further described in
Chapter 4.
3.2.2. ULTRASOUND ACQUISITION & IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
RF data were acquired with a curvilinear probe (3 MHz, C5-2, ATL, Bothell WA, USA)
connected to the research ultrasound system. The AM sequence consisted of diverging
waves (transmit delays all zero, single cycle pulse) transmitted with different apodization
schemes (even, full, and odd elements active [39], [81]) at a pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) of 3000 Hz. The sum of odd and even apodization transmissions was coherently
subtracted from the full transmit to produce AM images at 1000 fps. From the full trans-
mit acquisitions a standard B-mode sequence of 1000 fps was also generated, producing
synchronized datasets for comparison. Images were beamformed into the polar domain
where further analysis was performed.
3.2.3. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)
SVD based clutter suppression assumes that the tissue, blood and noise components of
an image sequence can be separated based on their respective spatiotemporal coher-
ence energy [62]. Tissue signal is typically higher intensity and more spatiotemporally
coherent than flowing blood (and bubble) signal. Thus, when an image sequence con-
taining blood flow and surrounding tissue is decomposed using SVD, the tissue signal
accumulates more coherence energy than the flowing blood. This causes tissue to collect
in the low-rank modes of the system while blood and bubbles are distributed more cen-
trally (Figure 3.1). Noise, being relatively incoherent and low intensity, typically resides
in the high-order modes. Truncating low and/or high order modes allows for selective
removal of tissue and/or noise from the image sequence.
In this study, a low-rank threshold selection algorithm was used to automatically de-
tect the transition between tissue and flowing UCA. Low-rank selection was based on the
ratio of successive singular values: σn/σn−1 > 0.99 (see Figure 3.1). This criterion selects
the first mode n which decreases less than 1% in energy from its predecessor [82]. A high-
rank cutoff was not used in this study. The number of frames used when performing SVD
(ensemble length) is known to affect the separability of slow moving bubbles and tissue
[76]. Thus, to assess the effect of SVD ensemble length on contrast-to-background ratio
(CBR) four different SVD ensemble lengths were tested: 32, 64, 128 and 1250 frames (all
frames). CBR was assessed during periods of slow flow (velocity magnitude < 0.1 m/s)
and fast flow (velocity magnitude > 0.4 m/s) separately. Comparison was performed on
data with MI = 0.01 only to reduce the influence of bubble disruption on the comparison.
SVD was performed on beamformed IQ data. For ensemble lengths of 32, 64 and
128, individual SVD outputs needed to be combined into a continuous set of frames.
Thus, ensembles were overlapped by 87.5%, where overlapping frames from different
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the low-rank
threshold selection algorithm used in this
study. Tissue cutoff is found by searching
for the point in the curve where the slope
begins ‘flattening out’. Mode
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SVD ensembles were averaged to create the final SVD outputs. This was not required
with the 1250 ensemble as only one SVD output was created.
3.2.4. TISSUE SUPPRESSION STRATEGIES
AM was compared to SVD (ensemble length = 1250 frames) as a method for suppressing
tissue signal without deteriorating the UCA signal. SVD images were computed from the
B-mode sequences. Additionally, a 2nd order Chebyshev high-pass filter with a -6dB cut-
off at 15 Hz was applied to the AM data, acting as a low-cutoff frequency Doppler wall-
filter (AM+Cheby). SVD was also applied to the AM processed data (ensemble length =
1250 frames) as an additional group for comparison (AM+SVD), to investigate the use-
fulness of a combination of the two techniques.
3.2.5. CONTRAST AGENT PERFORMANCE METRICS
CONTRAST-TO-BACKGROUND RATIO (CBR)
Tissue suppression efficacy was assessed using contrast-to-background ratio (CBR) [83],
defined as:
C BR = 20log10
(
RMSB1−10
RMS A
)
(3.1)
where RMS is the time-averaged root-mean-square signal strength in UCA (Figure 3.2:
B1−10) and tissue regions (Figure 3.2: A). Comparison between AM and SVD was per-
formed during periods of slow flow (mean velocity < 0.1 m/s), which is the worst-case
scenario for SVD, where bubble coherence between frames is similar to that of slowly
moving tissue, increasing the likelihood that bubble signal will be removed along with
the tissue signal
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Figure 3.2: Regions used for calculating DR and CBR. Red lines indicate outlines of AA and bifurcation to iliac
arteries. Purple dotted region A was used for tissue signal strength. Regions B1 to B10 were used for UCA signal
strength. B1 and B10 were used for DR. Images displayed at 50dB dynamic range.
DISRUPTION RATIO
UCA disruption ratio (DR), a measure of acoustically driven bubble destruction, was cal-
culated as:
DR = 1− RMSB10
RMSB1
(3.2)
where RMS is the time-averaged RMS signal in the proximal (Figure 3.2:B1) and distal
(Figure 3.2:B10) regions inside the AA. DR values range from 0 to 1, implying not any
and full bubble destruction, respectively [79]. DR was calculated on the SVD processed
datasets during systole only (mean velocity > 0.4 m/s) to ensure that fresh bubbles were
being supplied to the region of interest.
3.2.6. BUBBLE CONCENTRATION / VELOCITY TRACKING
This section describes how the velocity and correlation values were calculated for com-
parison between different bolus concentrations. Velocity in the center of the vessel was
estimated using normalized cross-correlation (along slow-time, frequency domain im-
plementation) in ten regions (Figure 3.2: B1−10) running along the length of the vessel.
Each region was 4.7° by 6 mm in size, resulting in regions sized approximately 6 mm by
6mm, once scan converted. This size was chosen to meet the widely accepted 1/4 in-
terrogation window rule for PIV [84]. Normalized cross-correlation was performed on
the polar beamformed data after envelope detection. The maximum correlation value
was used as a measure of tracking performance for different UCA concentrations. Ve-
locity vectors were determined by finding the location of maximum cross-correlation
per region (Figure 3.2. B1−10). Subpixel displacement was estimated using the centroid
approach [84]. Velocity vectors were scan-converted and then smoothed using a tempo-
ral moving median filter (15 ensemble length). Bubble concentrations during diastolic
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(mean velocity < 0.1 m/s) and systolic (mean velocity > 0.4 m/s) phases were assessed
separately, where maximum normalized cross-correlation and CBR were used for com-
parison.
3.2.7. ECHOPIV MEASUREMENT
A full echoPIV measurement is demonstrated on a volunteer imaged at 0.01 MI with a
bolus volume of 1.5 ml, after applying a 1250 ensemble SVD filter. Four cross-correlation
iterations were performed with window deformation, using interrogation areas of 9.5° x
6.1 mm and an overlap of 75% [84]. Correlation compounding was performed on three
subsequent frame pairs before subpixel displacement estimation using a centroid ap-
proximation [84]. Vector fields were processed for display - at peak systole, backflow and
diastole - using the dynamic visualization procedure described in [85]. Vessel bound-
aries were manually segmented.
STATISTICS & REPORTING
Significance of differences was statistically tested using a two-tailed Student’s t-test, where
a p-value< 0.05 implied significance. Results are reported as mean ± standard deviation.
For box plots: circles denote individual data points; whiskers extend to max and min
values of non-outliers; boxes start and stop at first and third quartiles; solid lines denote
median; and dashed lines denote mean (if present).
3.3. RESULTS
Ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) was detected in all volunteers using HFR ultrasonog-
raphy with no adverse events. UCA signal could be detected using all of the tissue sup-
pression strategies tested.
SVD ENSEMBLE LENGTH
Increasing SVD ensemble lengths resulted in increasing CBR during periods of slow flow
(Figure 3.3). However, during periods of fast flow shorter ensembles resulted in higher
CBR.
MECHANICAL INDEX (MI)
For AM processed data, increasing MI resulted in reduced CBR (Figure 3.4.a). Larger bo-
lus volumes resulted in higher CBR but only for the lower MIs (0.01 and 0.02 - Figure
3.4.a). The tissue signal after AM processing increased quadratically with increasing MI
(Figure 3.4.b). Higher MIs (0.06 and 0.09) caused considerably more microbubble de-
struction than lower MIs (Figure 3.4.c). Contrast-ultrasound recordings in the femoral
artery, downstream from the HFR imaged AA, showed dips in intensity during HFR in-
sonification for the higher MIs but not for the lower MIs (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.3: CBR values obtained with different SVD en-
semble lengths during periods of slow and fast flow.
Longer ensembles achieve higher CBR during slow
flow. During fast flow, the opposite is true. Only 0.01
MI data was used for this comparison. n = 16 (volun-
teers x bolus volumes). * p < 0.05.
TISSUE SUPPRESSION
SVD consistently provided superior CBR values to AM and filtered derivatives of it, for all
the MIs tested (Figure 3.6). No significant differences were noted between AM+Cheby or
AM+SVD, although both resulted in higher CBR than AM alone, even at 0.01 MI, where
AM performed at its best. Frames of each filter group at different MIs are shown during
slow flow only (|v | < 0.1 m/s) in Figure 3.7. The average depth to the centerline of the
aorta observed in these volunteers was 32±5 mm.
BUBBLE CONCENTRATION
Correlation between frames during fast flow (0.3 ±0.05) was weaker than during slow
flow, independent of UCA concentration (0.7 ± 0.1, Figure 3.8.a). The 0.25 ml bolus had
a lower correlation during slow flow than the 1.5 ml bolus (0.65 ± 0.14 vs. 0.79 ± 0.05,
p=0.03) but a higher correlation during fast flow (0.35 ± 0.04 vs. 0.30 ± 0.02, p=0.007).
Larger bolus volumes increased CBR for both diastolic and systolic flow rates (Figure
3.8.b), where systolic CBR was higher than diastolic on average (23±5 dB vs 18 ± 5 dB,
respectively, p < 0.001). For the 0.25 ml bolus volumes, signal ‘drop-outs’ were observed
towards the end of diastole, where bubble signal was lost in small regions. This was less
prominent in higher concentrations.
ECHOPIV MEASUREMENT
Taking into account the optimization described in previous sections, echoPIV vector-
fields were derived from a volunteer with an MI of 0.01 and a UCA bolus of 1.5ml. The
results are shown in Figure 3.9.
3.4. DISCUSSION
High frame rate contrast enhanced ultrasonography was successfully performed in the
abdominal aorta of healthy volunteers. Velocity field information could be determined
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Figure 3.4: Effects of MI on CBR of AM images and DR. a) Increasing MI results in lower CBR for AM processing.
At MI ≤ 0.03 larger bolus volumes result in more CBR. b) Tissue-signal intensity after AM processing increases
quadratically with MI (dashed line indicates quadratic fit). c) Increasing MI results in more bubble destruction,
where horizontal bars denote non-significant differences between groups. Numbers represent sample size
(volunteers x bolus volumes).
using echoPIV (with the optimization described in this study) which was very similar to
4D phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (see Chapter 4).
3.4.1. SVD ENSEMBLE LENGTH
Longer ensemble lengths resulted in increased sensitivity to slow moving bubbles. This
was expected as using more frames allows for more time for slow-moving bubbles to
develop differences in spatial-temporal coherence from the slow-moving tissue. We also
observed that shorter ensemble lengths resulted in higher CBR values for fast flow; this
may be due to shorter ensembles being able to remove the pulsatile motion of the vessel
wall better than long ensembles.
However, for AA applications longer ensemble lengths are preferable as their CBR is
best during slow flow and sufficient during fast flow.
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Figure 3.5: Contrast mode
images recorded downstream
from the abdominal aorta,
in the left superficial femoral
artery with a clinical ultra-
sound system. Images are
recorded a few seconds before
(a, c) and during (b, d) the high
frame rate (HFR) acquisitions
in the abdominal aorta, for
MIs of 0.01 (a, b) and 0.06
(c, d). For 0.06 MI, note the
dramatic reduction in contrast
intensity before (c) and during
(d) the HFR acquisition. This
is not the case of 0.01 MI,
where contrast intensities
before (a) and during (b) HFR
acquisition are very similar.
3.4.2. EFFECT OF MECHANICAL INDEX (MI)
CONTRAST-TO-BACKGROUND RATIO (CBR)
Lower MIs resulted in higher CBR values for AM processing (Figure 3.4.a). The reason is
two-fold: 1) higher MI results in more bubble destruction (Figure 3.4.b); and 2) higher
MI accompanied higher tissue signal (Figure 3.4.c), even after removal of the linear sig-
nal component. The reason for the increased tissue intensity is likely non-linear prop-
agation of the pressure wave through tissue, which increases quadratically with the ul-
trasonic pressure applied [86]. We also observed apparent bubble signal below the AA
(Figure 3.7), possibly caused by non-linear propagation through the UCA filled AA, as
described in [87], [88].
DISRUPTION RATIO (DR)
We observed some differences in bubble destruction to those reported by in vitro studies.
Couture et al. [77] reported more than 75% DR at peak-negative pressures of 0.2 MPa
(∼MI of 0.01 at 7.5 MHz), whereas we observed ∼ 20% DR at a MI of 0.01. However,
exposure time to ultrasound (∼80 ms here versus 25 s used in their study) and acoustic
frequencies used (3 MHz versus 7.5 MHz) were drastically different between our two
studies. To the contrary, Toulemonde et al. [79] observed negligible bubble destruction
at a MI of 0.1. However, their MI values were measured close to the probe, whereas
here (and in [77]) MI was measured at the depth of interest (30 mm here and 20mm in
[77]). Finally, in vitro studies do not typically account for physiological temperatures
[89]–[91] and pressures [92], gas exchange between blood and UCA [93], [94] or filtration
by the lungs. We found that a maximum MI of 0.03 could be used without severe bubble
destruction. However, it is important to note that DR was established during periods of
fast flow; during slow flow, the contrast bubbles will be exposed several times longer to
ultrasound resulting in more severe bubble destruction in a given region. Therefore, the
lowest MI is preferred. In further research, even lower MI values could be tested
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3.4.3. AMPLITUDE MODULATION VS. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
SVD achieved higher CBR values than AM (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). Even when com-
bined with a very ‘mild’ wall filter (AM+Cheby), AM performed worse than SVD. We also
tested how applying SVD to AM processed images would compare to SVD on a B-mode
image. From Figure 3.7.c, it appears that AM+SVD provides higher signal intensities.
However, Figure 3.6 shows that SVD alone provides higher CBR values than AM+SVD.
AM processing reduces the signal level and introduces additional noise during the co-
herent subtraction process of the AM sequence, which both deteriorate CBR.
Although SVD performed well on this data, with small amounts of non-rigid tissue
motion, it may not perform so well where tissue motion is relatively large, e.g. the motion
of the heart valves and wall in echocardiography.
CBR is not the only factor worth considering in the comparison between AM and
SVD. AM needs at least two transmissions to produce an image; we implemented a com-
monly used three-transmission sequence which overcomes a limitation in the research
ultrasound system to quickly switch between different transmit voltages. SVD can be
applied to single transmission sequences, as performed in this study. Thus higher frame
rates can be achieved when using SVD alone, or angular compounding can be used to re-
duce side-lobe levels, increasing both resolution and contrast [95]. However, it should be
noted that coherent compounding of angular transmissions in the presence of fast mov-
ing scatterers is not straightforward, as decorrelation of the scatterers between different
angles causes strong imaging artefacts [96]. Alternatively, for echoPIV applications, the
compounding of individual angles can be performed in the correlation domain [97] (De-
scribed in Chapter 5).
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3.4.4. UCA CONCENTRATION
The mean correlation values obtained during fast flow were much lower than during pe-
riods of slow flow, independent of UCA concentration. This was expected as more bub-
bles will exit (and enter) the interrogation region as the flow rate increases. Additional
factors linked to flow speed, such as large flow gradients or out-of-plane flow can also
reduce the correlation value obtained. There are methods to account for these effects:
including the use of different size interrogation windows between frames; or the use of
iterative block-matching schemes with window offset and/or deformation [84] (as was
used to obtain the results in Figure 3.9).
We found that high UCA concentrations facilitated higher correlation during low flow
rates and vice versa. The reason for poor performance of low bubble concentrations dur-
ing slow flow was likely the lower CBR during slow flow (Figure 3.8.b). The CBR decrease
during slow flow was likely due to more bubble destruction, caused by the increased
ultrasound exposure time. Indeed, we observed distinct regions with signal loss, partic-
ularly during late diastole, which were more prominent in the 0.25 ml bolus data than in
the 1.5 ml bolus data. Thus, for low concentrations, these signal drop-outs during slow
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Figure 3.8: Effect of increasing UCA concentration (bolus volume) on a) maximum normalized cross-
correlation values and b) CBR. During fast flow, low concentrations result in slightly stronger correlation be-
tween frames than high concentrations. However, during periods of slow flow the opposite was true. Numbers
represent sample sizes (number of volunteers).
flow may outweigh the small correlation improvements during fast flow, as the drop-outs
result in significant tracking error.
The small correlation improvement gained by low UCA concentrations during fast
flow is in agreement with in vitro studies using conventional line-scanning ultrasound
for echoPIV [42], [80]. Likely caused by less ‘particle-pairs’ being present in an inter-
rogation window which reduces correlation uncertainty in the presence of strong flow
gradients.
3.4.5. LIMITATIONS
This study did not test other non-linear contrast specific tissue suppression strategies,
such as pulse inversion or power modulated pulse inversion (PMPI), which may have
performed better with a different transducer. However, Desailly et al. (2017) reported
similar results to this study when comparing SVD with PMPI in a microvasculature envi-
ronment [76].
The volunteers in this study had lower BMI than anticipated in the patients of in-
terest, with relatively superficial aortas (32±5 mm) compared with the depths that can
be expected in patients (up to 100 mm, sometimes deeper). However, this preliminary
study aimed to prove that HFR echoPIV was possible in the region of the AA bifurcation,
and to gain insight into optimal UCA parameters for future patient studies. The acoustic
pressures required to obtain sufficient signal were also very low, thus the transmit power
can be increased to obtain similar MIs in deeper regions. How echoPIV is affected by the
increased attenuation and reduced image quality in patients will be assessed in future
studies.
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Figure 3.9: EchoPIV derived velocity fields during three phases of the cardiac cycle: a) peak systole, b) backflow,
and c) diastole. Results obtained with 0.01 MI, 1250 SVD ensembles and 1.5 ml UCA bolus.
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We tested lower MIs only after discovering that the planned MI of 0.09 (derived from
previous in-vitro studies) was causing severe bubble destruction in vitro. This forced a
parameter adjustment for the following batches of volunteers, but allowed us to assess
the influence of MI, which was beneficial for the final outcome. For future HFR CEUS
studies, in vitro, one should be prepared to use very low MI, maybe even lower than the
values used here.
The use of the normalized cross-correlation value as a surrogate for tracking perfor-
mance is also a limitation of this study, although this is not uncommon [80]. This was
required as reliable ground truth measurements were not feasible in vitro.
Finally, the PRF used in this study was not as high as physically possible, but was lim-
ited to keep spatial-peak temporal-average intensity (ISPTA) under the recommended
value for abdominal imaging [98]. We performed our ISPTA safety measurements to al-
low for the maximum MI value tested, resulting in an ISPTA value close to the 94 mW/cm2
recommended for abdominal imaging. The use of the lower output pressures (MI≤ 0.01)
in this study would allow for a higher PRF in future, possibly up to the physical maximum
of ∼8000 Hz at a depth of ∼10 cm.
3.5. CONCLUSION
We have shown that SVD can provide higher CBR than AM in the abdominal aorta, with-
out requiring multiple transmissions per image. We found that lower MIs should be used
in vitro to prevent bubble destruction, as compared to in vitro studies. Finally, we ob-
served that higher UCA concentrations were associated with higher correlation during
slow flow conditions and less signal drop-outs, but lower concentrations were associ-
ated with slightly higher correlation under fast flow conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To study the feasibility of high-frame-rate (HFR) echo-particle image velocime-
try (echoPIV), in the abdominal aorta.
Materials andMethods: Fifteen healthy participants (six men; median age, 23 years [age
range, 18–34 years]; median body mass index, 20.3 kg/m2[range, 17.3–24.9 kg/m2]) under-
went HFR contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS). Ultrasound contrast agent microbub-
bles were injected at incremental doses (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.5 mL), with each dose fol-
lowed by ultrasound measurement to determine the optimal dosage.
Different ultrasound mechanical index values were evaluated (0.09, 0.06, 0.03, and 0.01)
in a diverging wave acquisition scheme. EchoPIV analysis was performed via pairwise
cross-correlation of all captured images. Participants also underwent phase-contrast MRI.
The echoPIV and phase-contrast MRI velocity profiles were compared via calculation of
similarity index and relative difference in peak velocity.
Results: Visualization of the aortic bifurcation with HFR CEUS was successful in all par-
ticipants. Optimal echoPIV results were achieved with the lowest contrast agent dose of
0.25 mL in combination with the lowest mechanical indexes (0.01 or 0.03). Substantial
bubble destruction occurred at higher mechanical indexes (≥0.06). Flow patterns were
qualitatively similar in the echoPIV and MR images. The echoPIV and MRI velocity pro-
files showed good agreement (similarity index, 0.98 and 0.99; difference in peak velocity,
8.5% and 17.0% in temporal and spatial profiles, respectively).
Conclusion: Quantification of blood flow in the human abdominal aorta with echoPIV is
feasible. Use of echoPIV has potential in the clinical evaluation of aortic disease.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Imaging of endovascular flow patterns in the abdominal aorta is challenging but clini-
cally relevant because of the relationship between local hemodynamics and the devel-
opment of vascular diseases [100]–[102]. Conventional Doppler ultrasound enables a
one-dimensional blood flow velocity estimate in the axial direction. However, because
the aortoiliac bifurcation is perpendicular to the transducer, it is difficult to obtain reli-
able flow quantification with Doppler imaging.
In the carotid artery and the heart, echo-particle image velocimetry (echoPIV) has
been used to obtain two-dimensional velocity vector fields of blood flow in the axial and
lateral directions [50], [103]. With this technique, ultrasound images are acquired and
used for PIV analysis. Recent developments in the use of high-frame-rate (HFR) contrast
enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) have improved the possibilities of quantifying blood flow
with echoPIV. However, flow velocities of approximately 1 m/s, which can be found in
the human abdominal aorta, have not been successfully quantified until recently [61].
In the abdominal aorta, ultrasound imaging is complicated by loss of signal due to
bowel gas or imaging depth, which could be compensated by using ultrasound contrast
agents. However, little is known about the amount of contrast agent required for optimal
PIV analysis. In vitro models at an imaging depth of 10 cm suggested the feasibility of
abdominal echoPIV with HFR CEUS (Chapter 2). The objective of this study was to in-
vestigate the feasibility of echoPIV to visualize blood flow in the human abdominal aorta
by using phase-contrast MRI as a reference.
4.2. METHODS
This prospective within-subject exploratory study evaluated 15 healthy participants. ul-
trasound and MR imaging were performed in all participants in February and March
2017, with participants at rest in the supine position. Inclusion criteria were as follows:
age of 18–35 years and body mass index of 25 kg/m2or less. Exclusion criteria were as
follows: hypersensitivity to the excipients in the ultrasound contrast agent (SonoVue;
Bracco, Milan, Italy), known history of cardiorespiratory diseases, uncontrolled systemic
hypertension, pregnancy, and standard MRI exclusion criteria.
Volunteers who met the entry criteria were included in the study after they provided
written informed consent. This study was conducted in accordance with Good Clinical
Practice guidelines and was approved by an authorized institutional review board in the
Netherlands (NL58025.078.16).
4.2.1. HFR ECHOPIV
EchoPIV was performed with a fully programmable Vantage 256 ultrasound machine
(Verasonics, Kirkland, Wash) with a curvilinear array abdominal probe (C5–2; ATL, Both-
ell, Wash). Before ultrasound imaging, physical examination was performed and blood
flow velocity in the distal abdominal aorta was measured with pulsed wave Doppler
imaging by using an Epiq 7 ultrasound machine (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Nether-
lands).
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A four-member research team performed the echoPIV measurements. The aortic bi-
furcation was visualized in a coronal oblique view by an experienced vascular technolo-
gist. The Vantage 256 ultrasound machine was controlled by a researcher (J.V.). Contrast
agent was injected by a physician with experience in CEUS examinations (P.T.). The Epiq
7 ultrasound machine was also used by a researcher (S.E.) for visual contrast monitoring
in the left superficial femoral artery. A stable concentration of contrast agent was used
for starting the HFR CEUS measurements, and subsequent injections were given only
after substantial washout of the agent.
For each measurement, images were captured for 2.5 seconds at 1000 frames per sec-
ond using a three-angled diverging wave acquisition scheme (PRF = 3000 Hz). First, HFR
measurement without contrast agent administration was performed. After this mea-
surement, four incremental contrast agent doses were administered to each participant
(0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.5 mL) to investigate the optimal dose for echoPIV analysis. An
overview of the measurement scheme is given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Overview of Activities for Each Study Participant
Duration Action
Examination 1: high-frame-rate CEUS (echoPIV)
5 minutes Physical examination and blood pressure
5 minutes Instructions and visualization of distal aorta
HFR control measurement (Vantage 256 machine)
5 minutes Pulsed wave Doppler measurement (Epiq 7 machine)
5 minutes Insertion of venous cannula
4 × 2–3 minutes ultrasound contrast agent injections (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and
1.5 mL)
HFR CEUS measurements (Vantage 256 machine)
Examination 2: phase-contrast MRI
10 minutes Instructions and imaging preparations
1 hour Phase-contrast MRI
4.2.2. MECHANICAL INDEX
Before the study, hydrophone pressure measurements were performed to guarantee that
pressures in the ultrasound beam field were within safety limits [98] with the transducer
at maximum transmitter voltage. Thereafter, transmitting voltage was set to 60% dur-
ing the first participant measurements. Four measurement sessions were planned, with
three or four participants per session. In each subsequent measurement session, the
transmitter voltage was further reduced to investigate image contrast and microbubble
behavior. The average mechanical index at a depth of 3–5 cm (depth of abdominal aorta)
was calculated for each transmitter voltage used. By following this regimen, measure-
ments were performed at mechanical indexes of 0.09, 0.06, 0.03, and 0.01 (Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the measurement and registration method for the echo-particle image velocimetry
(echoPIV) and phase-contrast MRI (PC-MRI) data. Probe locations of temporal velocity profiles (◦) and spatial
velocity profiles (lines) are shown in red for PC-MRI data and in blue for echoPIV data. HFR-CEUS = high-
frame-rate contrast-enhanced ultrasound.
4.2.3. DATA ANALYSIS
EchoPIV data were processed offline. Singular value decomposition–based clutter sup-
pression was applied to each of the three transmit angles individually [62]. PIV analysis
was performed by means of block-wise cross-correlation between like-angled transmis-
sions in each image pair by using a modified version of the open-source software PIVlab
(V1.41; W. Thielicke) [65]. The mean of the three resulting correlation maps was used for
displacement estimation. A four-iteration cross-correlation approach was used, with a
final block size of 7 × 6 mm and 75% overlap.
A 15-frame temporal moving average filter and 5 × 3 Gaussian spatial filter were ap-
plied for smoothing of the obtained velocity data. An extensive comparison of contrast
agent doses, mechanical indexes, ultrasound acquisition schemes, and post-processing
methods that were used in this study is reported in Chapter 3.
4.2.4. PHASE-CONTRAST MRI
All participants underwent phase-contrast 3.0-T MRI (Ingenia; Philips Healthcare) by
using a phased-array torso coil within 1 month before or after echoPIV measurements.
Multisection two-dimensional survey acquisitions were obtained to localize the distal
aorta and iliac arteries. Subsequently, a three-dimensional acquisition was performed
with free-breathing retrospective vectorcardiography-gated gradient-echo and echo pla-
nar imaging readout (repetition time / echo time = 8.9 ms/4.6 ms; echo planar imaging
factor = 5; flip angle = 10°).
Standard four-point three-directional velocity encoding was used with Venc (maxi-
mum velocity encoding) of 150 cm/s [104]. The acquisition volume captured the aor-
toiliac bifurcation, including renal and external iliac arteries, with 29 reconstructed 2-
mm-thick sections, resulting in a voxel size of 1.8 × 1.8 × 2.0 mm. The cardiac cycle was
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reconstructed into 30 phases. True temporal resolution was 35.6 ms (ie, 4 × the repeti-
tion time).
4.2.5. COMPARISON OF ECHOPIV AND PHASE-CONTRAST MRI
Quantitative comparisons of echoPIV and phase-contrast MRI velocity data were per-
formed. For image registration, an in-house software package (MASS) was used to visual-
ize the three-dimensional phase-contrast MRI velocity data in manually selected planes
that showed anatomic dimensions similar to the echoPIV images. Qualitative compari-
son of the velocity images was performed.
To extract velocity profiles, the phase-contrast MRI data were imported into Tecplot
360 EX (2016 R1; Tecplot, Bellevue, Wash), and a plane was selected by using the pre-
viously mentioned method. Further processing and comparison of the data were per-
formed by using Matlab (R2016a; MathWorks, Natick, Mass).
Temporal velocity profiles were extracted from both data sets in five locations on the
centerline of the aorta at 1 cm intervals proximal to the bifurcation apex (Figure 4.1).
The time axis of the phase-contrast MRI data was matched to the echoPIV time axis.
Spatial velocity profiles were extracted perpendicular to the centerline of the aorta in
five locations 1–3 cm proximal to the bifurcation apex.
Cosine similarity between the shape of the temporal and spatial velocity profiles of
both data sets was used as a similarity index and was calculated as follows:
SI =
(
VechoPIV ,VMRI
)∣∣VechoPIV ∣∣∣∣VMRI ∣∣ , (4.1)
where (VechoPIV ,VMRI ) denotes the inner vector product and |VechoPIV ||VMRI | are the
L2 norms of the two vectors. Similarity index can range from −1 to 1, where a value of
1 means that the two curves are exactly the same shape (but not necessarily the same
magnitude). Difference in peak velocity was calculated relative to the phase-contrast
MRI data. Bland-Altman analysis was performed for the temporal peak velocities.
4.3. RESULTS
Fifteen participants (six men) were included; their median age was 23 years (range, 18–34
years), and their median body mass index was 20.3 kg/m2(range, 17.3–24.9 kg/m2). Con-
trast agent injections and HFR CEUS measurements were successful in all participants.
Adequate echoPIV results (in terms of cross correlation) were achieved in all participants
for all contrast agent doses (Movie 1 [Online] ). Without the ultrasound contrast agent,
insufficient signal for echoPIV analysis remained after clutter suppression.
MECHANICAL INDEX
Mechanical indexes of 0.09 and 0.06 showed substantial destruction of contrast agent
microbubbles in the abdominal aorta during echoPIV (Table 4.2). This resulted in con-
trast agent signals that were inadequate for echoPIV analysis during diastole. Bubble
concentration was replenished during systole by new microbubbles entering the field of
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view. Contrast agent signal also decreased in the superficial femoral artery at the exact
time of the HFR CEUS measurements (Movie 2 [Online]). With a mechanical index of
0.03, some bubble destruction was visible in the HFR CEUS recordings, with no substan-
tial signal decrease in the superficial femoral artery. Contrast agent signal during dias-
tole was adequate for echoPIV analysis in these measurements. At a mechanical index
of 0.01, no bubble destruction was observed.
As a result of contrast agent destruction, only the measurements with mechanical
indexes of 0.03 and 0.01, which were performed in eight study participants, were used
for comparison of echoPIV and phase-contrast MRI (with 0.25 mL of contrast agent).
Table 4.2: Mechanical Index and Bubble Destruction
Bubble Destruction
MI No.
HFR CEUS Images
(Abdominal Aorta)
Conventional
ultrasound Images
(Superficial Femoral
Artery)
Adequate
Contrast
Signal for
PIV Analysis
0.09 4 Substantial destruction Substantial destruction No
0.06 3 Substantial destruction Substantial destruction No
0.03 4 Some loss of signal No visible destruction Yes
0.01 4 No visible destruction No visible destruction Yes
Note: MI = Mechanical Index; No. = Number of participants
FLOW ASSESSMENT
Undisturbed forward blood flow was observed in all eight participants during systole
for both modalities. During diastole, retrograde flow was observed with both modali-
ties in all participants except participants 2, 7, and 8. In participants 2 and 8, only the
echoPIV data showed backflow during diastole, while phase-contrast MRI data did not.
The pulsed wave Doppler measurements agreed with the echoPIV measurements, show-
ing a triphasic flow profile with a clear retrograde flow component. No significant ret-
rograde flow was observed in participant 7 with either modality. In this participant, a
period of relative blood stasis occurred during diastole. Flow patterns were similar in
both the phase-contrast MRI and echoPIV data, including a recirculation zone near the
origin of the left common iliac artery during diastole (Figure 4.2).
VELOCITY PROFILES
Temporal velocity profiles corresponded well between the echoPIV and phase-contrast
MRI data sets (Figure 4.3). Mean similarity index was 0.98 (range, 0.96–0.99), and the
mean difference in peak velocity was 8.5% (range, 0.09%–29%). Bland–Altman analysis is
shown in Figure 4.4. Similar spatial velocity profiles were also found with both modalities
(Figure 4.5). Mean similarity index was 0.99 (range, 0.93–1), and the mean difference in
peak velocity was 17.0% (range, 4.6%–32.0%).
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Figure 4.2: Streamline representation of
blood flow velocities during early dias-
tole in participant 7. Similar flow pat-
terns can be observed in both data sets,
including a slow (counterclockwise) recir-
culation zone near the origin of the left
common iliac artery. This recirculation
zone occurred during a longer time period
in the phase-contrast MRI (PC-MR) data
(five of 30 phases) than in the echoPIV
data (10–15 ms). Dashed lines show esti-
mated delineation of the vessel wall.
Figure 4.3: Temporal velocity profiles in eight participants. Shaded areas represent the range of measured
velocities in the five probed locations. Di fpeak = difference in peak velocity relative to phase-contrast MRI
data, SI = similarity index. ? Participants in whom substantial backflow was found in the echoPIV data but
not in the phase-contrast MRI data. ?? Participant in whom no substantial backflow was found with either
modality.
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Figure 4.4: Bland–Altman plot of peak ve-
locities in eight participants. Mean ab-
solute difference between echoPIV and
phase-contrast MRI peak velocities is 24
cm/s (echoPIV is 4 cm/s lower). The 95%
confidence interval ranges from 226 to 18
cm/s. The negative mean difference is
mainly caused by one outlier in the data
(volunteer 8). SD = standard deviation.
Figure 4.5: Spatial velocity profiles in eight participants. Shaded areas represent the range of measured veloci-
ties in the five probe locations. Di fpeak = difference in peak velocity relative to phase-contrast MRI data, SI =
similarity index.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
This study shows that quantification of blood flow in the human abdominal aorta is
possible with echoPIV, and velocity profiles and data correspond well with those seen
with phase-contrast MRI. This first-in-human study has demonstrated that assessment
of flow patterns in the abdominal aorta is feasible, which can have major implications
for the assessment of prognostic factors of vascular disease, indications for treatment,
and clinical follow-up.
A large range of blood flow velocities, including velocities greater than 1 m/sec dur-
ing systole, and very slow flow rates or blood stasis can be registered. In addition, two-
dimensional vector fields of blood flow velocity can be used to evaluate flow distur-
bances, which is not possible with conventional Doppler imaging.
Analysis of the velocity profiles showed good overall agreement between the echoPIV
and phase-contrast MRI data. Both techniques have similar spatial resolution (1.75× 1.5
mm vector resolution and 2.6 mm ultrasound section thickness in echoPIV data versus
1.8 × 1.8 × 2.0 mm voxel size in phase-contrast MRI data), whereas the temporal reso-
lution was 30 times higher for echoPIV (1000 frames per second in a single heart beat
vs 30 phases per cardiac cycle with interleaved sampling in phase-contrast MRI data).
Similar retrograde flow patterns were observed in six of eight participants studied. In
participants 2 and 8, retrograde flow was observed in the echoPIV data and pulsed-wave
Doppler measurements but not in the phase-contrast MRI data. This could indicate that
flow quantification with echoPIV was more accurate in these participants because of
a higher temporal resolution and no averaging of multiple heart cycles. However, the
difference in flow patterns could also be explained by differences in body position or
physiologic status of the participants during imaging.
Substantial bubble destruction occurred in the HFR CEUS measurements with a me-
chanical index greater than or equal to 0.06. This caused a decrease in contrast agent
signal that rendered echoPIV results unreliable during diastole. These results were un-
expected because no bubble destruction was observed during in vitro testing with use of
similar acquisition settings and maximum transmitter voltage (mechanical index∼ 0.15)
(Chapter 2). The reduced bubble stability in vivo could be attributed to several physi-
ologic conditions (temperature, gas exchange, pressure) that were not accounted for in
vitro [90], [92], [105].
Image registration was performed by manual extraction of a two-dimensional plane
from the phase-contrast MRI data to match the echoPIV data. The ultrasound insoni-
fication plane was not recorded and could therefore not be recreated in the volumet-
ric phase-contrast MRI data. Neighboring phase-contrast MRI planes were evaluated,
showing clear differences in anatomic dimensions, whereas peak velocities showed dif-
ferences of less than 10%. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that manual spatial matching
of phase-contrast MRI and echoPIV data did not cause large differences in flow velocity.
In the echoPIV data, out-of-plane motion of ultrasound contrast agent and local
imaging artifacts caused local decreases in correlation values and subsequent errors in
the velocity vector fields. These errors were reduced by spatial smoothing, but this also
removed details in the vector fields.
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For echoPIV to become a clinically viable technique, further development is required
in terms of ease of use, real-time data visualization, and calculation of derived flow pa-
rameters. Furthermore, prospective patient studies with echoPIV, in combination with
long-term follow-up, are indicated to investigate the predictive value of these flow pa-
rameters.
In conclusion, quantification of blood flow in the abdominal aorta with echoPIV was
performed in humans for the first time, demonstrating the feasibility of the technique.
An optimal balance between image contrast and bubble concentration was found in a
small cohort of healthy participants. The echoPIV velocity data showed good overall
agreement with corresponding phase-contrast MRI data sets. Although it requires fur-
ther development and validation, the echoPIV technique has great potential to enable
quantitative diagnosis of vascular diseases and follow-up after treatment.
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HIGH FRAME RATE ULTRASOUND
PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY FOR
ESTIMATING HIGH VELOCITY FLOW
PATTERNS IN THE LEFT VENTRICLE
Based on:
Voorneveld J, Muralidharan A, Hope T, et al. High Frame Rate Ultrasound Particle Image Velocimetry for
Estimating High Velocity Flow Patterns in the Left Ventricle. IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics,
and Frequency Control, 2017;65(12):2222-2232. [106].
Note: In this Chapter echoPIV is referred to as ePIV to compliment the usage of oPIV for optical PIV.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Echocardiographic determination of multi-component blood flow dynamics in
the left ventricle remains a challenge. In this study we compare contrast enhanced, high
frame rate (1000 fps) echo particle image velocimetry (ePIV) against optical particle image
velocimetry (oPIV, gold standard), in a realistic left ventricular phantom.
We find that ePIV compares well to oPIV, even for the high velocity inflow jet (normalized
RMSE = 9 ±1%). Additionally, we perform the method of Proper Orthogonal Decomposi-
tion, to better qualify and quantify the flow-pattern differences between the two modal-
ities. We show that ePIV and oPIV resolve very similar flow structures, especially for the
lowest order mode with a cosine similarity index of 86%.
The coarser resolution of ePIV does result in increased variance and blurring of smaller
flow structures when compared to oPIV. However, both modalities are in good agreement
with each other for the modes that constitute the bulk of the kinetic energy.
We conclude that high frame rate ePIV can accurately estimate the high velocity diastolic
inflow jet and the high energy flow structures in a left ventricular setting.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
The left ventricular (LV) diastolic filling vortex has been suggested as a potential early-
stage biomarker for cardiac dysfunction [7], [8], [107]–[111]. At present Doppler echocar-
diography and phase-contrast magnetic resonance (PC-MRI) are the primary techniques
used for clinical assessment of LV filling dynamics. However, Doppler echocardiography
is limited to assessing a single velocity component along the beam-axis; and whereas
PC-MRI can resolve velocity components in 3D, its temporal resolution is limited, and
acquisition is phase averaged over hundreds of cardiac cycles, resulting in the blurring
of cycle-to-cycle variation, which may contain information of clinical importance [112].
Several ultrasonic techniques have emerged to measure blood flow in 2D or 3D rather
than along the beam direction. Vector Doppler Imaging (VDI, also known as multi-angle
Doppler) is one such technique developed to measure both the axial and cross-beam
flow component; this is achieved by retrieving at least two Doppler measurements at a
known angle to each other, which can then be used to deduce the separate flow compo-
nents [74]. However, VDI requires a large aperture for imaging deep structures, which is
impractical in transthoracic echocardiography due to the small intercostal windows.
Transverse Oscillation (TO) is a similar technique to VDI, in that it splits the trans-
ducer aperture, but in this case it does so synthetically by applying an apodization func-
tion in receive. TO has been used to measure LV blood flow but is limited to open-chest
scanning only due to depth limitations [113], [114]. A recent variation of TO, named
Directional Transverse Oscillation (DTO), is a method to automatically calibrate the TO
technique with depth. DTO has shown reasonable accuracy at depths of up to 160 mm
in pipe flow experiments, although its use in complex flow environments has yet to be
demonstrated [115].
Alternatively, in a more numerical approach, Vector Flow Mapping (VFM) combines
conventional 2D color-Doppler with tracking of the LV wall motion, and applies a mass-
conservation constraint (under the assumption of planar flow) to numerically estimate
the cross-beam velocity component at each point in the velocity field [29]. This tech-
nique can also be performed without LV wall motion, by splitting the flow field (assumed
to be laminar) into a non-vortical and several vortical flow components; of which the ax-
ial and cross-beam velocity components can be derived [28].
Along an image-processing based paradigm, Blood Speckle Tracking estimates the
displacement of local distributions of red blood cells (RBC) [116]. This technique has
been used for flow estimation in neonates [34] and pediatric patients [35]. However, for
adult cardiac applications, this technique requires a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to
retrieve sufficient signal from the blood, after clutter filtration. Here ultrasound contrast
agent (UCA) can be beneficial, providing a large SNR improvement over the scattered
signals from RBC. UCA has been widely used in a similar technique to Blood Speckle
Tracking named echo-Particle Image Velocimetry (ePIV, also known as Ultrasound Imag-
ing Velocimetry or UIV).
ePIV estimates the local displacement of a sparse distribution of microbubbles. How-
ever, when using focused transmission schemes, ePIV accuracy diminishes in the pres-
ence of fast flow. This is due to the relatively large scatterer displacement, and the as-
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sociated speckle decorrelation, between frames [44]. The inability to resolve fast flows
is especially detrimental for investigating the effect of the diastolic filling vortex, where
the velocities inside the jet can exceed 1m/s. Indeed, previous left-ventricular (LV) flow
phantom studies utilizing ePIV have both mentioned the limitations of the method with
regard to tracking the high velocity trans-mitral jet [43], [117]. However, the recent feasi-
bility of high frame rate (HFR) ultrasound acquisitions, using unfocussed transmit pro-
tocols, has offered a possible solution to the dynamic range limitations of ePIV.
Indeed, both our previous work (Chapter 2) and a study by Leow et al. (2015) [61]
verified that ultrafast ePIV could accurately estimate high velocity flows in a blood vessel
setting. However, these experiments do not cover the transient and multi-dimensional
nature of intra-ventricular flow. Expanding on our previous work, we have developed an
acoustically and optically transparent LV flow phantom to be used for optical-PIV and
ultrasound (US).
In this study, we investigate whether HFR ePIV can accurately measure high velocity
intraventricular flows. To do so we simultaneously acquire HFR US and time resolved
digital PIV (herein referred to as optical PIV, i.e. oPIV) acquisitions at equivalent frame
rates, allowing for frame-to-frame comparison between the two modalities.
5.2. METHODS
5.2.1. LEFT VENTRICULAR PHANTOM
A compliant, optically and acoustically transparent silicone LV chamber (Figure 5.1.b)
was manufactured by painting four layers of silicone (HT 33 Transparente LT, Zhermack
SpA, Rome, Italy) onto a 3D-printed mold of a LV. The 3D-printed mold was modelled
from the statistical mean (end systolic phase) of a dataset of segmented 4D computed
tomography images of 150 patients [118], [119]. The silicone LV was then fitted with
mitral (Figure 5.1.b – MV) and aortic (Figure 5.1.b – AoV) Björk-Shiley valves.
The LV was encased in a transparent acrylic box and fitted with mitral and aortic valve
ports, which were connected to an atrial chamber and an aortic compliance chamber,
respectively (Figure 5.1). The acrylic box had one open port, which was connected to a
programmable piston pump, which reciprocated in a sinusoidal pattern at a frequency
of 1.0 Hz with an 80-ml stroke volume. The pump control system additionally provided
a trigger pulse for synchronized acquisition between the oPIV and ePIV systems. The LV
phantom design was inspired by [117], however this phantom is also designed to be MRI
compatible for future research.
The LV housing had three flat and transparent surfaces for laser/camera view access,
as well as an US port on the underside of the box, sealed with a thin film. The orientation
of the US and laser/camera ports allow for simultaneous acquisition of oPIV and ePIV
recordings.
The system works with two incompressible fluid systems: 1) the hydraulic fluid sys-
tem, which is contained in the LV enclosure and transfers energy from the pump to the
LV and 2) the “blood” fluid system, which flows from the atrium through the LV to the
compliance chamber, slowly refilling through the return lines. The two fluid systems do
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Figure 5.1: Left ventricular phantom and experimental setup. a) Diagrammatic representation of LV phantom.
b) Close-up photograph of the compliant LV with aortic (AoV) and mitral (MV) valves and the US transducer
through its view port. ? note the opaque joint region at the start of the aortic outflow tract. c) Diagram of
experiment: control of laser, ultrasound and pump are all performed with different computers and synchro-
nization is achieved by a trigger pulse provided by the pump control system. d) Photograph of ePIV vs oPIV
experimental setup.
not mix and the ‘blood’ fluid system dynamically pumps in response to the compression
and expansion of the silicone LV wall, which follows the volume change in the hydraulic
fluid system induced by the piston pump.
Both fluids were 66% glycerol in water solutions (density = 1160 kg/m3, viscosity =
0.0177 Pa.s) to allow for correct optical index matching between the silicone of the LV
and the fluid. The mismatch in density and viscosity to normal left ventricular blood
values means that the Reynolds number is not matched to in vivo values. However, in
this study we are primarily interested in capturing the diastolic, trans-mitral jet at similar
velocities to those observed in vivo (∼1 m/s).
The pump control system was not optimal, in that the pump stroke between acquisi-
tions was not consistent. However, as oPIV and ePIV were acquired simultaneously this
did not adversely affect the comparison.
5.2.2. ECHO-PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
ULTRASOUND SETTINGS:
Ultrasound RF data were acquired with a Verasonics Vantage 256 system (Verasonics
Inc., USA) using a curvilinear (3 MHz, C5-2, ATL) probe. A single pulse-length diverging
wave, 3-angled acquisition protocol was used at a pulse repetition frequency of 3 kHz;
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resulting in imaging at 1 kHz after correlation compounding (see Section B.2). Datasets
were acquired for 2 seconds, starting when the trigger pulse from the pump controller
was received, allowing for 2 full heart cycles to be captured. Before beamforming, a 70
Hz, 8th order, high-pass Butterworth filter was applied to the channel data in the slow-
time dimension to remove static clutter. The Verasonics Vantage software (V.3.0.7, all
post-processing turned off) was used for IQ reconstruction, and the envelope data was
used as an input for the ePIV algorithm.
An ultrasound contrast agent (UCA, SonoVue R©, Bracco S.p.A) was used as a tracer
particle for ePIV tracking. The UCA was injected in a 0.25 ml bolus injection, resulting in
a concentration of approximately 90 µL/L.
EPIV SETTINGS:
We used a modified version of PIVlab ([65]) as an ePIV implementation in Matlab (R2017a,
The MathWorks Inc., USA). This modified implementation performed block-wise cross
correlation for each corresponding angle (in this case 3 angles), averaging their correla-
tion maps before peak-finding (Figure 5.2). This was performed to reduce the decorrela-
tion effects of bubble motion between angles.
An iterative scheme is employed where the interrogation window is resized and de-
formed using the displacement estimates from the previous iteration before performing
the next iteration of displacement estimation. Deformation was performed using linear
interpolation. Four iterations were performed in total with the first two having a kernel
size of 64×64 pixels (∼ 18×18 mm) and the last two refined to 32x32 pixels (∼ 9×9 mm),
all with an overlap of 75%. Pixel resolution was 280 µm (λ / 2) and the final grid spacing
was 2.3 mm × 2.3 mm. Cross-correlation was performed in the Fourier domain and to
reduce the implicit bias towards zero-displacement (caused by loss of particle pairs) the
correlation maps were corrected by an appropriate window function [120].
For post processing, both local median test [121] (² = 0.05, threshold = 3, b = 1) and
global standard deviation (σ = 3) outlier tests were performed, replacing removed vec-
tors with interpolated values from surrounding data. Finally, a moving average filter (5
ensembles) was applied along the time dimension of the data and a Gaussian convolu-
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the
angle-wise cross-correlation av-
eraging technique used for ePIV
estimation. Corresponding angles
between successive image frames
are used for cross-correlation com-
parison and the mean correlation
map of all angles is used for peak-
finding. This process is repeated
multiple times per frame-pair after
interrogation window refinement
and deformation.
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tion filter (σ = 0.5×0.5, span = 3×3) was used spatially. Table 1 provides a summary of the
implementation details and parameters used for ePIV.
5.2.3. OPTICAL PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
oPIV was used to measure the instantaneous two-dimensional velocity field in sync with
ePIV, which was performed at the same frame rate. The oPIV measurement plane was
aligned to the US plane and was positioned such that both the AoV and MV would be
visible in the plane, allowing for both filling and ejection dynamics to be captured. The
oPIV setup is photographed in Figure 5.1.d and summarized in Figure 5.1.c and Table 1.
Briefly, the oPIV setup consisted of a high-speed CMOS camera (Imager Pro HS 4M, LaV-
ision Inc., England) equipped with a 100 mm focal length lens arranged perpendicular to
the measurement plane. Image calibration was performed using a two level calibration
plate (106-10, LaVision Inc.) placed in the desired measurement plane.
The camera’s field of view (FOV) was adjusted to narrowly include the entire ven-
tricle in an area of approximately 95×95 mm2 at a focal aperture of 5.6. The measure-
ment plane was illuminated by a high-speed dual cavity pulsed Nd:YLF laser (526 nm,
LDY304, Litron Lasers, England). The laser sheet thickness was approximately 1 mm and
the camera depth of field was approximately 1.8 mm. 2000 frames were acquired over
a 2 second interval following the trigger signal received from the pump control system,
thus synchronizing the ePIV and oPIV acquisitions.
The hollow glass spheres used as oPIV tracers were not visible in the US images, and
the microbubbles used for ePIV were not visible in the oPIV images.
Vector calculation was performed using the TRDPIV package in the Davis 8.4 (LaVi-
sion Inc, England) software package. This implementation used an iterative FFT cross-
correlation scheme with interrogation window refinement, ranging from 64x64 pixels
down to 16×16 pixels with 50% overlap throughout. Pixel resolution was 47 µm and final
grid spacing was 375 µm × 375 µm.
5.2.4. COMPARISON OF OPIV AND EPIV
The velocity profile of the primary inflow jet was used to compare the two modalities.
Additionally, a technique widely used for flow feature studies in oPIV and numerical
analysis called Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), was used for comparison of the
dominant flow features observed through oPIV and ePIV [122]–[124]. Using a conven-
tional vector-to-vector analysis would require precise alignment between the ultrasound
and laser scanning planes which is impractical. Using POD the dominant flow structures
observed in the two datasets could be more reliably compared.
Before comparison, the oPIV dataset was spatially down-sampled (using a local mean)
to match the grid spacing of the ePIV data. This made for a more meaningful compari-
son to the ePIV data which is an order of magnitude lower in resolution than oPIV. It was
also required for POD analysis, in order to match the energy density between the two
datasets.
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Table 5.1: PIV Parameters
oPIV ePIV
Transmit
Laser: 150W, 527-nm Transducer: C5-2 (ATL)
pulsed Nd:YLF Center Freq.: 3.1 MHz
Pulse interval: 1 ms Pulse Interval: 0.33 ms
Pulse Duration: 150 ns Pulse Duration: 1 cycle
Tx. Angles: (-10.5°, 0°, 10.5°)
Apodization: Rectangular
Receive
Camera: 2016×2016 px US Scanner: Verasonics
12bit CMOS Vantage 256
Sensor Size: 11 µm No. Elements: 128
Acquisition Rate: 1 kHz Acquisition Rate: 3 kHz
Viewing Angle: 90° Opening Angle: 75°
Lens Focal
Length:
100 mm
Elevation Focal
Depth:
60 mm
FOV: ∼95×95 mm2 FOV: 110 mm × 75°
Apodization: Tukey (α = 0.2)
Particles
8-12 µm hollow glass spheres 1-10 µm microbubbles (SonoVue R©)
0.25 mL bolus
Vector Analysis
Multi-pass, normalized FFT cross
correlation with window refinement
Multi-angle, Multi-pass, normalized
FFT cross correlation with window
refinement
Kernel Size (px):
64×64 (2 pass) to
16×16 (5 pass) Kernel Size (px)
64×64 (2 pass) to
32×32 (2 pass)
Overlap: 50% Overlap: 75%
Final Grid: 375 µm× 375 µm Final Grid: 2.3 mm × 2.3 mm
Validation and Smoothing
Universal outlier detection Universal outlier detection
3×3 single pass denoising Global standard deviation filter
3×3 Gaussian smoothing
3 frame ensemble temporal moving
average
5 frame ensemble temporal moving
average
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5.2.5. PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION (POD)
The POD technique (described in detail in [123], [125]) has been extensively used and de-
veloped in the fluid dynamics community but a brief description will be provided here.
POD analysis decomposes a time-sampled vector field into a set of orthogonal basis
vectors (modes), and a set of scalar weighting coefficients (Equation 5.2). The utility of
the method lies in that the modes and their corresponding coefficients are ordered in
a descending manner by their energy contribution to the observed dataset. Thus, large
(spatially and in magnitude) and coherent flow structures are described in the low-order
modes; whereas small and incoherent flow structures are shifted towards the high-order
modes. A typical POD results in the majority of energy being contained in a minority of
the low-order modes. Hence, a comparison of the first few modes between decomposed
datasets can reveal similarity or differences between the two datasets, largely reducing
the dimensionality of the comparison problem [122], [126].
In this study the method of snapshots was used [127] which provides a discrete ap-
proximation of the POD method in the temporal domain. First the velocity grids are
reorganized into a concatenated Casorati matrix U:
U= [u1u2 . . .uN ]=

u1x1 u
2
x1 · · · uNx1
...
...
. . .
...
u1xM u
2
xM · · · uNxM
u1y1 u
2
y1 · · · uNy1
...
...
. . .
...
u1yM u
2
yM · · · uNyM

(5.1)
where ux and uy are the velocity components in the axial and azimuth directions,
respectively; N is the number of frames in the sequence and M is the number of vectors
in the field per frame.
POD decomposes U into a set of orthogonal spatial modes Φ and a set of temporal
weighting coefficients A:
U=Φ A (5.2)
To calculateΦ and A, the covariance matrix C is computed:
C=UT U (5.3)
from which the eigenvalue equation can be solved:
Cβ=λβ (5.4)
where the eigenvalues, λ, are ordered in decreasing amplitude. The eigenvectors β are
used to construct the POD modes φi :
φi =
∑N
n=1β
i
nu
n
λi
, i = 1, . . . , N (5.5)
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The POD coefficients are calculated by projecting the velocity components onto the
POD modes:
an =φT un (5.6)
whereΦ = [φ1 φ2 . . .φn] and A= [a1a2 . . .an]T
To ensure that modes between the two datasets were comparable (i.e. shared), a
combined decomposition was performed. That is, the vectors of each dataset were con-
catenated before POD and then reconstituted afterwards for comparison.
Similarity (Rp) between the POD modes of oPIV and ePIV was quantitatively assessed
using the Cosine of the angle between their vectors:
Rpi =
(
φioPIV , φ
i
ePIV
)
∥∥∥φioPIV ∥∥∥ •∥∥∥φiePIV ∥∥∥ (5.7)
Where (, ) denotes the dot product of the two sets of basis functions and ‖ • ‖ denotes the
L2 Norm.
5.3. RESULTS
Three frames during filling and a frame during ejection are shown in Figure 5.3; where
the first two columns (a-h) depict the velocity vector fields and the last two columns (i-
p) depicting the calculated vorticity fields with overlaid streamlines. In Figure 5.3 (a, e,
i and m) the LV is imaged shortly after MV opening. Due to the geometry of the Björk-
Shiley MV two jets develop on the lateral (right) and septal (left) sides of the MV (Figure
5.3 - b and f). The primary (lateral) jet has a higher velocity than the secondary (sep-
tal) jet, and accompanying contra-rotating vortices, visible in both the oPIV and ePIV
measurements. This jet develops further with the lateral (right) vortex moving slightly
apically but mostly remaining in the basal region (Figure 5.3 - second and third rows).
Concurrently, the septal (left) vortex migrates apically before dissipating and splitting
into smaller vortices. The primary jet develops into a continuous stream over time while
simultaneously reducing in velocity magnitude. The secondary jet only forms a clock-
wise vortex (Figure 5.3 - k and o) on the septal (left) side of the ventricle and dissipates
much faster than the primary jet. During ejection (Figure 5.3 - last row), fluid is pushed
towards the aortic outflow tract and fluid near the septal wall is observed to move with a
higher velocity than in the center of the LV.
5.3.1. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON
The similarity between ePIV and oPIV is visible in all phases of Figure 5.3, with the excep-
tion of the ejection period where oPIV was not able to detect the velocities in the outflow
tract due to the opaque joint in the silicone (Figure 5.3.d – ?, caused by the manufac-
turing procedure of the LV phantom, see Figure 5.1.b - ?). However, the velocities in the
aortic outflow tract region were resolvable by ePIV (Figure 5.3.h).
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Two tracking errors of ePIV are observed in Figure 5.3.f and Figure 5.3.g – X. Transient
clutter caused by strong side-lobes of stationary air bubbles (on the LV wall) obscure the
marked regions during the instances shown. The ePIV derived velocity vectors showed
more frame-to-frame fluctuation than those derived from oPIV, especially in the basal
region, which was in the elevational far field of the US image (>80 mm depth).
5.3.2. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
The ability of ePIV to capture the full range of velocities present in the field is demon-
strated in Figure 5.4, where time profiles (from three separate acquisitions) through the
jet cross-section are plotted for both ePIV and oPIV. Note the high level of agreement be-
tween the two temporal profiles regardless of the variation in pump-induced flow profile.
Indeed, the RMSE for the three repeated profiles in Figure 5.4 was 5.5 ± 0.1 cm/s (9±1%).
However, ePIV still slightly underestimates the flow when compared to the oPIV, which
is reflected in a RMSE of 10±1 cm/s (16±2%), when only the high velocity (|v¯mean | > 30
cm/s) portions of the cycle are taken into account.
5.3.3. POD QUALITATIVE COMPARISON
To assess the similarity of the flow features observed by both modalities, a POD analysis
was performed. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.7. Vector
plots of the 5 lowest order modes for ePIV and oPIV are shown in Figure 5.5 (one row per
mode).
The POD coefficient profiles, in the azimuthal and axial directions, of the 5 lowest
order modes are shown in Figure 5.6. The minor underestimation of ePIV is apparent
in the POD analysis, which can be seen in the axial coefficients of mode 1 (Figure 5.6 -
region A), which for the most part, describes the primary jet stream (Figure 5.5 – a and f).
Note that the secondary jet stream is not as prominent for ePIV as it is for oPIV in mode 1
(Figure 5.5.a and f). During ejection, oPIV is not able to resolve flow through the opaque
joint region (see Figure 5.1.b - ?) whereas ePIV can; which is reflected in both their POD
modes (Figure 5.5 - c and h) and their coefficients (Figure 5.6 - ?).
It should be noted that the flow profiles generated by the different modes are not
necessarily real flow patterns that can be observed in the original datasets, they are in-
stead the principal components of variation throughout the dataset, where the low order
modes are of interest due to their inherent high kinetic energy. In the combined POD
analysis, the first 53 modes (2.65% of the total number of modes) comprised 95% of the
total energy in the decomposition.
5.3.4. POD QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
Quantitative comparison of the two modalities can be seen in Figure 5.7.a, where the
similarity index is plotted per mode along with the cumulative energy fraction (CEF).
The similarity is highest for the first few modes of variation but drops off for higher or-
der modes. The first five modes have a similarity index (Rp) of above 0.5. These first
five modes comprise already 72% of the energy within the dataset and have an average
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x
x
Figure 5.3: Vector field comparison between oPIV (a-d) and ePIV (e-h) during filling (a-c, e-g) and ejection (d,
h).Vorticity and streamline comparison between oPIV (i-l) and ePIV (m-p). ePIV is able to capture the high
velocity inflow jet, and similar flow patterns are observed. d) ?: Note that oPIV cannot resolve vectors in
the vicinity of the opaque connection to the outflow tract (see Figure 5.1.d-?). g) X: ePIV tracking errors due
to transient clutter artifact (see text). Black lines and dots represent the valve disks and seats, respectively
(indicating a closed position when they overlap). A video showing one full cycle is available Online. AoV =
Aortic Valve; MV = Mitral Valve
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Figure 5.4: Maximum intensity pro-
jections (MIP) of the oPIV (a) and
ePIV (b) time-series. c) Mean tem-
poral velocity profiles in the jet
region (of three repeated experi-
ments), denoted by the dotted lines
in a) and b), for oPIV (blue-dashed)
and ePIV (orange-solid). Note
the good agreement between oPIV
and ePIV even though the pump-
induced flow profile was inconsis-
tent between repetitions.
similarity index of 73%. The first mode’s similarity index is 86%. A sharp dip in the sim-
ilarity index is seen for mode 3, which corresponds to a mode primarily associated with
ejection (Figure 5.5 - c and h). Figure 5.7.b shows a similar comparison to Figure 5.7.a, ex-
cept the POD decomposition was performed during frames 1-500 (filling) and 501-1000
(ejection) separately. Note the stronger similarity in filling than ejection, where there is
disagreement about the ejection dynamics.
5.4. DISCUSSION
5.4.1. TRANS-MITRAL JET
Complex flow patterns, similar to those observed in LVs in vivo, have been measured in
an in vitro experimental setup and a high degree of similarity was demonstrated between
ePIV and the industry gold standard oPIV. Most notably, the use of high frame rate US
imaging has enabled ePIV to resolve high velocity flows of approximately 1m/s; which
was previously not possible with conventional scanning ultrasound acquisitions. Figure
5.3 and Figure 5.4 demonstrate that ePIV is able to resolve the high velocity trans-mitral
jet. In similar LV phantom studies, where conventional scanning US based ePIV was
used, the maximum detectable velocities were no higher than 0.45 m/s [44], [117].
Although the flow profiles obtained by oPIV and ePIV were similar, ePIV still slightly
underestimated the trans-mitral jet velocity when compared to oPIV. The underestima-
tion of ePIV is likely due to the order of magnitude reduction in spatial resolution be-
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Figure 5.5: Vector map plots of the
first five POD modes for oPIV and
ePIV. Good agreement is noted for
all modes. Mode 1: the primary
jet is very similar but the secondary
jet is weaker in ePIV. Mode 2: vec-
tor magnitude is more disperse for
ePIV than oPIV. Mode 3: ejection
dynamics captured by ePIV but not
oPIV, similar to that observed in Fig-
ure 5.3.d&h. Mode 4 and 5: POD
starting to describe high energy vor-
tical structures, similarly captured
for both modalities. AoV = Aortic
Valve; MV = Mitral Valve
(a) (f)
(b) (g)
(c) (h)
(d) (i)
(e) (j)
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*
A AB B A AB B
Figure 5.6: The first five POD coeffi-
cients for oPIV and ePIV in the az-
imuthal and axial directions. Re-
gions demarcated between vertical
dotted lines refer to periods asso-
ciated with filling (A) and ejection
(B). ? Large difference corresponds
to peak ejection period where oPIV
estimate is obscured by joint region
(see Figure 5.5.c and Figure 5.1.b-
?).
tween oPIV and ePIV. The trans-mitral jet is narrow relative to the lateral resolution of
the US image and the ePIV interrogation kernels, causing an averaging effect of flow in
the region. Thus the flows in the high velocity, narrow jet region are averaged with the
adjacent low velocity flow regions. The ePIV results were also noisier than the oPIV re-
sults. The lower SNR of the US images is likely the cause with a SNR of 18±2 dB versus
30±1 dB for the oPIV images (signal measured inside and noise measured outside the
LV).
The two tracking errors (Figure 5.3.f and Figure 5.3.g - X) are caused by strong side-
lobes of air bubbles on the LV wall. These air bubbles were static but moved in and out of
the imaging plane with the motion of the LV wall resulting in slow-moving but transient
clutter which obscured the underlying flow.
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Figure 5.7: Rp similarity index versus
Cumulative Energy Fraction (CEF) per
mode. 90% of the energy is contained
in the first 25 modes from a dataset of
2000 snapshots. Rp is strong for the first 5
modes, making up 72% of the combined
energy, but drops thereafter. b) POD de-
compositions of filling (solid) and ejec-
tion (dashed) phases separately. Note the
better similarity in filling versus ejection.
This is attributed to the unresolved veloc-
ity in the outflow track for the oPIV mea-
surements.
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5.4.2. POD
POD analysis was able to show a fair agreement between oPIV and ePIV, as can be seen
by their similar coefficient vectors for low order modes (Figure 5.6). The slight underes-
timation of ePIV is also highlighted in the axial coefficients of the first POD mode (Figure
5.6 – mode 1, A regions), which constitutes the majority of the trans-mitral jet energy.
However, it can be seen that both ePIV and oPIV follow very similar flow patterns as is
attested by the strong similarity indices of their low order modes.
For mode 2, the flow patterns do show some disparity, where the observed flow mov-
ing up the septal (left) wall is wider in structure for ePIV than for oPIV. Also, more flow
is present near the outflow tract in the ePIV analysis, which is not present in the oPIV
analysis. It may be that, for ePIV, out-of-plane flow is being registered as in-plane flow
due to wider ultrasound elevational beam width in the far field.
Analyzing separate POD decompositions for the filling and ejection phases shows
that the two modalities agreed more during filling than ejection. This is due to opaque
joint smaller flow structures they describe) than lower order modes. Finally, the ePIV
estimates were more erratic than the oPIV estimates; this would also affect the higher
order modes more than the lower order modes, as the smaller, high frequency variations
would collect in the higher order modes.
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5.4.3. CORRELATION COMPOUNDING OF ANGLED ACQUISITIONS
Recently, high frame rate ultrasonic imaging has demonstrated value in the study of mi-
crovascular flow, where high frame rates have been shown to improve Doppler sensitiv-
ity to slow flows [62], [128]. This study uses high frame rate imaging for the opposite: to
track high velocity flows.
In cardiac imaging, high frame rate ultrasound is required to maintain speckle pat-
tern coherence between frames, so that the displacement of the microbubble distribu-
tions can be tracked. A significant difference in ultrafast processing between the two
fields is that angular compounding cannot be performed on the image data, as the speckle
displacements are far too large between frames. These large displacements cause loss of
coherence when performing spatial (coherent) compounding. In this study, we instead
perform the compounding in the correlation space (Figure 5.2), which instead of assum-
ing negligible scatterer displacement between angles; assumes that there is negligible
scatterer acceleration between angles. Spatial compounding results in severe underesti-
mation of the trans-mitral jet, whereas correlation compounding successfully estimates
the high velocity dynamics (Figure 5.8, see Figure 5.3.a for the oPIV estimate of the same
frame). The superior tracking accuracy of correlation compounding over coherent com-
pounding has also been reported in [97], where it was shown that coherent compound-
ing failed to resolve fast flows where correlation compounding succeeded.
Correlation 
Compounding
Spatial
Compounding
a) b)
Figure 5.8: Effect of com-
pounding angular acqui-
sitions in the correlation
domain (a) and the spatial
domain (b). When angles
are averaged spatially after
beamforming (coherent
compounding) fast moving
scatterers decorrelate, de-
grading the signal for ePIV
analysis. AoV = Aortic Valve;
MV = Mitral Valve
Only three tilting angles were used in this study, initially as a compromise between
speckle decorrelation and side-lobe suppression. With the use of correlation compound-
ing more tilting angles may be viable without affecting speckle decorrelation.
5.4.4. SMOOTHING
Limited temporal and spatial smoothing was performed in this study. This was in an
attempt to preserve the high velocity jet flow, which when smoothed, reduced the peak
velocities detected. Decreasing the size of the interrogation windows (currently 9 mm
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× 9 mm for the finest iteration) would help to reduce smoothing of the peak velocities
in the jet; however, we found that halving the interrogation window size (4.5 mm × 4.5
mm) caused an increase in spurious vector results. The bubble displacement in the jet
peaks at about 1.2 mm/frame, which violates the requirements of the generally accepted
‘one-quarter rule’ for interrogation window size [65].
Alternatively, increasing the overlap percentage (75% in this study) would increase
the final grid resolution, which would generate a spatially smoother vector field (requir-
ing less smoothing in post-processing). However, this is accompanied by a considerable
computational cost. More advanced velocity field regularization algorithms may prove
beneficial in preserving the high velocity flows while removing noisy fluctuations in the
velocity field. E.g. Gao et al. (2015) used a Navier-Stokes based regularization scheme,
however this method was sensitive to boundary conditions [117].
5.4.5. LIMITATIONS
Whereas great care was taken to align the ultrasound and laser planes, the exact orien-
tation of the ultrasound plane could not be discerned by eye. These misalignments may
mean that flow in one modality is slightly out of plane in the other. This can be alleviated
by imaging in 3D, using matrix transducers for 3D ePIV, which can be validated against
time resolved stereoscopic PIV. 3D imaging will also eliminate another limitation of this
study which is that the velocities measured are affected by out of plane motion, where
scatterers leaving the scanning plane will cause decorrelation between frames, degrad-
ing the velocity estimates.
This study assesses ePIV in an idealized in vitro circumstance. In vivo cardiac imag-
ing will bring more challenges as image quality is further reduced due to attenuation and
clutter from the ribs and lungs [129]. Furthermore, the large aperture, curvilinear probe
used in this study would be impractical for transthoracic imaging. The use of a phased
array probe with small aperture will bring its own challenges, such as lower resolution
and a changing point-spread-function with depth due to scan conversion. These issues
can be alleviated by performing the ePIV analysis in the polar domain, but this will be
explored in detail in future studies.
Finally, the mechanical index of the transmission pulse used in this study was 0.09
(measured at a depth of 35 mm in 22° C water). Like in [79], this did not cause any visible
bubble disruption but may require optimization for in vivo imaging, where physiological
conditions are known to alter bubble stability [90], [93].
5.5. CONCLUSION
This study has shown that high frame rate ePIV can accurately estimate the high veloc-
ity trans-mitral jet, in an in vitro left ventricular setting. We have also shown that the
dominant flow patterns observed by ePIV and oPIV are very similar.
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ABSTRACT
Left ventricular flow patterns may reveal signs of cardiac dysfunction at an early stage.
However, standard clinically available techniques for flow estimation, such as colour and
pulsed-wave Doppler, are limited to measuring only the axial velocity components. Echo-
particle image velocimetry (echoPIV) can measure flow patterns in 2D, by tracking the
displacement of ultrasound contrast agent microbubbles. However, echoPIV severely un-
derestimates diastolic velocities during filling, due to the low frame rates provided by clin-
ical scanners (using line-scanning image sequences). We show (in a patient with heart
failure) that by using high frame rate echocardiography (using diverging wave sequences)
echoPIV is now capable of measuring the high velocities present during diastole and also
affords greater temporal resolution for studying flow patterns in the left ventricle.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
Left ventricular (LV) flow patterns have been studied as potential early stage markers
of cardiac dysfunction [15]. A relatively new method of measuring LV flow patterns,
named echo-particle image velocimetry (echoPIV), tracks the motion of ultrasound con-
trast agent (UCA) microbubbles in the blood using echocardiography. However, the low
frame rates (50-70 Hz) permitted by the current generation of clinical ultrasound scan-
ners causes velocity magnitudes to be severely underestimated during filling and ejec-
tion (<40 cm/s at 50Hz) [44]. High-frame-rate (HFR) echocardiography, using diverging-
wave transmission schemes, has allowed for frame rates of up to 100 times faster than
conventional line-scanning echocardiography. The image quality improvements when
using HFR contrast enhanced ultrasound over conventional contrast enhanced ultra-
sound have recently been described [131]. Still, measurement of the high energy and
high velocity trans-mitral jet has yet to be demonstrated in humans. We have shown
previously, in an in vitro LV phantom study, that HFR echoPIV can accurately measure
the high energy diastolic flow patterns [106]. In this work we demonstrate that this holds
true in a patient with heart failure.
6.2. METHODS
A patient (19, female, 1.65 m, 66 kg) with dilated cardiomyopathy and DDD-ICD was
admitted for decompensatio cordis. Apical 3-chamber views were obtained using both
a clinical scanner (EPIQ 7 with X5-1 probe, Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands),
and a research scanner (Vantage 256, Verasonics, Kirkland, WA) with a P4-1 probe (ATL).
Pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler measurements were obtained, using the clinical scanner, in
the region of the mitral valve tips. UCA (SonoVue R©, Bracco Imaging SpA, Milan, Italy)
was then continuously infused at 0.6 ml/min (VueJect BR-INF 100, Bracco Imaging) and
its arrival in the LV was verified with the clinical scanner. The research scanner was then
used to obtain HFR contrast enhanced ultrasound acquisitions using a 2-angle (-7°, 7°)
diverging wave sequence with 2-pulse contrast scheme (pulse inversion, mechanical in-
dex ∼ 0.06 - 0.01) at a pulse repetition frequency of 4900 Hz, resulting in an imaging
frame rate of 1225 Hz. EchoPIV analysis was performed in the polar domain, using cus-
tom PIV software that used correlation compounding on ensembles of 5 frames for each
angle 4. The final vector-grid resolution was 1.25°by 1.25 mm. HFR echoPIV magnitudes
were validated by comparing the mean temporal velocity profile to the PW Doppler spec-
trum captured in the same location. This study was approved by Erasmus Medical Cen-
ter’s medical ethics committee (NL63755.078.18).
6.3. RESULTS
The velocities measured with HFR echoPIV agreed well with the PW Doppler spectrum
(Figure 6.1.a), with peak velocities up to 80 cm/s measured in this patient. This is the
first demonstration of echoPIV measuring the high velocities present in the trans-mitral
jet in adults. The high temporal resolution also permits study of the flow patterns in
greater detail (Supplementary Video). For example, the large, central clockwise vortex
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was observed pinching off the trans-mitral jet before migrating apically (Figure 6.1: b-d:
?). Smaller, more transient vortices were also observed, such as the counter-clockwise
vortex between the jet and the free-wall (Figure 6.1.b: †).
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Figure 6.1: a) Mean echoPIV velocity (red) overlaid on Pulsed-wave Doppler spectrogram obtained in the mitral
valve region (see PW in b). b-d) Velocity map visualization during diastolic filling (temporal locations marked
in a), showing the high velocity trans-mitral jet entering the ventricle (b) and central clockwise vortex that
starts basally and migrates apically (c-d). Supplementary Video included online. MV = Mitral valve, LVOT = left
ventricular outflow tract. ?Large, persistent clockwise vortex that pinches-off the jet and migrates apically. †
Small, transient counter-clockwise vortex constrained by free-wall.
6.4. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated in a patient with heart failure that high-frame-rate echoPIV can
measure the, previously unobtainable, high velocity flow patterns in 2D. This develop-
ment has potential to become a useful tool in the study of intra-ventricular blood flow
and its relation with ventricular function.
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PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY ON
SIMULATED 3D HIGH-FRAME-RATE
ULTRASOUND FROM PEDIATRIC
MATRIX TEE TRANSDUCERS
Based on:
Voorneveld J, Bera D, Steen AFW van der, Jong N de, Bosch JG. Particle image velocimetry on simulated 3D
ultrafast ultrasound from pediatric matrix TEE transducers, Proceedings SPIE Medical Imaging 2017. [132].
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ABSTRACT
High-frame-rate 3D transesophageal echocardiographic (TEE) imaging, combined with
3D echo particle image velocimetry (echoPIV), would be ideal for tracking the complex
blood flow patterns in the heart. We are developing a miniature pediatric matrix TEE
transducer that employs micro-beamforming and allows high-frame-rate in 3D. In this
paper, we assess the feasibility of 3D echoPIV with a high frame rate, small aperture trans-
ducer and the influence of the micro-beamforming technique. We compare the results of
3D echoPIV on simulated images using the micro-beamforming transducer and an ideal-
ized, fully sampled matrix transducer.
For the two transducers, we have simulated high-frame-rate imaging of an 8.4mm diam-
eter artery having a known 4D velocity field. The simulations were performed in FieldII.
1000 3D volumes, at a rate of 1000 volumes/sec, were created using a single diverging
transmission per volume. The error in the 3D velocity estimation was measured by com-
paring the echoPIV results of both transducers to the ground truth.
The results on the simulated volumes show that echoPIV can estimate the 4D velocity field
of the arterial phantom using these small-aperture transducers suitable for pediatric 3D
TEE. The micro-beamforming transducer (RMSE 44.0%) achieved comparable echoPIV
accuracy to that of the fully sampled transducer (RMSE 42.6%).
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
The quantification of intra-cardiac flow dynamics offers insight into cardiac function
and diseases progression[9], [50]. However, Doppler echocardiography is only able to
resolve one component of the complex three-dimensional flow patterns present in the
cardiac chambers. Vector Doppler[133] and transverse oscillation[134], [135] are able
to resolve two velocity components when using array probes, and can be extended to
resolve all three components when using matrix probes. However, these techniques re-
quire sufficient aperture size for resolving cross-beam flow components, making imag-
ing through the ribs or in the esophagus impractical, in the case of transthoracic echocar-
diography and transesophageal echocardiographic (TEE), respectively. Alternatively, echo-
particle image velocimetry (echoPIV), a traditionally optical technique, instead resolves
flow fields by tracking scatterer distributions between successive beamformed frames.
3D echoPIV has already been proposed for estimating intraventricular blood flow in
3D[136]. However, the high velocities (>1m/s) commonly observed in the heart are not
accurately resolved due to the insufficient temporal resolution available using conven-
tional 3D probes (< 100 volume per second).
Here high-frame-rate imaging is beneficial, as a single transmit can be used to con-
struct a full 3D volume[137]. Understandably this results in increased data-transfer bur-
den, which standard technology cannot yet support. Moreover, element wise delay dur-
ing reception in the case of matrix transducers, with more than 1000 elements, is very
challenging; where the number of channel connections in standard ultrasound systems
is normally limited to 128 or 256. Therefore, we have developed a 3D TEE transducer[138],
[139] with micro-beamformers (µBFs), allowing for volume acquisition rates of at least
1000 volumes/sec while reducing connection requirements by an order of magnitude.
The high volume rate achievable with this custom transducer potentially makes it
suitable for 3D echoPIV estimation. However, its small aperture and the applied micro-
beamforming technique may introduce limitations and/or artifacts in the echoPIV re-
sults.
Therefore, we assess the feasibility of applying 3D echoPIV to simulated 4D ultra-
sound volumes acquired using this small µBF transducer and a hypothetical, idealized
fully sampled (FS) matrix transducer of equivalent dimensions. In this study a simple
tubular flow phantom is simulated with pulsatile flow dynamics. This phantom serves
as a first step before simulating cardiac flows due to its relative simplicity in development
and problem solving; while still maintaining physiologically relevant flow velocities and
temporal flow profiles to those observed in the heart. The performance of each trans-
ducer is assessed by comparing its echoPIV results to the known ground truth velocity
profile.
7.2. METHODS
7.2.1. ULTRASOUND & TRANSDUCER SIMULATION
The micro-beamformer (µBF) transducer with a size of 5×5 mm2 and a center frequency
of 5MHz has 32×32 elements of 150 µm pitch (Figure 7.1). It has 8×8 transmit elements
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at its center and 864 receive elements. The receive elements are grouped into 96 3×3
sub-arrays, each with a micro-beamformer. The micro-beamformers delay and sum the
sub-array signals, enabling pre-steering to 25 different angles (0°, ±17°, and ±37°in lateral
and elevation direction). For this study, pre-steering was limited to 0°.
A fully sampled (FS) matrix transducer of equal size, center frequency, pitch and
number of elements, but with fully addressable elements in both transmit and receive
was used as a comparison for the µBF transducer.
Both probes were simulated in FieldII[140] using a spherical wave transmission, with
an opening angle of ±45°, at a pulse repetition (PRF) of 1 kHz. For the FS transducer
delay and sum beamforming was used for reconstructing 65×65 receive lines, cover-
ing the opening angle. In the case of the µBF transducer, two-stage beamforming was
performed. First fine-delay beamforming was performed for each 3×3 sub-array, creat-
ing a single pre-beamformed signal for each sub-array (simulating the hardware of the
micro-beamformers). The 96 pre-beamformed signals were then used in coarse-delay
beamforming stage to reconstruct 65×65 lines in the final beamformed volume.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: µBF transducer layout. a) Picture of µBF matrix with central red highlighted area showing the
8×8 transmit elements. The vertical and horizontal grey bars indicate inactive elements. These areas contain
the high voltage transmit wires to the central transmit elements. b) The remaining 864 receive elements are
grouped in 96 3×3 sub-arrays with embedded micro-beamforming electronics.
7.2.2. SIMULATION OF FLOW PHANTOM
An in-silico, tubular blood flow phantom (Figure 7.2.A) with a diameter of 8.4 mm and 40
mm length with approximately one scatterer per cubic wavelength was simulated using
a publicly available, pulsed wave femoral artery phantom[141]. The scatterers in the
tube follow a Womersley flow profile (heart rate = 72 bpm, mean velocity = 0.15 m/s),
producing peak pulsatile velocities between -0.2 and 1.3 m/s (Figure 7.2.B). The artery
was placed in the lateral-axial plane at a depth of 50 mm and inclined at 30°with respect
to the depth axis. The flow inside the artery was towards the transducer.
Scatterers were placed at random in the first frame and were displaced per their ra-
dial position within the artery and the calculated velocity field at that position. Each
frame was then individually simulated in Field-II producing 1000 volumes (a sequence
of one second at 1000 fps) per transducer.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: a) Graphical depiction of simplified arterial flow phantom. The artery is not tilted with respect to
the y-axis. b) Simulated arterial flow profile. PPF = peak positive flow; PNF = peak negative flow; PDF = peak
diastolic flow
7.2.3. ECHOPIV PARAMETERS
A 3D PIV algorithm utilizing normalized cross correlation was implemented in Python.
The implementation was fully vectorized, utilizing the open-source FFTW[142] library
for frequency-domain based cross-correlation, allowing for 3D echoPIV estimation at
∼1 fps (depending on kernel size, overlap and region-of-interest). Sub-pixel estimation
was performed using a 3-point parabolic function.
For this study, echoPIV was applied in the polar domain on the beamformed enve-
lope data derived from the Field-II simulations. The polar data was down sampled in the
depth dimension and up sampled in the azimuth and elevational dimension to provide
a pixel resolution of 0.3 mm × 0.35°× 0.35°in depth, azimuth, and elevation directions,
respectively. Normalized cross correlation was performed with 16×8×16 pixel kernels
with 50% overlap. The vessel boundaries were transformed to the polar domain to create
3D mask for preventing echoPIV estimation outside of the known flow region. For post
processing: local median[121] and standard deviation filters[143] were used to remove
outliers, which were subsequently replaced by trilinear interpolation of valid neighbor-
ing vectors. Finally, the vectors were temporally smoothed with a Gaussian weighted
5-point temporal moving mean filter. No spatial smoothing was applied.
The resulting vector fields were then transformed to Cartesian space for comparison
with the ground truth.
7.2.4. EFFECT OF POINT SPREAD FUNCTION
To assess the effect of increasing point-spread-function (PSF) size on echoPIV results,
the same simulated scatterers used in the ultrasound simulations were convolved with
different sized Gaussian kernels (to reduce computational cost compared with Field-II
simulation). By increasing the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel a large PSF was
simulated. Three different standard deviations were calculated: 0.5×1×1 pixels, 1×2×2
pixels and 2×5×5 pixels in the axial, azimuth, and elevational directions, respectively.
The resultant volumes sequences were echoPIV processed with 8×4×8 pixel kernels with
50% overlap.
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7.2.5. ERROR MEASUREMENT
EchoPIV velocity measurement error was calculated as the root mean squared error (RMSE)
with respect to the ground truth (sampled from the analytical flow profile at the same co-
ordinates as the echoPIV estimates) and expressed as a percentage of the ground truth
peak velocity per frame.
7.3. RESULTS
Single 3D volumes of the scatterers and their simulated ultrasound response are shown
in Figure 7.3. Grating lobes can be observed for the µBF transducer (Figure 7.3.C) which
are not present with the FS transducer. The speckle point spread function (PSF) was
slightly larger for the µBF transducer than the FS transducer, as was expected from pre-
vious work[144].
Figure 7.3: A) Scatterer placement within vessel for a single frame. B) and C) ultrasound simulations using the
FS and µBF transducers, respectively. Grating lobes are more prominent with the µBF transducer.
Vector fields are depicted (Figure 7.6) at three phases of the flow-cycle, highlighted
in Figure 7.2.B, for each transducer and the ground truth. For both transducers mean
velocity magnitude is estimated better for periods of uniform flow (Figure 7.4 - ’A’) and
slower flows (Figure 7.4 - ‘C’ and Figure 7.6 – ‘PDF’), but greatly underestimates when
high spatial velocity gradients are present (Figure 7.6 – ‘PPF and PNF’ and Figure 7.4 –
‘B’). The RMSE for both transducers over the flow cycle is depicted in Figure 7.5, where
minimal difference is observed between the two (µBF = 44.0%, FS = 42.6% on average).
Figure 7 shows that by increasing the standard deviation of the convolved Gaussian
kernel, the PIV velocity under-estimation increases.
7.4. DISCUSSION
This is the first time, to our knowledge, that simulations of high-frame-rate 3D ultra-
sound acquisitions have been used with echoPIV to estimate 4D flow. Additionally, this
is the first study assessing a miniature 3D TEE transducer for 4D flow estimation capa-
bilities. The mean temporal flow pattern estimated by echoPIV was similar to the ground
truth but with underestimated magnitude in regions of fast flow or high velocity gradi-
ents (Figure 7.4 - ‘B’). This study also showed that the slightly lesser image quality of the
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Figure 7.4: echoPIV estimated velocity
magnitude for FS (blue) and µBF (green)
transducers with ground truth velocity
magnitude (red line) as reference. The
shaded areas fill the 25th to the 75th per-
centile of the velocity magnitude. A)
echoPIV estimation is more accurate
when spatial velocity gradients are rela-
tively low (25th and 75th percentile are
close). B) When large velocity gradients
are present then velocity magnitude is
greatly underestimated. C) Estimation
accuracy is also relatively good when flow
is slow.
Figure 7.5: RMSE, expressed as a percent-
age of maximum ground truth velocity
magnitude, for FS (blue) and µBF (green)
transducers echoPIV results over time.
µBF transducer did not degrade the echoPIV results when compared to a FS transducer
of equal dimensions.
The primary reason for the velocity underestimation is suspected to be the relatively
large PSF of the transducers compared to the spatial gradients in the flow field. The
resolution in the cross-beam direction is not sufficient to separate adjacent scatterers,
which are travelling at different velocities due to the relatively high spatial gradients in
the velocity field. This results in velocity averaging over the radius of the vessel, flat-
tening the parabolic flow profile. Verifying this theory, the PIV analysis performed on the
Gaussian-kernel-convolved scatterers (Figure 7) shows that increasing PSF accompanies
more severe velocity under-estimation.
Additionally, with Fourier-domain cross-correlation methods, it has been shown that
when kernels of equal size are used in both the current (t0) and the target frame (t1), the
resultant displacement estimates have an implicit bias towards zero[143], [145]. This
bias is known to increase with both increasing PSF size and inter-frame scatterer dis-
placement[146]. This bias can be improved by implementing an iterative routine, where
the velocity estimates of the prior iteration are used to offset (and optionally deform)
the search area in the target frame (t1) for the next iteration[65], [145]. Alternatively, the
target frame (t1) kernel size can be increased to reduce the information loss outside of
the kernel when displacement occurs. However, this will require zero padding of the
current frame (t0) for Fourier-domain based cross-correlation methods, which may in-
troduce unwanted high-frequency noise in the correlation space, potentially distorting
the correlation signal.
Gao et al. (2013) reported a similar study where echoPIV was performed on simu-
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Figure 7.6: Ground truth velocity, FS and µBF transducer echoPIV estimate velocity fields at peak positive flow,
peak negative flow, and peak diastolic flow stages of the cycle.
lated cardiac flow with a multiple-line acquisition protocol and also found similar re-
sults[136]. They found that velocity estimation was accurate in regions of slow-flow but
degraded when fast-flow or high velocity gradients were present. Using cross-beam vec-
tor Doppler, Correia et al. (2016) reported, with an in-vitro experiment (4mm diameter
tube, flow rate = 100-360 ml/min), that mean velocity estimation error increased (0.4% at
100 mL/min to 4.97% at 360 ml/min) with increasing velocities[133]. However, the ultra-
sound probe used in their study (Vermon, France) had double the aperture size (32×32
elements, pitch = 0.3 mm), thus providing superior spatial resolution. Their study also
imaged to a maximal depth of 25mm with the vessel at 90°to the transducers axis. This
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Figure 7.7: PIV analysis results on Gaus-
sian kernel convolved versions of the
same scatterers used for simulating the
US volumes. By increasing the standard
deviation of the Gaussian kernel an in-
creasing PSF is simulated. Solid lines
denote mean velocity magnitude, while
shaded region denotes 25th to 75th per-
centile of the velocity magnitude. Gaus-
sian kernel size (axial x azimuth x eleva-
tion) listed in increasing PSF size: blue
= 0.5×1×1; green = 1×2×2; and ma-
genta = 2×5×5; red = ground truth. Note
how echoPIV underestimates the veloc-
ity magnitude more as the PSF size in-
creases.
would provide greatest resolution (axial) in the same direction as the parabolic flow gra-
dient, reducing velocity averaging.
Additionally, Pihl et al. (2014) simulated a 32×32 element matrix transducer with 0.3
mm pitch and used transverse oscillation to estimate the flow through a 6mm diameter
tube at several different angles[134]. They did not record the large underestimations ob-
served in this study, however, the flow phantom was centered at 30 mm depth. Addition-
ally, they observed that estimation bias increased as the distance between sub-apertures
was decreased; where at 9 elements (2.7mm) the bias was 15%. For reference the size of
the transducer in this study is 5mm by 5mm.
In terms of image quality, the grating lobes observed in Figure 7.3.C are due to the
µBF transducer being pre-steered with only 0°. However, for this study the grating lobes
were outside the region of interest and did not influence the echoPIV results. Including
more pre-steering angles is possible and will reduce the grating lobes. The reduced im-
age quality of the µBF transducer did not result in reduced echoPIV performance, when
compared to the FS transducer. This may change when the region of interest is expanded
to include areas where grating lobes are prominent.
EchoPIV performance with this transducer may be better at shallower depths. These
TEE transducers are designed for pediatric patients, where regions-of-interest (ROI) are
both smaller and closer to the probe, allowing for imaging closer to the depth of best
PSF (∼20mm). Finally, echoPIV performance can potentially be improved by utilizing
a multi-iterative, image deformation implementation, which has been shown to reduce
the inherent zero-displacement bias present in matched kernel-size similarity estimates,
as well as improve PIV accuracy in the flows with vorticity and shear[65]. Alternatively,
elastic image registration[147] or non-rigid registration based optical flow[148] methods
may perform better when speckle deformation is present.
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TOMOGRAPHIC PIV IN A MODEL OF
THE LEFT VENTRICLE: 3D FLOW
PAST BIOLOGICAL AND
MECHANICAL HEART VALVES
Based on:
Saaid H, Voorneveld J, Schinkel C, Westenberg JJM, Gijsen FJH, Segers P, Verdonck P, de Jong N, Bosch JG,
Kenjeres S, Claessens T. Tomographic PIV in a Model of the Left Ventricle: 3D Flow Past Biological and
Mechanical Heart Valves. Journal of Biomechanics; 2019; 90:40–49.[149].
Author Contribution: Phantom and experimental design; Involved in writing of manuscript.
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ABSTRACT
Left ventricular flow is intrinsically complex, three-dimensional and unsteady. Its features
are susceptible to cardiovascular pathology and treatment, in particular to surgical inter-
ventions involving the valves (mitral valve replacement). To improve our understanding
of intra-ventricular fluid mechanics and the impact of various types of prosthetic valves
thereon, we have developed a custom-designed versatile left ventricular phantom with
anatomically realistic moving left ventricular membrane.
A biological, a tilting disc and a bileaflet valve (in two different orientations) were mounted
in the mitral position and tested under the same settings. To investigate 3D flow within
the phantom, a four-view tomographic particle image velocimetry setup has been imple-
mented. The results compare side-by-side the evolution of the 3D flow topology, vortical
structures and kinetic energy in the left ventricle domain during the cardiac cycle.
Except for the tilting disc valve, all tested prosthetic valves induced a crossed flow path,
where the outflow crosses the inflow path, passing under the mitral valve. The biological
valve shows a strong jet with a peak velocity about twice as high compared to all mechani-
cal heart valves, which makes it easier to penetrate deeply into the cavity. Accordingly, the
peak kinetic energy in the left ventricle in case of the biological valve is about four times
higher than the mechanical heart valves.
We conclude that the tomographic particle imaging velocimetry setup provides a useful
ground truth measurement of flow features and allows a comparison of the effects of dif-
ferent valve types on left ventricular flow patterns.
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8.1. INTRODUCTION
The left ventricle (LV) is believed to preserve the momentum of the incoming blood flow
during diastole by keeping it in motion during diastasis and smoothly redirecting it to-
wards the outflow tract during systole [4], [150]. The topology of these flow structures
is determined by the geometry of the LV cavity, the morphology of the mitral valve and
the electrical conduction system [56], [151]. Various multidisciplinary studies have been
conducted to better understand the patho-physiology of heart disease, to define clini-
cally useful indicators of cardiac function [110], [152] and/or to understand the effect
of mitral valve repair or replacement by a prosthetic device on the LV flow [153]. The
choice of a biological vs. mechanical prosthesis for instance is still an open debate [154]
as shown in a recent observational study by [155].
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been extensively used to study the effect of dif-
ferent prosthetic valves on the LV flow pattern [156]–[161]. A common limitation of these
PIV studies is their 2D approach, yielding an incomplete view of the inherently three-
dimensional (3D) flow structures in the LV and the inability to calculate all nine compo-
nents of the velocity gradient tensor. There have been various attempts to overcome this
limitation by reconstructing the 3D velocity vector field in the whole LV from velocity
data obtained from separate measurement planes. The latter are either two-component
velocity [162], [163] or three-component velocity data, obtained by the stereoscopic PIV
technique [164], [165]. Both reconstructive methods take advantage of the periodicity of
the cardiac cycle but require complex setups to translate or rotate the PIV system as well
as time-consuming calibration and/or post processing procedures.
Tomographic PIV (tomoPIV) is considered the first “true” volumetric PIV technique
[166]. In contrast to traditional planar PIV techniques, tomoPIV allows instantaneous
extraction of all three velocity components over the entire volume of interest. To date,
tomoPIV has been used for studying the blood flow in the aortic root [167], [168], the
carotid artery [169] and the intracranial aneurysm [170].
Considering the above, the goal of the following work is twofold. First, we aim to
demonstrate the feasibility of a tomographic, full-volumetric PIV technique to capture
the 3D flow in a realistic and compliant LV model. Additionally, this phantom is compat-
ible with 3D ultrasound and MRI imaging, such that 3D flow measurements acquired by
these in-vivo medical imaging approaches can be compared to the optical ground truth
in the future. Second, we compare the flow field generated by three structurally differ-
ent prosthetic heart valves (biological, tilting disc and bileaflet) under the same running
conditions.
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8.2. METHODS
8.2.1. LEFT VENTRICULAR PHANTOM
MEMBRANE AND TANK
An optically transparent compliant silicone LV replica (0.5 mm thick) (Fig 8.1.b) was
manufactured by painting four layers of silicone (HT 33 Transparent LT, Zhermack SpA,
Rome, Italy) onto a 3D printed LV mould (Fig 8.1.a). The shape of the LV mould was ex-
tracted from the statistical mean of a dataset of segmented 4D computed tomography
images of 150 patients [118], [119] (Chapter 5). The silicone has a refractive index of
1.413, measured by an Abbe refractometer (Bleeker, Zeist Holland).
The LV membrane was connected to the valve holders (Figure 8.1.c), and immersed
(Figure 8.1.d) in a Plexiglas nine-sided polygon tank (Figure 8.2.a). The Plexiglas plates
were machined and then glued together using a two-component reaction adhesive (Acri-
fix 192, Evonic Industries). Fig. 2a depicts the LV flow loop, which consists of a pressur-
ized aortic chamber and an atrial chamber kept at atmospheric pressure. The outlet from
the aortic chamber is connected to the left atrial chamber via an adjustable peripheral
resistance valve (Vivitro Labs Inc., Victoria, BC, Canada) with a short length of silicone
rubber hose.
Figure 8.1: a) 3D-printed LV mould representing the endocardial shape at end systole, fitted with a mitral inflow
and aortic outflow tract. b) LV silicone membrane. c) LV model attached to valve holders using cable ties. The
outflow tract is tilted about 40° with respect to the mitral valve axis. d) A long exposure picture of fluorescent
particles within the LV.
HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT
A pulsatile pump (Vivitro Labs Inc., BC, Canada) was used to mimic the pumping action
of the LV. The hydraulic piston pump was connected to the acrylic tank (Figure 8.2.a
- 9) with semi-rigid tubing. The pump was velocity-controlled and set to generate a
sinusoidal-like waveform with a frequency of 70 beats per minute and a duty cycle of
35%, resulting in a 300 ms systolic period and a stroke volume of 50 mL. Pressure trans-
ducers (6069, Utah Medical Products, Inc., Athlone, Ireland) were used to monitor the
pressure in the aorta and inside the tank.
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Figure 8.2: a) CAD view of the nine-sided tank. The shape of the tank provides undistorted optical access to
the LV from different angles. W indicates the four windows used for optical access. The red arrows depict the
LV flow loop. 1-2: valve holders, 3-4: mitral and aortic valve position, 5-6: atrial and aortic blocks, 7: aortic
pressure catheter, 8: multiple hose connectors for air removal and ventricular pressure monitoring, 9: pump
connector. b) Representative samples of ventricular pressure recorded during the PIV experiments and flow
waveforms imposed at the pump.
WORKING FLUID & TRACER PARTICLES
A two-component working fluid was chosen to match the measured refractive index
(1.4130) of the LV silicone membrane, thereby minimizing optical distortion. The ra-
tio of the components in the fluid mixture (60% glycerol and 40% distilled water) was
adjusted until its measured refractive index (1.4140) very closely matched that of the sil-
icone. The dynamic viscosity and density of the working fluid were 14.0 mPa·s and 1160
kg/m3, respectively. Fluorescent Rhodamine-B coated particles with a diameter of 20-50
µm and density of 1100 kg/m3were used as tracers.
8.2.2. LASER & IMAGING SYSTEM
The imaging system consists of two high-speed cameras (Imager Pro HS 4M, PCO, Kel-
heim, Germany) set to record at 2000 fps. The setup was primarily designed to perform
tomographic PIV from four different viewing angles using two cameras (Figure 8.2.a).
For this purpose, a custom-made image splitter (consisting of 8 first surface mirrors)
has been placed in front of each camera (Figure 8.2.a). Macro prime lenses with a focal
length of 100 mm (Samyang Optics co Ltd., Korea) were used. A long-pass filter at 540
nm (Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) was mounted in front of each lens to selectively
capture the scattered fluorescent particle light. A volume of approximately 80×110×70
mm3was illuminated by a double-cavity pulsed Nd:YLF laser (527 nm Litron Laser, Eng-
land). Diverging lenses were used to shape the laser beam into a full-volume illumina-
tion.
CALIBRATION
A two-level calibration target was placed with a micrometre stage in nine positions equally
spaced over 40 mm in the tank (without the LV membrane). To map the 3D space object
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onto the 2D camera sensor plane, a third-order polynomial fitting method was applied.
The geometrical calibration yielded an average error for all cameras and views of approx-
imately 0.2 pixel. Subsequently, an ensemble of 200 particle images has been acquired to
perform the iterative volume self-calibration procedure [171]. After four iterations, the
volume self- calibration was able to reduce the disparity to less than 0.02 pixels for all
cameras.
8.2.3. TOMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
All particle images were pre-processed to remove background intensity with a 7×7 slid-
ing minimum kernel. Due to the Gaussian laser illumination shape, an intensity normal-
ization filter was applied. Subsequent image processing involves 3×3 Gaussian smooth-
ing, successive sharpening and manually masking out the non-flow regions. Following
the suggested particle concentration from literature [172] a concentration of 0.04 parti-
cles per pixel was reached as an optimal measurement condition. The time separation
∆t of 500 µs between image pairs was optimized to ensure that maximum particle dis-
placement is about 6-10 pixels. All tomographic PIV data were processed with Davis 10
(LaVision, Göttingen, Germany).
8.2.4. MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL
The measurements were performed within the LV with three different heart valves mounted
in the mitral position (Figure 8.4.a): a 25 mm tricuspid biological, a 24 mm tilting disc
and a 25 mm bicarbon bileaflet valve which was mounted in two different orientations
(anatomic and anti-anatomic). In all series a 19 mm Perimount Magna Ease (Edwards
Figure 8.3: a) Schematic sketch (top view) of the tomoPIV setup. b) Picture of tomoPIV setup in linear config-
uration with two high-speed cameras equipped with prime lenses and filter [1], two mirror splitter system [2]
and laser arm with telescopic head and optics compound [3]. The nine-sided tank [4], with atrial [5] and aortic
blocks [6], connected with peripheral resistance [7]. Pressure transducer tubes [8]. The tank is connected to
the pulsatile pump via a semi-flexible tube [9].
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Lifesciences) tricuspid biological valve was used as an aortic valve. The particle images
were reconstructed at 61 time points over the cardiac cycle (temporal resolution of 14
ms). The data from ten cardiac cycles were phase-averaged for each heart valve config-
uration.
Kinetic energy was calculated as:
K E = 0.5ρ
∫ N
1
‖~v‖2dV [J ] (8.1)
where ρ (density of fluid) was 1060kg/m3and ‖~v‖ is the velocity magnitude, dV is a voxel
volume and N is the total number of voxels in the region of interest per frame.
8.3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In the following, the tomoPIV phase-averaged velocity data are presented. The first sub-
section illustrates the mean flow velocity field downstream of the four prosthetic valves.
Further, we focus on the inflow characteristics by comparing the flow rate through trans-
verse slices over time. In the last two subsections, we present the vortical structures and
kinetic energy computed in the entire LV domain.
Figure 8.4.b compares the maximum inlet flow velocity between the four valves. The
biological valve (BHV) opens slightly later than the mechanical valves (MHVs) and the
transmitral flow velocity increases more rapidly for the BHV, reaching a peak value of
up to 1 m/s - twice the magnitude of the MHVs. At the onset of the diastole, the tilting
disc produces slightly higher velocities than the two bileaflet configurations. The two
orientations of the bileaflet valve yielded virtually identical inlet velocities throughout
diastole.
8.3.1. FLOW DYNAMICS
A note of caution is necessary, because of the large difference in the flow velocity range
between the biological and mechanical valves (Figure 8.4.b), different colour scales were
used for the iso-surfaces and velocity maps (Figure 8.5). Fig. 5 shows the mean flow
topology of the tested heart valves (indicated with letters) at four characteristic phases
(indicated with Roman numerals) during the cardiac cycle. The flow topology is repre-
sented by means of iso-surfaces based on the velocity magnitude and cross-sectional
slices coloured with axial velocity.
Biological Valve: Initially, a strong transmitral jet is directed towards the anterior LV
wall (time steps I-II). By the end of diastole (time step III), the inner core of the inflow
starts disappearing (high velocity isosurface). Further, the inflow swirls towards the pos-
terior wall, forming a counter-rotating flow pattern occupying the entire cavity. This flow
feature is believed to prevent blood stasis by washing-out the apical region. The outgo-
ing flow slides along the posterior wall and then crosses the inflow tract (time step IV).
The crossed flow path shown here with the BHV (dashed line Figure 8.5) agrees with pre-
vious in vivo studies [53], [156], [173]–[175], where the flow passing the BHV was shown
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Figure 8.4: a) Snapshots of the LV model and heart valves in the mitral position: (1) biological Perimount 2900
(Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, USA); (2) tilting disk (Björk-Shiley); (3-4) bileaflet (Sorin Biomedica, Saluggia,
Italy) in anatomic and anti-anatomic orientation, respectively. b) peak velocity of the inflow jet during the
diastolic phase.
to generate a strong jet towards the intraventricular septum and then to cross the inflow
path (i.e. passing under the mitral valve) during systole (Figure 8.5.a).
Monoleaflet Valve: At the onset of the filling phase (time step I) a primary jet passes the
main valve orifice. The primary jet advances along the posterior wall, while a secondary
jet passes from the anterior valve orifice towards the anterior wall (time step II). At the
end of diastole, the incoming flow forms a clockwise large-scale vortex (time step III) that
is smoothly redirected towards the outflow tract. This looped flow path is in concordance
with previous 2D-PIV investigations [160], [176], [177] (Chapter 5).
Bileaflet Valve: The two valve orientations exhibit minor differences in flow topology
at the onset of the filling phase (Figure 8.5: c-d): in both cases the jet emanating from the
outer orifices is significantly stronger than in the central orifice (time steps I-II). In the
anatomic configuration (Figure 8.5.c), the jet on the anterior wall septum rolls off under
the aortic valve, whereas due to the “Coandaˇ effect” the opposite jet tends to realign with
the central inflow jet (time steps II-III). In the anti-anatomic orientation (Figure 8.5.d),
on the other hand, the flow pattern through the outer orifices appears to be nearly sym-
metric (time steps II-III). In both configurations, at mid diastole the strong central jet
merges with the outer jets towards the apex. The iso-velocity surface emanating from the
mitral valve dissipates before reaching the apex (Figure 8.5: c-d), as previously described
in [156]. Additionally, our results indicate that in both configurations the bileaflet valve
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gives rise to a crossed flow path. This confirms the findings from a prior in vivo study
from [53]. Conversely, [175], using an ultrasound based vector flow mapping technique,
showed that only the anti-anatomical orientation is associated with a crossed flow path.
In our previous work [165], we even observed that both orientations lead to a looped flow
path. Some of the discrepancies may be due to the highly simplified LV shape and the
different LV diameter/valve ratio [165] or a limitation of two-dimensional echocardiog-
raphy in case of [175]. Movie 1 (Supplementary Video) depicts the flow field throughout
one cardiac cycle for each valve model.
8.3.2. INFLOW CHARACTERISTICS
For a more quantitative comparison between the BHV and the MHVs, the volume flow
rate has been calculated through four cross-sections (Figure 8.6) over one cardiac cycle.
As shown in Figure 8.6 (cross-section 1), the three mechanical valves open simultane-
ously. The two bileaflet orientations behave similarly in the first slices with a slightly
higher flow rate than the biological and the tilting disc valves during the diastole. Mov-
ing towards the apex, in cross-sections 3 and 4, the penetration depth of the jet decreases
drastically in the MHVs. In fact, the BHV exhibits a much higher downward flow over the
filling phase compared to the bileaflet valve in anatomic configuration (cross-section 4).
The stagnation phenomena in a LV have also been reported in a 2D-PIV investigation by
Faludi et al. (2010) [53], showing that the jet entering the LV cavity collides more closely
to the apex with a biological valve than with a bileaflet valve. Compared to the MHVs,
the inflow jet through the BHV is more likely to reach and wash out the apical region.
This potentially avoids stagnation zones and reduces the risk for thrombosis formation.
In patients with dilated cardiomyopathy or myocardial infarction, where abnormal flow
patterns are known to promote blood stasis between the apex and outflow tract [178]–
[180], we would expect the BHV to perform better than the MHVs.
8.3.3. VORTICAL STRUCTURES
The lambda-2 (λ2) method has been used to identify the 3D vortical flow features over
the cardiac cycle [181]. In Figure 8.7, one can clearly see the formation of the vortex
rings (time step I) and observe how they elongate, propagate and then dissipate dur-
ing diastole. The strong inflow through the biological valve develops as a single vortex
ring in the shear layer around the incoming jet (time steps I-II-III). The primary vortex
ring is connected to a secondary vortex via branched tubes (trailing vortex tubes). The
two vortices travel towards the mid-ventricle and start to break down in small structures
before reaching the apex. The described vortex ring formation downstream the BHV is
somewhat similar to the vortices generated from a cylinder with an inclined exit [182].
Comparable flow structures have also been described in previous LV fluid dynamic sim-
ulations [183]–[185] and in vivo studies [186].
The three MHVs exhibited different vortical flow features compared with the BHV. In
case of the tilting disc, the flow through the posterior orifice yields a strong shear layer
and interacted with the boundary layer along the lateral wall generating a curved vortex
ring (Figure 8.7.b). The vortical structures then shed from the valve leaflets, progress
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Figure 8.5: Time-sequence of the mean flow structures downstream of the mitral valves: a) biological, b) tilting
disc, and bileaflet in c) anatomic and d) anti-anatomic orientation. Note that d) is slightly rotated about the
y-axis to improve visibility of the flow structures. Two iso-velocity surfaces are shown for each valve (at 0.35
m/s and 0.75 m/s in case of the BHV and at 0.15 m/s and 0.35 m/s in case of the MHVs). Sketch on the right,
shows the flow path (looped or crossed) with a dashed line. The cross-sections are colour-coded based on the
axial velocity (vy - long axis direction). Roman numerals indicate the time steps (I = 0.35s, II = 0.55s, III = 0.8s,
IV = 0.2s).
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Figure 8.6: Left: Four equidistant (20 mm) cross-sections within the LV model. The first slice is positioned
approximately 5 mm below the mitral valve. Right: Volume flow rate computed through four cross-sections
for each valve. Only the downward flow was considered, i.e. positively signed velocities (vy ) were blanked. The
MHVs open approximately at 0.54s whereas the biological open at 0.58s.
toward the mid regions, and finally dissipate by the end of the diastole due to viscous
interaction with the ventricular wall.
Due to the leaflet geometry of the bileaflet valve, the inflow is spread over multiple
orifices, rendering the formation of a single vortex impossible. Thus, the bileaflet valve
induces incomplete vortex rings through the three orifices (Figure 8.7: c-d). At the onset
of the filling phase, the flow is dominated by tubular structures generated from the outer
orifices. Further into diastole (time step IV), a jet is formed from the central orifice with
higher propagation velocity, forming a concentric coherent structure. The latter interact
rapidly with each other and with the surrounding LV wall, disintegrating into smaller
flow structures. Additionally, the so-called vortex ring was observed only downstream
the biological valve with the formation of multiple vortex rings. The complete evolution
of the vortical flow structures past the prosthetic heart valves over the cardiac cycle is
provided as a supplementary video (Movie 2).
8.3.4. KINETIC ENERGY
The time course of integral kinetic energy (KE) computed for the entire LV domain is
shown in Figure 8.8. The peak value of the kinetic energy passing the BHV is approx-
imately four times higher than for the MHVs, as could be expected from the two-fold
difference in the velocity magnitude profile during the cardiac cycle (Figure 8.4). A sig-
nificant difference in terms of KE between BHV and bileaflet valve has been also reported
in a recent numerical study by [187]. All mechanical valves exhibit a similarly shaped
KE profile throughout the cardiac cycle. The tilting disc lead to higher KE levels during
mid diastole and systole than did the bileaflet valve. In case of the bileaflet valve, the
anatomic orientation yielded a slightly higher KE than the anti-anatomic configuration.
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Figure 8.7: 3D vortical structures recognized by lambda-2 method are visualized as iso-surface (λ2 = -0.015)
and colour-coded with the axial velocity component. The 2D velocity vector field maps are coloured based on
vorticity magnitude. a) Biological, b) tilting disc, and bileaflet in anatomic (c) and anti-anatomic (d) orienta-
tion. Roman numerals indicate the time steps (I=0.35s, II=0.45s, III=0.55s, IV=0.65s, V=0.85s).
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Figure 8.8: Left: the evolution of the kinetic energy within the LV domain, computed over the cardiac cycle.
Right: The percentage difference of KE using the biological valve relative to each of the mechanical valves.
8.3.5. LIMITATIONS
Despite the aforementioned advantages of the employed technique, some limitations
are worthwhile mentioning. TomoPIV hardware and software are generally more com-
plex and expensive than 2D PIV or multiplane scanning setups. However, to reduce the
cost of the PIV apparatus, a four-view tomoPIV imaging system has been implemented
using a combination of only two cameras (instead of four) and a mirror system. Also,
while tomoPIV does not require physical alignment between illumination and the cal-
ibration target, it is more sensitive to vibrations compared to stereoscopic PIV, which
may lead to camera misalignment during the acquisition. To overcome this, we followed
a well-established procedure for physical calibration, followed by the volume-self cal-
ibration. Due to computational cost and amount of data storage, we have presented
only the averaged flow field data based on 10 cycles. A semi-quantitative convergence
analysis (consisting of a comparison between the phase averaged data obtained from
10, 20 and 30 cycles) showed no discernible difference between 20 and 30 cycles. Only
at peak early inflow a 7% difference in flow velocity was found between the results ob-
tained with 10 cycles and the converged flow velocity data using 30 cycles. Moreover,
we would like to mention that more advanced Lagrangian software algorithms, such as
Shake-The-Box [188], may be more appropriate to analyse the time-resolved data in the
future. Furthermore, the piston pump was driven by a sinusoidal-like wave form that
does not represent diastasis and the late filling (A-wave). Consequently, it was not possi-
ble to investigate the interaction between the flow structures induced at the early filling
and the fresh fluid entering during the late filling wave, as described in vivo [186] and in
a recent numerical simulation study [177], using a similar LV geometry and a more real-
istic flow waveform. Also, the working fluid mixture has a dynamic viscosity four times
higher than blood, which may have affected the flow resistance and consequently the
formation and viscous dissipation rate of the vortical structures.
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8.4. CONCLUSION
This work demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of tomographic PIV, to study 3D
flow dynamics in a compliant model. To the best of our knowledge, this study provides
the first tomographic PIV study of the 3D flow pattern in a flexible left ventricular shape
membrane, downstream of biological and mechanical valves.
We have analysed the effect of three types of prosthetic mitral heart valves on intra-
ventricular flow under the same hydraulic conditions. The qualitative and quantitative
flow analyses suggest that the biological valve generates flow patterns similar to those
observed in vivo after a BHV valve replacement. Except for the tilting disc, all tested
prosthetic valves induced a crossed flow path, where the outflow crosses the inflow path,
passing under the mitral valve. Further, the inflow jet in the BHV penetrated deeper into
the LV cavity compared to the MHVs. The λ2 method for vortex identification showed
the formation of multiple vortex rings in the presence of the BHV. The kinetic energy
level associated with the BHV during diastole is approximately four times higher than
the MHVs. Finally, we showed that the anatomic orientation of the bileaflet valve yields
an overall slightly higher kinetic energy than the anti-anatomic configuration. Yet, none
of our performed analyses reveal that one orientation of the bileaflet valve is to be pre-
ferred over the other.
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ABSTRACT
Left ventricular (LV) blood flow is an inherently complex time-varying 3D phenomenon,
where 2D quantification often ignores the effect of out-of-plane motion. In this study we
describe high frame rate 4D echo-particle image velocimetry (echoPIV) using a prototype
matrix transesophageal transducer and a dynamic LV phantom for testing the accuracy of
echoPIV in the presence of complex flow patterns. Optical time-resolved tomographic PIV
(tomoPIV) was used as a reference standard for comparison.
EchoPIV and tomoPIV agreed on the general profile of the LV flow patterns but echoPIV
smoothed-out the smaller flow structures. EchoPIV also underestimated the flow rates at
greater imaging depths, where the PIV kernel size and transducer point-spread-function
were large relative to the velocity gradients. We demonstrate that 4D echoPIV could be
performed in just four heart cycles, which would require only a short breath-hold, provid-
ing promising results. However, methods for resolving high velocity gradients in regions of
poor spatial resolution are required before clinical translation.
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9.1. INTRODUCTION
Left ventricular (LV) blood flow patterns are of increasing interest in the study and early
diagnosis of LV dysfunction, with particular focus on the trans-mitral jet and its result-
ing intra-ventricular vortex dynamics [8], [15], [107], [108], [111], [189]. Currently, the
primary in vivo techniques used for studying LV flow dynamics are phase-contrast mag-
netic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) and echocardiography.
PC-MRI has the advantage of being able to measure flow patterns in 3D (often called
4D-Flow MRI) and not requiring contrast agent injection, but requires long acquisition
times (averaging over hundreds of cardiac cycles), expensive infrastructure and equip-
ment and suffers low temporal resolution (only acquiring 20-30 phases per cardiac cycle)
[190].
Alternatively, clinically available echocardiographic blood flow imaging techniques
are bed-side and can be acquired at 15-100 frames per second; but are currently lim-
ited in the flow components that can be measured. Pulsed-wave Doppler can accurately
measure blood velocities, but only the velocity component parallel to the ultrasound
beam (axial) and in a small interrogation-region at a time. Alternatively, color Doppler
can visualize blood flow over a region in 2D, but again only the axial velocity component.
Also, aliasing is common when high velocities are present. As LV blood flow patterns are
inherently 4D (time-varying 3D), echocardiographic techniques that can estimate 4D
blood flow patterns, resolving all 3 spatial components, are required.
Some experimental ultrasound techniques have emerged to address the need for 4D
blood flow measurement. For instance, vector Doppler, estimates the lateral velocity
components by using multiple angled Doppler acquisitions [191]. Similarly, transverse
oscillation estimates lateral displacement by introducing a lateral modulation into the
received signal [192], [193]. However, transverse oscillation and vector Doppler require
larger apertures for greater depths of interest, which is difficult with cardiac imaging due
to the small inter-costal windows available.
Alternatively, Vector flow mapping calculates lateral velocity components from color
Doppler acquisitions and segmentations of the LV wall using a model based approach
[29], [194]. Gomez et al. (2015) demonstrated a 4D implementation of this technique
in pediatric patients using multi-beat acquisitions of color Doppler and BMode imaging
sequences[195]. Grønli et al. (2018) expanded this method to adults with the addition of
a hybrid blood-speckle tracking and Doppler estimator to circumvent aliasing. Whether
VFM over-simplifies complex in vivo flows remains to be tested [196].
Blood-speckle tracking estimates the displacement of blood-speckle patterns [35].
For the blood velocities expected in the LV ( 1 m/s, higher for regurgitation jets) very
high frame rates are required to limit the inter-frame speckle displacement so that track-
ing is still possible. Wigen et al. (2018) demonstrated 3D blood speckle tracking in
healthy adult volunteers, using multi-beat (7 heartbeats total) 3D volumes and multi-
beat 10°wide ‘thin-slice’ acquisitions [197]. Both methods compared well with PC-MRI
but mentioned signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and clutter as significant challenges going for-
ward. Here ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) microbubbles are useful as they provide
large SNR improvements over native blood backscatter. The tracking of microbubbles
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instead of native blood-speckle is called echo-particle image velocimetry (echoPIV).
Like speckle tracking, echoPIV also requires high-frame-rate (HFR) echocardiogra-
phy to accurately track the high velocities present in the LV [43], [117], [136]. We have
previously demonstrated that HFR echoPIV can accurately estimate the high velocities
present in the LV in vitro (Chapter 5) and in vivo (Chapter 6) in 2D. Translation to 3D
requires HFR 3D echocardiography.
In this study we assess the accuracy of 4D echoPIV using a prototype matrix trans-
esophageal probe. The architecture of the probe permits volumetric imaging in a 20°×
20°field of view at the pulse repetition frequency (PRF, 4 kHz in this study). In order to
image the whole LV (60°× 60°) a multi-beat acquisition scheme of just 4 cycles was used
with 4 beams per cycle, allowing for a frame rate of 1 kHz. The presented technique
would allow for 4D flow-pattern estimation over the whole LV in just 4 heart beats. The
accuracy of HFR echoPIV using this acquisition scheme is assessed by comparison with
time-resolved tomographic PIV (tomoPIV). TomoPIV provides high spatial and temporal
resolution 4D velocity data in a single cycle but requires optical access. For this purpose
we have designed a dynamic LV phantom that can be imaged with echoPIV, tomoPIV and
(additionally) 4D-flow MRI.
9.2. METHODS
9.2.1. LEFT VENTRICULAR PHANTOM
A detailed explanation of the LV phantom used in this study is provided in Chapter 8,
but a brief overview will be provided here. An optically and acoustically transparent sili-
cone LV shell (∼0.5 mm thick) was modelled on the mean shape of a set of 150 computed
tomography patient LV segmentations [118], [119]. The LV was fitted with bio-prosthetic
mitral (25 mm, Perimount, Edwards Lifesciences Corp., Irvine, CA, USA) and aortic (19
mm, Perimount Magna Ease, Edwards Lifesciences Corp.) valves and contained in a rigid
acrylic pressure chamber with 9 faces to allow for optical access (excluding lid and base,
see Figure 9.1.a). The mitral and aortic tracts of the LV were connected to atrial and com-
pliance chambers, which were connected via a tube with an adjustable resistance valve
(ViVitro Labs Inc., Victoria, BC, Canada), forming the LV flow circuit. The rigid pressure
chamber was connected to a programmable piston pump (SuperPump, ViVitro Labs),
forming the hydraulic circuit. The hydraulic circuit varied the volume in the rigid cham-
ber, causing the ventricle to expand and contract, pumping fluid through the flow circuit.
Both the hydraulic and LV flow circuit were filled with a glycerol in water mixture (60:40
by volume, density = 1160 kg/m3, dynamic viscosity = 14.0 mPa·s, sound speed=1790
m/s) to match the refractive index of the silicone LV (1.413). The piston pump oscil-
lated in a sinusoidal pattern (70 beats per minute, 50ml stroke volume) causing the LV to
pump the fluid through the flow circuit (red arrows – Figure 9.1.a). The pump provided
an electronic trigger signal for synchronizing acquisitions to a specific phase of the cycle.
9.2.2. TOMOGRAPHIC PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY ( TOMOPIV )
A brief overview of the tomographic particle image velocimetry (tomoPIV) setup is pro-
vided here, for a detailed description see Chapter 8. Two high-speed CMOS cameras
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(Imager Pro HS 4M, PCO, Kelheim, Germany), recording at 2000 frames per second, were
placed behind two sets of custom-built image mirror-splitter systems, to effectively cre-
ate four independent views of the LV (Figure 9.1.b). The whole LV volume was then il-
luminated using a pulsed Nd:YLF laser (527 nm, Litron Laser, Warwickshire, England)
passing through a diverging lens system (Figure 9.1.b) pulsing at 2 kHz (synchronized
with the cameras). Fluorescent Rhodamine-B coated particles (diameter = 20-50 µm,
density = 1100 kg/m3) were used as tracer particles and long-pass 540 nm filters (Thor-
labs Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) were used to selectively capture the fluorescent signals from
the particles. A single pump cycle was captured (857 ms) and processed with Davis
10 software (LaVision, Göttingen, Germany). An iterative window refinement scheme
was used, starting with a kernel size of 7.843 mm3 for two iterations, reducing to 5.233
mm3 and finally 3.843 mm3, all with an overlap of 75%. The final spatial grid resolution
was 0.963 mm3and the temporal resolution was 0.5 ms. The measured point-spread-
function of a single tracer particle was ∼ 0.3 mm isotropic. Note that while in Chapter
8 only 60 phases of the cycle were computed (to reduce computational demand of aver-
aging 10 cycles), in this study all 2000 frames were computed for 1 cycle (time-resolved
analysis with no phase averaging).
Figure 9.1: a) Partial section view of LV phantom with the matrix TEE transducer shown in its approximate
location. Bio-prosthetic mitral (red) and aortic (blue) valves are shown in their position. Red arrows indicate
direction of flow circuit. Atrial and compliance chambers are connected by a tube with an adjustable resistance
valve. b) Schematic top view of LV phantom showing tomographic PIV setup, see text for details.
9.2.3. ULTRASOUND
A prototype matrix transesophageal (TEE) probe (Oldelft, Delft, the Netherlands) was
used for imaging (central frequency 5 MHz). It had separated transmit (128 elements,
5.76× 0.9 mm2) and receive (2048 elements, 8.7× 8.7 mm2) apertures of piezoelectric el-
ements mounted on top of a front-end application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The
receive aperture is grouped into 128 groups of 4×4 elements, where micro-beamforming
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is performed on the ASIC for each group, thereby reducing the channel count to 128 in
receive (Figure 9.2.a). A detailed explanation of the probe is provided in [198]. The re-
duced channel count allowed for the probe to be used with a single Vantage 256 ultra-
sound system (Verasonics Inc., Kirkland, WA, USA). The probe was positioned below the
ventricle, typical of an apical view. The probe was placed approximately 5 mm below
and 10 mm septal of the ventricle’s apex.
The maximum beam width that could be used (preventing grating lobes in receive)
was 20°× 20°, however this was not sufficient for imaging the full LV volume (Figure
9.2.b). Thus, in order to cover the whole LV (60°× 60°), a rectangular grid of four beam
steering angles was used in both the elevational and azimuthal directions (-20°, -5°,
5°and 20°) resulting in 4×4 = 16 beam angles (Figure 9.3). PRF was limited to 4 kHz - to
prevent reflection artifacts from the LV chamber lid occurring at higher PRFs (despite the
use of acoustic dampening material on the inside of the lid). Consequently, the use of 16
sequential beams would have resulted in a frame rate of 250 Hz which was not sufficient
for high-velocity particle tracking. Therefore, we used a gated sequence of 4 beams per
pump cycle over 4 cycles to adequately sample the spatial field of view required, while
maintaining a frame rate of 1 kHz (see Figure 9.3). Note that this gated sequence is not
suited for B-mode imaging of the bubbles as their position is not cyclical. However, for
velocity mapping this scheme is acceptable in the case that flow patterns are repeated
each cycle and that cycle periods are consistent, so that the motion of the bubbles is
cyclical. In the case of this experiment these assumptions were reasonable.
Figure 9.2: a) Schematic layout of matrix elements, note the separated transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) apertures.
The channel requirements in receive are reduced from 2048 to 128 by micro-beamforming in local 4×4 sub-
arrays. b) The probe architecture imposes a maximum single-beam opening angle of 20°x 20°in receive. This
is insufficient to image the entire LV, thus multiple steered-beams are required to image the required field of
view.
It was our intention to use diluted ultrasound contrast agent as ultrasound tracer
particles. However, the operation of the phantom setup spontaneously generated small
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air bubbles in the flow circuit with sizes expected to be between 10 and 100 µm which al-
ready provided an acceptable concentration of tracer particles. Therefore, no ultrasound
contrast agent was added.
A diverging wave transmission was performed using a 3-cycle, 5 MHz tone-burst with
a PRF of 4 kHz. Peak-negative pressure was measured to be between 260 kPa at 20 mm
depth from the probe to 60 kPa at 80 mm depth. Details of the transmit and receive
scheme are provided in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Ultrasound Parameters
Transmit
Center Frequency 5 MHz
Pulse Repetition Frequency 4 kHz
Virtual Focus Depth -21 mm
Apodization Rectangular
Receive
Field of View (per beam) 120 mm × 20°× 20°
Field of View (total) 120 mm × 60°× 60°
Apodization Rectangular
Sample Spacing 180 µm × 0.6°× 0.6°
Number of Gated Cycles 4
Frame Rate (per cycle) 1 kHz
9.2.4. BEAMFORMING & ECHOPIV
Acquired RF data were first clutter filtered (see Table 9.2) and then beamformed using
Verasonics software (v3.0.10) in Cartesian coordinate space and envelope detected be-
fore inverse-scan conversion to spherical coordinate space. The conversion to spherical
space was performed to keep the point-spread-function consistent over depth. Custom
PIV software written in Python (v3.6) was used to perform PIV analysis (see Table 9.2)
between successive acquisitions with the same beam angle.
Ensemble averaging of 5 successive correlation volumes (correlation averaging) was
used, producing a vector frame rate of 200 Hz. An iterative window deformation al-
gorithm was used where the second image volume was iteratively deformed using the
previous iterations displacement estimates as a deformation field [26]. Before echoPIV
analysis the tomoPIV data were used to derive a static mask of the LV. For each beam
this mask defined where displacement estimation should be performed. After displace-
ments had been estimated for all 16 beams they were combined, averaging overlapping
vectors where applicable.
Vector data were then scan converted onto a regular Cartesian grid, using the grid
spacing at 50 mm depth as the cross-beam grid spacing. Finally, local-median outlier
removal and replacement was performed and vectors were regularized on the Cartesian
grid using separate temporal and spatial Gaussian convolution filters.
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9.2.5. VISUALIZATION & COMPARISON
Vector Comparison: Vector data were visualized and flow rates computed using Par-
aview (v5.6, [199]). Before comparison the tomoPIV data was down-sampled to match
the grid spacing of the echoPIV data using a local mean both spatially and temporally.
Flow rate through three XY planes (25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm deep from the probe)
as well as a plane intersecting the outflow tract were computed and compared for both
echoPIV and tomoPIV. The average velocity magnitude in a 4 mm section in center of the
jet (at the same plane depths as the flow calculations) was computed too.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): To estimate the noise reference signal, a no-transmit ac-
quisition was recorded with all other transmit parameters held constant. The SNR could
then be calculated using the formula:
SN R = 20 · log10
( Itr ansmi t
Inotr ansmi t
)
(9.1)
where Itr ansmi t and Inotr ansmi t are the average signal amplitudes for recordings with
transmit on and off, respectively.
Point-Spread-Function (PSF): PSF was measured at different depths by measuring the
full-width-half-maximum envelope signals of isolated bubbles along the three Cartesian
axes.
Figure 9.3: Spatial sampling of the full LV volume is gated over 4 pump cycles, with 4 different beams being
acquired successively each cycle (16 total). Thus, a region of 60°× 60°can be sampled while maintaining a
frame rate of 1 kHz, but requiring 4 cycles to acquire.
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Table 9.2: EchoPIV Parameters
EchoPIV
Clutter Filter 55 Hz High Pass 8th order Butterworth
Similarity Measure Normalized cross-correlation (FFT)
Kernel Size 6 mm × 5°× 5°
Iterations 4
Window Deformation Bi-cubic Interpolation
Overlap 50% × 75% × 75%
Particles 10-100 µm Air-bubbles
Final Grid (Spherical) 3 mm × 1.25°t i mes 1.25°
Final Grid (Cartesian) 3 mm × 1.4 mm t i mes 1.4 mm
Correlation Averages 5 frames (5 ms)
Vector Frame Rate 200 Hz
Subpixel Estimator 3x1D Gaussian Peak Fit
Regularization
Outlier Detection Universal Outlier Detector [121]
Gaussian Temporal Moving Average Standard Dev. (σ) = 5 ms,
Truncation = 3σ
Gaussian Spatial Smoothing σ = 1.6 × 0.9 × 0.9 mm3,
σ = Truncation = 1.6 σ
9.3. RESULTS
9.3.1. DESCRIPTION OF FLOW FIELD
Shortly after mitral valve opening, a high-velocity jet forms which is angled towards the
septal LV wall (Figure 9.4:b and j). Initially a vortex ring develops at the head of the jet
but the septal side of the ring is diminished when it collides with the septal wall (Figure
9.4.d). From this moment the posterior side of the vortex ring expands, redirecting flow
along the posterior-inferior side of the LV towards the base (Figure 9.4:d and l). Once
the mitral valve closes the fluid swirls in a general clockwise manner along both the Az-
imuthal and Elevational (X and Y) axis, with many smaller vortices appearing along the
jet’s primary flow path (Figure 9.4:f and n). Once the aortic valve opens, flow travels up-
wards along the posterior-inferior wall of the LV and up along the base, passing under
the mitral valve, before exiting the LV through the outflow tract in a helical pattern (with
higher velocities at the top of the outflow tract than at the bottom - Figure 9.4.h).
9.3.2. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON
During the initial stages of filling, when the jet is beginning to form, echoPIV grossly
underestimates the velocity and volume of the jet (Figure 9.4:a vs b and Figure 9.4: i vs j).
Once the jet has progressed deeper into the LV (closer to the probe) echoPIV estimates
similar velocity magnitudes to tomoPIV but still estimates the jet to be thinner in volume
(Figure 9.4:c vs d and Figure 9.4:k vs l). Also, during this phase, echoPIV and tomoPIV
observe similar shapes and positions of the vortex rings, but the magnitudes are larger in
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Figure 9.4: a-h) Azimuthal and (i-p) elevational slices through the center of the mitral valve at different phases
of the pump cycle (t1 – t4, see Figure 9.5.b). See text for details. Supplementary video available (online).
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tomoPIV. During diastasis, echoPIV and tomoPIV agree in the general swirling of the flow
but a more detailed (winding) flow pattern is observed in the tomoPIV (Figure 9.4:e vs f
and Figure 9.4:m vs n). During ejection, echoPIV observes similar flow to the tomoPIV,
moving up the posterior wall turning to travel along the base, but no ejection is detected
in the region of the outflow tract.
9.3.3. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
VOLUME FLOW RATE
In order to quantitatively assess the accuracy of echoPIV we calculated the flow rate
through various planes (Figure 9.5.a), including: flow through the aortic outflow tract
(Figure 9.5.c); filling flow rates (only flow with negative Z velocity components) calcu-
lated through horizontal (XY) planes at depths of 25 mm (Figure 9.5.d), 50 mm (Figure
9.5.e) and 75 mm (Figure 9.5.f) from the probe.
Figure 9.5: a) 3D path-line visualization of tomoPIV data at ∼ t2, with colored slices corresponding to the
through-plane flow rate curves shown in c-f). b) Pump flow rate curve with t1 to t4 indicating the time points
shown in Figure 9.4.c) Flow rate comparison through the outflow tract and (d-f) through horizontal planes at
75 mm (c), 50 mm (d) and 25 mm (e) depth from the transducer, limited to flow moving in the –Z direction only
(inflow). Symbols ?, † and ‡ refer to notable flow differences discussed in the text.
EchoPIV severely underestimates the flow rate through the outflow tract during ejec-
tion (Figure 9.5.c - †), with a maximum flow rate of 54 ml/s compared with 145 ml/s for
tomoPIV. An increase in flow through the plane is detected compared to the rest of the
cycle, but the magnitude is severely underestimated.
During filling, a large underestimation is also observed at the 75mm depth plane
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(Figure 9.5.d - ?) with a difference in maxima of 94 ml/s at the time of jet formation,
and a mean underestimation of 34 ml/s over the whole cycle. For the 50mm depth plane
the underestimation of peak flow rate reduces to 75 ml/s (Figure 9.5.e - ‡), with a mean
underestimation of 31 ml/s over the whole cycle. In the 25 mm plane, echoPIV overes-
timates the peak velocity by 21 ml/s with a mean difference of 4 ml/s less than tomoPIV
over the whole cycle (Figure 9.5.f).
VELOCITY MAGNITUDE
Velocity magnitudes at the same depths as depicted in Figure 9.5.a are shown in Figure
9.6 (average velocity in a 4 mm diameter sphere in the center of the jet). Similarly, we
see that echoPIV underestimated the high velocities more in the planes further away
from the probe. At 75 mm depth the RMSE of echoPIV’s velocity magnitude was 18 cm/s
(17%). This underestimation reduced to 12 cm/s (12%) at 50mm depth and 8 cm/s (12%)
at 25 mm depth. RMS error for outflow was 15 cm/s (40%).
Velocity profiles, measured at the 75 mm plane (Figure 9.5.a – green), during jet for-
mation and after the jet had fully formed (t1 and t2, Figure 9.6.b) are shown in Figure
9.7. Note that echoPIV highly underestimated the velocity profile during the early stages
of filling (t1, Figure 9.7:a & b); but correctly measured the profile a short time later (t2,
Figure 9.7:c & d). Although, while the velocity magnitude was correctly measured at t2,
the width of the profile is still underestimated.
Figure 9.6: Velocity magnitude compari-
son through a 4 mm diameter sphere in
the center of the jet at different depths
(the same depths as indicated in Figure
9.5.a). Solid / dashed lines represent the
average velocity magnitude for echoPIV
and tomoPIV. Note that echoPIV under-
estimates velocities more at farther dis-
tances from the probe. Time points t1
and t2 shown again for clarity, see Figure
9.7 for velocity profiles these times.
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Figure 9.7: Instantaneous velocity pro-
files, through the 75 mm plane (see Fig-
ure 9.5.a), at time points t1 (top row: a,
b - jet formation) and t2 (bottom row:
c, d - jet formed, see Figure 9.6.b) along
azimuthal (left column: a, c) and eleva-
tional (right column: b, d) axes. Note that
echoPIV underestimates the peak veloc-
ity profile magnitude at t1 but not at t2.
SNR & PSF
Calculated SNR and PSF values are shown in Table 9.3. Between 25 mm and 75 mm
depth SNR decreased by 10 dB and the lateral PSF (X and Y) increased 4-fold. The PSF
measured from the reconstructed tomoPIV volumes was 0.3 mm isotropic.
Table 9.3: SNR & PSF over Depth
Depth SNR PSF [mm]
[mm] [dB] X Y Z
25 27 1.1 1.0 0.6
50 22 2.0 2.2 0.7
75 17 3.5 4.1 0.7
9.4. DISCUSSION
Flow structures imitating the trans-mitral filling jet were produced by the LV phantom
and measured in 4D by both tomoPIV and echoPIV at high temporal resolution (1 kHz
for imaging, 200 Hz for velocity vectors – due to correlation averaging of 5 frames). Both
techniques agreed on the general flow patterns observed, but echoPIV underestimated
the velocity magnitudes and flow rates in the deeper regions, i.e. close to the mitral and
aortic valves.
The two modalities agreed on the development of the central vortex on the poste-
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rior/inferior side of the LV. The part of the vortex ring on the septal and anterior side of
the LV was less defined in echoPIV than tomoPIV. This could be due to the lateral width
of the vortex on the septal/anterior side, where the lower lateral resolution of echoPIV
was not able to resolve the flow gradients.
9.4.1. UNDERESTIMATION IN JET
EchoPIV estimated the trans-mitral jet to be of similar shape and follow the same path
as tomoPIV. However, echoPIV largely underestimated the volume flow rate and velocity
magnitudes of the jet at the start of filling (Figure 9.4.a versus b, and i versus j). The
echoPIV estimate was more accurate closer to the probe (Figure 9.4.c versus d, k versus
l), but the width of the jet was still estimated to be thinner than with tomoPIV. Note that
echoPIV was able to measure similar velocity magnitudes as tomoPIV (Figure 9.7:c & d)
but estimated a thinner profile spatially and a delayed temporal response.
The increasing flow rate underestimation with distance from the probe suggests that
the PSF, kernel size, SNR and/or clutter are responsible, as discussed further below.
PSF & KERNEL SIZE:
The kernel size used (6 mm × 5°× 5°) corresponds to approximately 6 × 6.5 × 6.5 mm3at
a distance of 75 mm from the probe, which is large relative to the final tomoPIV kernel
size (3.843 mm3). The jet diameter was roughly 15 mm, and the relatively large lateral
kernel size of 6.5 mm may cause averaging of the jet edges with the surrounding slow
flow regions, resulting in underestimation of the jet profile that we see in Figure 9.7.c).
Note that the kernel size could not be reduced further as the lateral PSF width at that
depth was ∼ 4 mm after scan-conversion. In our experience, reducing the kernel size to
smaller than the PSF has led to a large increase in erroneous vectors. Note that echoPIV’s
lateral PSF was ∼13 times larger than tomoPIV’s at 75 mm distance from the probe.
Wigen et al. (2018), using their 3D hybrid autocorrelation / blood-speckle tracking
estimator, reported an increasing underestimation of faster lateral velocities, but not for
fast axial velocities, which were calculated using a de-aliased autocorrelation estimator
[197]. Whether the different trend in results compared to ours is caused by their larger
probe aperture or by the different tracking techniques requires further studies.
A similar interaction between velocity gradient and spatial resolution was found al-
most 30 years ago, where Foster et al. (1990) found (using pulsed wave Doppler) that
longer range-gates caused more velocity magnitude underestimation than shorter range-
gates, in flow profiles with steep velocity gradients [200].
SNR:
In the case of SNR, we calculated that SNR decreased by 10 dB from 25 mm to 75 mm
(Table 3). A study by Ekroll et al. (2018) showed that reducing SNR caused increased
lateral bias in 2D speckle tracking[201]. However the bias in this work was primarily
axial, whereas Ekroll et al. only showed appreciable increases in axial bias at 0 dB SNR.
Thus, we do not expect that SNR is the primary source of underestimation seen in the
trans-mitral jet. However, SNR may play a significant role in the underestimation seen
during ejection, where displacement is primarily lateral.
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CLUTTER:
Holbek et al. (2017), when using 3D transverse oscillation, observed a similar underes-
timation in flow rate and even an overestimation of peak-velocity magnitude compared
with PC-MRI[192]. They attributed the flow rate underestimation to underestimation of
the velocities close to the vessel wall, where the clutter filter removed the moving blood
signal. This caused ‘leakage’ of low velocities into the blood flow profile, reducing the
overall flow rate.
While not necessarily related to clutter in our case, the same ‘leakage’ effect is be-
lieved to play a role in the jet. We believe that in regions with high velocity gradients, the
average of the velocities present in the resolution cell are estimated.
9.4.2. GATED ACQUISITION SEQUENCE
The proposed acquisition sequence of 4 gated cycles of 4 beams per cycle allowed for a
frame rate of 1 kHz while still scanning a field-of-view of 60°× 60°. The goal, of course, for
echoPIV is for fully time-resolved 4D velocity estimation in a single heart-beat. However,
this work serves as an intermediate step; where the requirement for multiple beams was
mandated by the probe architecture as a maximum beam-width of 20°× 20°was possible
without experiencing grating lobes in receive. The PRF was limited to 4 kHz to avoid re-
flection artifacts from the phantom lid, which appeared in the middle of the LV at higher
PRF (> 5 kHz PRF should have been possible at 120 mm depth). A higher PRF would
have permitted more beams per cycle, while keeping the frame rate constant; thereby
reducing the number of gated cycles required for imaging the required field of view. An-
other method to reduce the number of gated cycles would be to reduce the number of
elements grouped together for channel reduction; as this would effectively reduce the
pitch in receive so a wider beam could be formed without grating lobes.
9.4.3. FLOW PATTERNS
The flow patterns generated by the LV phantom share some key aspects with physio-
logical LV flows. For example, the high velocity trans-mitral jet with its accompanying
vortex ring structure (Figure 9.4:b & j), and the dominant central vortex structure (Figure
9.4:d & l) which redirects the jet upwards towards the base of the LV. Note that flow is not
split into an early and late filling phase, as is the case physiologically. This is because the
piston-pump moved in a sinusoidal pattern (Figure 9.5.b). Interpretation of the physio-
logical consequences of flow patterns observed in this study should take this temporal
profile into consideration. Additionally, the LV shell does not include trabecular struc-
tures, nor does it contract and relax with a twisting action that is observed in the human
LV [202]. However, the purpose of this phantom was to create reproducible flow patterns
on a scale like those observed in vivo, with less simplistic flow patterns than other com-
mon validation phantoms, such as straight tube (laminar flow experiments) [203], [204]
or the spinning disk phantom [32], [197], [203]. This was accomplished in a setup which
can be imaged optically, acoustically and by magnetic resonance imaging.
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9.4.4. LIMITATIONS & FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The probe used in this experiment was a TEE probe, but the imaging angle chosen is
an apical transthoracic view. If a more typical TEE view were used the distance to the
mitral valve area would be reduced to less than 70 mm, by viewing the LV parallel to its
long axis. This shorter imaging depth would allow for a higher PRF. On the other hand,
viewing the LV perpendicular to its long axis would mandate a larger lateral field of view,
possibly requiring more gated acquisitions to fully sample the LV spatially.
Improving lateral resolution is expected to reduce the spatial smoothing of the jet
velocity profile and allow for smaller flow structures to be resolved. Increasing aperture
size is difficult for TEE probes due to power dissipation and spatial constraints. However,
transthoracic probes have slightly more manageable power dissipation constraints, but
the aperture still has to fit between the ribs ∼ 15-20 mm.
SNR at depth can be improved by transmitting at a lower frequency; however this
will result in significantly lower lateral resolution. Using pulse inversion and second har-
monic filtering may help, by transmitting at 2-3 MHz and receiving at 4-6 MHz, thereby
increasing penetration depth and reducing tissue clutter simultaneously.
In this study we used air-bubbles as a contrast medium; in vivo ultrasound contrast
agent microbubbles would be used instead. Air-bubbles were used as they already ap-
peared spontaneously in the phantom’s operation, and earlier iterations of the experi-
ment indicated that addition of microbubbles did not improve the tracking result over
the spontaneous air-bubbles.
In order to reduce spurious vector results we used a correlation ensemble of 5 frames.
Increasing the correlation ensemble length will further improve SNR in the case of low
velocity gradients, but will be susceptible to correlation peak broadening in the presence
of high velocity gradients. Our choice to ensemble average 5 frames reduced the vector
frame rate to 200 fps; however this could also be performed using a moving-average, so
that the frame rate could have been preserved at 1000 fps (at the cost of computational
time).
Finally, the proposed LV phantom is also MRI compatible. Future work will assess 4D
flow MRI accuracy against tomoPIV, facilitating comparison between 4D echoPIV with
4D flow MRI.
9.5. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated, in vitro, that 4D echoPIV of the whole LV can be performed in
just four heart cycles. The general flow patterns compared well with tomoPIV, an optical
technique with far superior spatial resolution. Significant underestimations in flow rates
were observed in the basal region of the LV, close to the mitral and aortic valve, which
were located furthest from the probe. The reason for underestimation is suspected to
be due to spatial smoothing where point-spread-function is large relative to the spatial
velocity gradients.
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DISCUSSION
10.1. KEY FINDINGS OF THIS THESIS
10.1.1. TWO-DIMENSIONAL WORK
Over the course of this thesis we have developed and tested high-frame-rate (HFR) echo-
particle image velocimetry (echoPIV) in a variety of different flow conditions. We started
with a simple laminar pipe-flow experiment (Chapter 2), finding that microbubbles pro-
vided improved tracking accuracy over blood mimicking fluid at greater depths. We then
validated HFR echoPIV in vivo, in healthy volunteers (Chapter 4), where we found good
agreement between HFR echoPIV and phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-
MRI), even for the high velocity systolic flows. Additionally, in our in vivo experiments,
we found that we needed to apply very low acoustic pressures to prevent bubble destruc-
tion when using HFR imaging. We also found that singular value decomposition-based
(SVD) clutter-filtering provided better ultrasound contrast agent detection than ampli-
tude modulation in vivo (Chapter 3).
For assessing left ventricular (LV) flow, we developed a dynamic LV phantom, so we
could compare HFR echoPIV with time-resolved optical PIV - a gold standard velocime-
try technique in fluid dynamics research (Chapter 5). Using the LV phantom, we found
that HFR echoPIV could accurately measure the high velocity flow patterns associated
with diastolic flow. We also found that using coherent compounding in the presence of
fast moving scatterers caused strong underestimation of fast flows. By instead using cor-
relation compounding between angular acquisitions, the fast flows could be measured.
We then demonstrated that HFR echoPIV could also measure the high velocity diastolic
flow patterns in vivo, in a patient (Chapter 6).
10.1.2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL WORK
We expanded HFR echoPIV to 3D, first in a simulated pipe-flow phantom with a Womer-
sley blood flow profile (Chapter 7). A simulated pediatric transesophageal (TEE) matrix
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transducer using micro-beamforming and an ideal, fully sampled matrix of the same
size were used to scan the phantom at HFR. We found that the low lateral resolution of
the small aperture transducers resulted in strong underestimation of high velocity flows.
Moving forward, we designed a new LV phantom, capable of 3D optical imaging using to-
mographic PIV. First, we used tomographic PIV to study the 3D flow fields resulting from
different mitral valve prostheses (Chapter 8). Then we used the tomographic PIV results
as a ground truth for assessing the accuracy of 4D echoPIV using an adult matrix TEE
transducer (Chapter 9), with quadruple the aperture-area of the pediatric transducer
simulated previously. We showed that we could image a 60°by 60°by 100 mm region of
interest at a frame rate of 1000 frames per second using only 4 gated heart cycles.
HFR echoPIV in 2D and 3D will be discussed separately in this chapter, due to their
different stages of maturity.
10.2. 2D HIGH FRAME RATE ECHOPIV
This thesis shows that 2D HFR echoPIV can measure the high velocity blood flow pat-
terns that are associated with systole in the abdominal aorta (AA) and both systole and
diastole in the LV. This section will discuss the potential benefits of 2D HFR echoPIV as
well as some foreseeable challenges to its clinical translation.
10.2.1. BENIFITS OF HFR ECHOPIV FOR CLINICAL USE
Doppler flow measurement techniques are common practice clinically. Also, echoPIV
studies using conventional line-scanning echocardiography are numerous. What new
information does HFR echoPIV bring to the table?
Pulse wave Doppler can measure the full range of velocities present in the trans-
mitral jet. However, this information is only available in a small region of interest and
only the axial component of the velocity is estimated - severely limiting the number of
fluid dynamics parameters that can be estimated. Alternatively, echoPIV can be per-
formed on standard B-mode image sequences obtained with clinical scanners using
commercially available software (e.g. HyperFlow, AMID, Italy) [9], [47], [50], [51], [54],
[56]. This allows for full time-resolved velocity fields to be estimated, but the draw-back
is that high velocities are severely underestimated [42]–[44], [117]. This is where HFR
echoPIV fits in: now both the high velocity magnitudes and the flow patterns can be
captured in a single set of acquisitions, allowing for fluid dynamics-based parameters to
be more accurately calculated.
Quantitative fluid dynamics properties such as vorticity (and its derivatives), local
pressure gradients, kinetic energy and kinetic energy dissipation are sensitive to the ve-
locity magnitude. By accurately measuring the velocity magnitudes it is expected that
these existing parameters can become more sensitive to changes in LV function. The use
of HFR also allows for ‘slowing down’ complex transient 2D flow patterns, such as the
formation of the trans-mitral jet and its accompanying vortex ring in the LV, or reverse-
flow in the abdominal aorta - potentially revealing new facets of blood flow dynamics in
the cardiovascular system.
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10.2.2. CHALLENGES IN CLINICAL TRANSLATION
The move from experimental studies to using HFR echoPIV in clinical practice still re-
quires addressing some technical and practical challenges.
IMAGE QUALITY
In Chapters 3 & 4 we assessed the feasibility of HFR echoPIV in the abdominal aortas of
healthy volunteers. Feasibility was very good in these volunteers; however they had very
low body-mass indices and good image quality. In patients image quality is expected to
be worse, with more attenuation and phase aberration from higher levels of fatty tissue.
Additionally, in patients with significant arterial stenosis, it is not uncommon for large
calcified lesions to be present around the artery. These calcifications can cause signal
loss (“shadowing”) inside the blood pool, making bubble tracking difficult to impossible.
Angled acquisitions may help to some extent, where different views of the blood pool
may be acquired, allowing for intelligent selection of only the uncorrupted signal.
In cardiac imaging, specular reflection from the ribs and lungs can cause increased
clutter signal [129] and even complete shadowing of entire regions of the LV. Additionally,
the use of diverging waves makes clutter from the valves and tissue more prominent
than with focused beams, due to the stronger side-lobes. Fortunately the use of HFR
imaging permits new ways of filtering clutter from bubble signals, such as singular value
decomposition [62] and adaptive clutter filters [205].
REAL-TIME FEEDBACK
During this study HFR sequences were captured and stored for offline beamforming and
processing. Thus limited real-time feedback of data fidelity was available to the sonog-
rapher, limiting feasibility. Processing of the received data can be split into three steps:
1) B-mode formation, 2) clutter-filtering and 3) vector processing. The highest priority
of these steps for live view imaging is B-mode formation. For our in vivo imaging studies
(Chapters 3, 4 & 6), we used a separate clinical scanner to find the anatomical region
we were interested in and then a local quality line-scanning live view on the Verasonics
to find the same landmarks as seen on the clinical scanner. However, it was not always
easy to find the same landmarks as found on the clinical scanner. In some cases, even
once the landmarks had been found, the subjects’ breathing motion resulted in devia-
tions from the intended view, in the worst cases leading to complete image loss (from rib
shadowing).
Fortunately, a good live view image quality should be possible with pulse-inversion
and diverging wave imaging sequences. We, as well as Toulemonde et al. (2018a [206];
2018b [131]), have found that performing ensemble averaging of the HFR contrast im-
age sequences provided very good image quality (of the microbubbles), even surpass-
ing that of conventional line scanning contrast imaging modes. Real-time imaging with
ensemble-averaged diverging wave sequences should be possible, because many of the
operations can be performed before beamforming (such as pulse inversion and ensem-
ble averaging), reducing the computational requirements to what is already possible on
existing hardware. On clutter-filtering, while we found that singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) based clutter filtering outperformed amplitude modulation in the abdominal
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aorta (Chapter 3); SVD required much longer processing times than amplitude modula-
tion. However, SVD has been implemented previously for real-time blood flow imaging
in a pigeon brain [207], and accelerated versions of the SVD algorithm also exist [208],
indicating that real-time SVD filtering may be possible as well.
Real-time processing of echoPIV to obtain live-view vector overlays is probably less
feasible than real-time B-mode imaging. However, a low spatial resolution live-view may
be possible by limiting processing to only a few interrogation areas and only a single it-
eration step. High fidelity processing can then be done offline, as is common with many
analysis software packages (e.g. TomTec Arena, TomTec Imaging Systems GmbH, Ger-
many).
PARAMETER TUNING
EchoPIV is based on optical PIV, which was primarily used in research environments by
trained experts in PIV processing. This means that many parameters usually need to be
fine-tuned for optimal results. For use in the clinic, many of these parameter choices
should be automated, such as kernel size selection, degree of overlap, and regulariza-
tion method. However, given the ease of use of commercial echoPIV software such as
HyperFlow, this should be possible too.
NEED FOR ULTRASOUND CONTRAST AGENT
The need for ultrasound contrast agent limits the use of echoPIV as an early stage screen-
ing tool for heart and arterial diseases. Other vector flow imaging techniques, such as
vector flow mapping, speckle tracking, vector Doppler and transverse oscillation do not
need contrast agent injection. However, the use of ultrasound contrast agent microbub-
bles has some distinct advantages, such as increased SNR and control over the degree of
sparsity in the image set. Perhaps patients who are not suitable for vector flow imaging
via non-contrast methods can be recommended for echoPIV analysis instead, forming
an intermediate step between routine examinations (non-contrast echocardiography)
and needing an MRI scan. This is common in stress echocardiography today, where pa-
tients with poor LV wall opacification are often recommended for ultrasound contrast
agent administration to maximize diagnostic potential [209].
The distinct line drawn between different flow measurement techniques is also not
necessary, where combinations thereof could be beneficial. For instance, using vector
flow mapping as a regularization step for echoPIV analysis, or using transverse oscilla-
tion to obtain a ‘second opinion’ on lateral estimates.
10.2.3. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES FOR CLINICAL STUDY
While HFR echoPIV has been demonstrated in this thesis, there is still much more work
to be done. First, the demonstration of HFR echoPIV in the LV of a single patient (Chapter
6) should be expanded to more patients (this is on-going research at the time of writ-
ing this thesis). The intraventricular flow patterns of healthy volunteers should be re-
evaluated using HFR echoPIV. Healthy hearts have been examined with conventional
line-scanning echoPIV [46], [47], [53], but re-examination of healthy LV dynamics at the
frame rates permitted by HFR echoPIV is required for future comparison in patients.
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Stress echocardiography is well established for diagnosis of coronary heart disease,
but is increasingly used for a wider variety of diagnostic functions [210]. HFR echoPIV
may reveal differences in compensation to increased cardiac output between healthy
and dysfunctional ventricles, by studying the adaption of their intraventricular flow pat-
terns to increased demand.
The presented implementation of echoPIV in this thesis always used a static fluid
boundary (mask). Automatic segmentation of the LV (or vessel) wall would be beneficial
for ensuring that tracking of blood and tissue is not confused. The boundary motion
can also be used to help in regularization of the vector data [117], [196]. In the case
of the abdominal aorta, a dynamic segmentation of the arterial wall can also assist in
calculation of wall-shear stress.
10.2.4. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
FRAME-RATE
In Chapter 2, we acquired data at 5000 frames per second (fps). However, we found that
using echoPIV at 5000 fps caused larger bias than at 1000 fps for slower flows (∼0.25 m/s:
unpublished - NVMU spring meeting presentation 2016). We believe that this was due
to errors in subpixel peak finding that are known (from optical PIV) to be dependent on
the degree of subpixel shift [211]. By increasing the lag of the cross-correlation (skipping
frames), the subpixel shift can be extended, allowing more accurate tracking of slower
velocity flows. In this case the high velocity flows (∼1 m/s) were still trackable at 1000
fps.
However, in LVs with valvular regurgitation/stenosis or in vessels with stenosis, jets
are known to form with very high velocities (severe stenosis classified as more than 4
m/s [212]). In these cases, higher frame rates would be necessary to capture the jet ve-
locities, but that would reduce the accuracy of tracking for lower velocities (due to the
relatively low sub-pixel displacement between frames). In this case a method of dynami-
cally changing the lag for different regions of the image may help to improve the dynamic
range of HFR echoPIV.
Alternatively, more advanced subpixel estimators can be used, where simple 2x1D
(or 3x1D in 3D) Gaussian fitting was used in this thesis. Azar et al. (2010) found that 2D
(or 3D) polynomial fitting reduced subpixel estimation error compared with multiple 1D
polynomial fits by an order of magnitude[213]. Oversampling of the image data and/or
correlation function can also be used to increase subpixel accuracy, however this incurs
significant computational costs [214].
COHERENT COMPOUNDING
Coherent compounding of multiple angles has been used extensively in microvascular
flow quantification studies for improving image resolution and contrast [77], [95], [215].
However, when a relatively high degree of motion is present between angled acquisi-
tions speckle artifacts and signal loss occur [96], [206]. Some methods have been pro-
posed to compensate for the motion between angles, and thereby restore image qual-
ity [96], [216]–[220]. In this thesis we instead perform compounding in the correlation
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domain (Correlation compounding), where instead of assuming zero displacement be-
tween frames, we assume negligible acceleration. It should be noted that a similar idea
was presented (at roughly the same time) named ‘incoherent ensemble correlation’ by
Leow and Tang (2018) [97].
However, when imaging deep regions of interest with phased array transducers the
use of angles may not be beneficial anymore, due to the limited aperture and large imag-
ing depth (small angle differences start to look very similar). In the case of LV imaging,
with depths of up to 15 cm and apertures of less than 20 mm, the use of angled transmis-
sions may not be worth the loss of frame rate.
RESOLUTION
In Chapters 7 and 9 we observed that high frame rate alone is insufficient for measuring
flow profiles with steep spatial (and temporal) gradients. In Chapter 7 we show that
resolution has a significant impact on the bias of echoPIV estimates. In Chapter 9 we
see that the depth dependent lateral resolution of diverging wave imaging can lead to
significant bias at greater depths (∼70 mm in Chapter 2). Therefore, improving lateral
resolution is an important focus point for future work.
Increasing the transducer aperture or transmit frequency are theoretically the easiest
ways to improve lateral resolution. However, aperture in 2D echocardiography is lim-
ited by the spacing between the ribs, and in 3D by the number of connections required
and increased power dissipation for large matrix transducers. Increases in transmit fre-
quency imply increases in attenuation (which is counter-productive to imaging deep
structures) and can result in reduced microbubble signal levels as the frequency devi-
ates from the microbubbles’ resonant frequencies. Alternatively, we can use different
beamforming strategies that harness the sparsity and coherence of microbubble imag-
ing. Examples of such beamformers are minimum variance beamforming [221] or short-
lag spatial coherence beamforming [222]. While these advanced beamformers usually
incur high processing costs, there are real-time implementations [223] that may be fea-
sible for beamforming thousands of frames. Whether these beamformers are suitable
for high velocity flow tracking remains to be seen, but is worth exploration.
The echoPIV implementations (2D and 3D) did not make use of the axial phase infor-
mation when performing cross-correlation, only the envelope of the beamformed sig-
nals was used. Using the RF data may improve tracking results, as has been shown in
tissue strain imaging [224].
TISSUE/CLUTTER SUPPRESSION
Even with the use of ultrasound contrast agent microbubbles, clutter is still a problem in
blood flow tracking with echoPIV. The reader will notice that singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) based clutter filtering was used in the pipe-flow phantom (Chapter 2) and the
abdominal aorta (Chapters 3 & 4); whereas a frequency based high-pass filter was used
in the LV studies (Chapters 5, 6 & 9). We found that SVD worked well in the abdominal
aorta but did not experience the same success in the LV, where valve motion would cause
‘flash’ artifacts. The reason and solution for these flash artifacts is ongoing research.
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Adaptive clutter filters were not used in this thesis but are worth exploring in future
[205], [225], [226].
MICROBUBBLES
In Chapter 3 we attempted to find an optimal microbubble concentration and acous-
tic pressure to use for HFR imaging. Our work on microbubble concentration was for
the most part inconclusive, where we found that higher concentrations provided higher
signal levels and better tracking correlation during diastole, but slightly lower tracking
correlation during systole. We expected that lower concentrations would improve track-
ing in the presence of strong velocity gradients, but perhaps the velocity gradients in the
abdominal aorta were not strong enough to see a significant difference. Future work in
the LV is planned to assess the effect of microbubble concentration on tracking perfor-
mance.
Regarding acoustic pressure, we found that we needed to apply very low pressures
(mechanical index < 0.03) to prevent bubble destruction during systole. During diastole
bubble destruction still occurred, due to the extended exposure time. In the LV finding
an optimal acoustic pressure is more difficult due to the wide range of depths being in-
terrogated (approximately 20 mm to 120 mm). Thus, a good pressure at 120 mm would
likely cause severe bubble destruction at 20 mm. This is still ongoing research.
In this thesis SonoVue R© (Bracco S.p.A., Italy) was used exclusively as tracer particles
for echoPIV. It is possible that other contrast agents would be more resilient or better
suited to extended periods of plane / diverging wave excitation. For example, mono-
disperse microbubbles have been shown to have much higher scattering coefficients
(when driven at resonance frequency) than standard poly-disperse microbubbles, po-
tentially improving SNR at low transmit pressures [227].
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In this thesis we demonstrated echoPIV on two different TEE transducers: a small pedi-
atric matrix transducer (Chapter 7) and an adult matrix transducer (Chapter 9). For the
pediatric transducer, a diverging wave transmission scheme was used to illuminate the
full simulated arterial phantom volume at 1000 volumes per second.
With the adult transducer, high-volume-rate imaging was achieved (in vitro) using a
gated acquisition of four beams-per-heartbeat over four heartbeats (16 beams total) to
maintain a volume rate of 1000 volumes per second over a 60°× 60°field of view. This
transmission scheme was used for 4D echoPIV analysis in a dynamic LV phantom, using
tomographic PIV as a ground truth.
10.3.1. CHALLENGES
LATERAL RESOLUTION
The tracking results of the simulated arterial phantom were not very promising with the
pediatric transducer. The experiment evaluated if we could estimate the high velocity
flows expected in the trans-mitral jet. However, we found that the lateral resolution was
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insufficient relative to the velocity gradients in the velocity profile, causing severe under-
estimation whenever steep velocity gradients were present. The simulated lateral reso-
lution (FWHM of lateral PSF) of the pediatric transducer was ∼ 5°, which translates to ∼
8 mm at 75 mm depth. For the 15mm diameter jet in Chapter 9, we believed this would
have resulted in similar severe underestimations as those observed in Chapter 7. With
the adult matrix transducer, the receive aperture was quadruple the area of the pediatric
transducer, improving lateral resolution (∼ 3°). However, lateral resolution was still a
problem at more than 75 mm from the probe (∼4 mm), where the formation of the jet
through the mitral valve was severely underestimated. Although, the jet was still tracked
well at shallower depths, showing good correspondence with the tomographic PIV re-
sults in terms of velocity magnitude, flow rate and the size and position of the vortex
ring.
In Chapter 9 the adult matrix TEE transducer was used in a transthoracic view, po-
sitioned at the apex oriented axially along the long axis of the LV. If, instead, we had
chosen a more typical TEE view (oriented more perpendicular to the long axis of the LV)
then the maximum depth required would have been reduced: improving lateral resolu-
tion and allowing for a higher pulse repetition frequency to be used. The downside of
this approach is that the field of view required may be larger due to the long-axis view,
requiring more beams to spatially sample the whole LV.
GRATING LOBES
The use of micro-beamforming groups results in grating lobes being generated during
the coarse beamforming stage in receive (beamforming of the sub-arrays in software)
[228]. Combining more elements into a sub-array results in reduced channel connec-
tions but also increases the effective pitch for the coarse beamforming stage, bringing
grating lobes closer to the main lobe. With the pediatric transducer in Chapter 7, only
3x3 elements were combined in a sub-array, while 4x4 elements were combined in Chap-
ter 9. Thus, it can be seen that by keeping the number of output channel connections
constant, there is a trade-off between lateral resolution and grating lobe suppression.
Grating lobes can be further suppressed by transmitting a narrower beam, so that less
energy is transmitted to potential scatterrers in the grating lobe direction. However, this
also requires a trade-off in frame-rate, if the field of view is kept constant, so that more
beams are required to sample the same viewing angle.
PROCESSING TIME
Micro-beamforming, as used on the adult TEE transducer, greatly reduced the data band-
width required for acquisition and storage of the received echo signals. However, beam-
forming in 3D is significantly more resource intensive than 2D beamforming and take
significantly longer (∼100 frames per second in 2D versus ∼1 volume per second in 3D).
With long beamforming and echoPIV computation times, exploratory parameter opti-
mization becomes limited. For this reason, the echoPIV implementation used in Chap-
ter 9 utilized the GPU (Titan X, 12 GB) for performing the numerous FFT based 3D cross-
correlations. However, far more optimizations are required for clinical use, as the typical
time to process a dataset was in the order of 2 – 4 hours. Data storage may also become a
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concern, as a single beamformed dataset was 40 GB in the adult TEE study (Chapter 9).
Once a robust and sufficiently accurate 4D echoPIV system has been developed and val-
idated, the focus of research will shift to improving performance. Too early optimization
often reduces flexibility which is not desirable in the early stages of research.
VISUALIZATION
Being able to visualize the quantified flow data is important. Fortunately, many open
source software packages exist for 3D rendering of volumes and vector fields (Paraview,
MayAvi, Vtk, OpenGL). However, once the data is rendered it still needs to be displayed
in 2D on your computer monitor. This makes exploring complex 4D flow data difficult
and time consuming. Methods for efficiently interacting with 4D flow data would be
beneficial not only to researchers developing 4D flow tracking techniques, but eventually
also to the clinicians that use them. The recent advances in virtual/augmented reality
headsets may offer more effective ways of interacting with complex 4D data-sets.
10.3.2. PERSPECTIVES FOR 4D ECHOPIV
BENEFITS OF 4D FLOW INFORMATION
The translation of 4D echoPIV to the clinic would allow for assessment of interesting
fluid dynamics parameters with minimal assumptions, such as kinetic energy and its
dissipation, pressure gradients and blood wash-out rate. Studying the development of
vortices in the heart could be performed in 4D, removing planar flow assumptions as
in current 2D studies. These parameters are currently evaluated by 4D-Flow MRI but at
limited temporal resolution (20-30 phases per cycle). Using 4D echoPIV this could be in-
creased by one or two orders of magnitude, potentially revealing transient flow patterns
and events that are not visible using 4D-Flow MRI [112].
The relationship between pressure and volume in the LV contains a wealth of in-
formation on cardiac health and is visualized with a pressure-volume loop. Unfortu-
nately pressure-volume loops are currently only obtainable in the clinic using invasive
catheterization procedures. However, recent research has explored non-invasively cal-
culating PV-loops using numerical models and MRI measured LV volumes over time
[229]. These methods can be further improved using 4D flow data from 4D echoPIV (or
4D flow-MRI) to calculate local pressure gradients within the LV.
BENEFITS OF HFR 3D ULTRASOUND
The use of the HFR 3D ultrasound sequence described in Chapter 9 may also be bene-
ficial for applications outside of intra-cavity blood flow imaging. Such as 3D shear wave
imaging [230], [231], 3D perfusion imaging, tracking valve dynamics and flow imaging in
the coronary arteries and micro-circulation [232], [233].
COMPARISON WITH 4D-FLOW MRI
The LV phantom described in Chapters 8 & 9 is also compatible with MRI imaging. At the
time of writing this thesis we have acquired 4D-flow MRI acquisitions of the LV phantom
and are busy with comparing the accuracy of 4D-flow MRI against tomographic PIV. This
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will allow for direct comparison of 4D echoPIV with 4D-flow MRI using an independent
reference technique (tomographic PIV).
10.4. CONCLUSION
The aim of this thesis was to measure the high velocity flow patterns in the LV and greater
vessels. We sought to achieve this aim by using HFR echoPIV. In this thesis we have de-
scribed methods in 2D to accurately quantify the high velocity blood flow patterns in
both the LV and abdominal aorta, both in vitro and in vivo. Our feasibility study in the
abdominal aorta of health volunteers prompted a continuation study on a larger set of
patients undergoing different therapy options for stenotic lesions in the aorto-iliac tract
(on-going at the time of writing this thesis). The feasibility of HFR echoPIV for quantify-
ing intra-cardiac blood flow patterns was demonstrated and a continuation study is also
planned on a larger population of patients.
In 3D we have used a prototype matrix TEE transducer to volumetrically image at
1000 volumes per second. We demonstrated that this imaging scheme could be used
with echoPIV to image 4D blood flow patterns in a dynamic LV phantom. While further
refinement is needed to overcome resolution constraints, imaging 4D LV blood flow pat-
terns is on the horizon.
We have also developed a dynamic 3D LV phantom, capable of being imaged with
optical, ultrasound and MRI. This phantom can be used in future to develop and test
new probes, acquisition protocols and algorithms for flow imaging, with a tomographic
PIV derived ground truth.
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SUMMARY
Diseases of the cardiovascular system are a significant burden on society, being the high-
est cause of death worldwide. Early diagnosis of many cardiovascular diseases offers the
potential for more effective treatment and better outcome. Blood flow patterns are influ-
enced by the morphology and function of the heart and vascular system, potentially of-
fering early stage signals of dysfunction. However, current methods of blood flow quan-
tification are limited in frame rate or dimensionality or the estimated flow components.
This thesis aimed to address these problems by using high frame rate (HFR) ultrasound
and echo-particle image velocimetry (echoPIV).
In this thesis we have developed and tested HFR echoPIV in 2D from the bench to
bedside, in both the left ventricle and abdominal aorta. In 3D we have developed and
tested HFR echoPIV using two different matrix transducers in silico and in vitro.
First, in Chapter 2, a simple parabolic flow phantom was used to verify that 2D HFR
echoPIV could accurately measure the high velocity flows that are expected in the ab-
dominal aorta (during systole) and the LV (during filling and ejection). Additionally we
found that the velocity magnitude bias increased with depth, due to elevational plane
thickness which caused averaging over the parabolic flow profile. We then showed that
using ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) microbubbles improved accuracy over native
blood speckle at greater depths.
We then assessed the feasibility and accuracy of 2D HFR echoPIV in the abdomi-
nal aorta in healthy volunteers (Chapter 3 & 4). In Chapter 3, we searched for an op-
timum microbubble concentration, acoustic pressure and clutter suppression strategy.
We found that using singular value decomposition suppressed tissue clutter better than
amplitude modulation, and that very low acoustic pressures should be used to prevent
microbubble destruction when using HFR imaging sequences. We found that higher
microbubble concentrations provided higher signal levels during diastole, when more
bubble destruction would occur. Additionally, a higher microbubble concentration ac-
companied higher cross-correlation values during low flow rates and vice versa. We then
compared 2D HFR echoPIV with phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging and found
good agreement (Chapter 4).
In Chapter 5 & 6, we determined if 2D HFR echoPIV could estimate the complex,
high velocity flow patterns in the left ventricle. First, in Chapter 5, we developed a dy-
namic left ventricular phantom with a realistic geometry to facilitate comparison be-
tween HFR echoPIV and time-resolved optical PIV. We found that HFR echoPIV could
measure the high velocity trans-mitral jet and other high energy flow patterns. Then, in
Chapter 6, we demonstrated that 2D HFR echoPIV could also measure the trans-mitral
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jet in a patient, using pulsed wave Doppler as a reference for the velocity magnitudes.
Chapters 7-9 shift focus to 3D flow estimation. We started in silico using a pedi-
atric transesophageal matrix transducer with micro-beamforming architecture to image
a simulated arterial flow phantom (Chapter 7). We found that during periods with high
velocity gradients 4D echoPIV greatly underestimated the velocity magnitudes. We at-
tributed the underestimation to the larger lateral point-spread-function of the imaging
system relative to the flow gradients being studied.
Wanting to perform experiments with a prototype adult transesophageal matrix
transducer, we then developed a new left ventricle phantom capable of being imaged
with a 3D optical velocimetry technique (tomographic PIV). In Chapter 8 we then tested
the effect that different prosthetic valves have on intraventricular flow patterns using
the setup. We found that biological prosthetic valves allowed for higher kinetic energies
and much higher velocities than the mechanical valves tested. The biological valve facili-
tated a trans-mitral jet that penetrated further into the left ventricle than the mechanical
valves, potentially having consequences for blood stasis and thrombus formation. All of
the valves tested, except for the tilting-disc valve, resulted in a cross-flow path, where the
outflow path crossed in the inflow path. In Chapter 9 we compared 4D echoPIV against
tomographic PIV using the same left ventricular phantom. A HFR imaging sequence was
described, capable of achieving 1000 volumes per second over a 60° x 60° field of view,
using only 4 gated heartbeats. Tomographic PIV and 4D echoPIV estimated similar flow
patterns in the phantom, but the accuracy of 4D echoPIV deteriorated with depth, which
was attributed to the increasing lateral point-spread-function over depth.
Chapter 10 then discusses the challenges and future perspectives for clinical trans-
lation of 2D HFR echoPIV and further development of 4D echoPIV.
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Hart- en vaatziekten zijn de belangrijkste doodsoorzaak wereldwijd en vormen daarom
een grote last voor de maatschappij. Het vroegtijdig detecteren van veel hart- en vaat-
ziekten biedt mogelijkheden tot effectievere behandelingen en dus betere uitkomsten.
Bloedstromingspatronen worden beïnvloed door de morfologie en het functioneren van
het hart- en vaatstelsel, en zijn daarom mogelijk een vroegtijdige biomarker voor stoor-
nissen.De huidige methodes voor het kwantificeren van bloedstromingen zijn echter al-
leen toegepast op lage frame rates, in een gelimiteerd aantal dimensies, en/of schat-
ten niet alle stromingscomponenten. In dit proefschrift worden deze tekortkomingen
aangepakt door gebruik te maken van ultrageluid met hoge frame rates (HFR) en echo-
particle image velocimetry (echoPIV).
Dit proefschrift beschrijft het ontwikkelen en testen van 2D HFR echoPIV voor de
linker hartkamer en de abdominale aorta, vanaf het lab tot aan de kliniek. We hebben
HFR echoPIV ook ontwikkeld in 3D en getest in silico en in vitro met behulp van twee
matrix probes.
Ten eerste laat Hoofdstuk 2 met behulp van een eenvoudig fantoom met parabolisch
stromingsprofiel zien dat 2D HFR echoPIV hoge stroomsnelheden accuraat kan meten.
Dergelijke stromingen met hoge snelheid worden verwacht in de abdominale aorta tij-
dens systole en in de linker hartkamer tijdens het vullen en legen van het hart. Boven-
dien vonden we een systematische afwijking in de geschatte snelheden die toenam met
diepte. Immers, de breedte van de uitgezonden bundel in de elevatie-richting neemt
toe met de diepte, wat zorgt voor meer middeling over het parabolische stromingspro-
fiel. Vervolgens laten we zien dat de precisie op grotere diepte verbetert door gebruik te
maken van ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) microbellen.
Vervolgens hebben we de haalbaarheid en precisie van 2D HFR echoPIV in de ab-
dominale aorta getest in gezonde vrijwilligers (Hoofdstuk 3 & 4). In Hoofdstuk 3 gaan
we op zoek naar de optimale microbellen concentratie, de optimale akoestische druk
en de beste strategie om clutter te onderdrukken. We vonden dat clutter beter onder-
drukt wordt door singuliere-waardenontbinding (SVD) dan door amplitude modulatie,
en dat lage akoestische drukken nodig zijn om de vernietiging van microbellen door
HFR beeldvormingssequenties te voorkomen. We zagen dat hogere concentraties van
microbellen een hoger signaalniveau opleveren tijdens diastole, wanneer meer micro-
bellen worden vernietigd. Bovendien zorgde een hogere microbellen-concentratie voor
een hogere kruiscorrelatiewaarde bij lage stroomsnelheden, en andersom. Hoofdstuk 4
vergelijkt 2D HFR echoPIV en phase contrast MRI. We vonden een sterke overeenkomst
in resultaten.
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In Hoofdstuk 5 & 6 onderzoeken we of 2D HFR echoPIV gebruikt kan worden voor
het kwantificeren van de complexe hoge-snelheidsstromingspatronen in de linker hart-
kamer. Ten eerste beschrijft Hoofdstuk 5 een dynamisch linker-ventrikelfantoom met
een realistische geometrie. Dit fantoom hebben we gebruikt om HFR echoPIV te verge-
lijken met tijdsgeresolveerde optische PIV. We zagen dat HFR echoPIV de snelle stroming
door de mitraalklep en andere hoog-energetische stromingspatronen kon meten. Ten
tweede wordt in Hoofdstuk 6 2D HFR echoPIV gebruikt om de trans-mitrale stroming in
een patiënt te meten. Pulsed wave Doppler is hierbij gebruikt als standaard.
Hoofdstuk 7-9 gaan over het schatten van stromingspatronen in 3D. We beginnen
in silico in Hoofdstuk 7. We hebben het scannen van een arterieel flowfantoom ge-
simuleerd op basis van een pediatrische transoesofagale matrix probe met een micro-
beamforming architectuur. We vonden dat 4D echoPIV de snelheden sterk onderschat
tijdens periodes met hoge snelheidsgradiënten. We denken dat deze onderschatting
komt door de grote punt-spreidings-functie in verhouding met de schaal van de snel-
heidsgradiënten.
Vervolgens wilden we de experimenten uitvoeren met een prototype voor een
transoesofagale matrix probe voor volwassenen. Daartoe hebben we een nieuw linker-
ventrikelfantoom ontwikkeld dat gebruikt kan worden voor 3D optische velocimetry
technieken (tomographic PIV). Met behulp van dit fantoom hebben we het effect van
verschillende kunstkleppen op de intraventriculaire flowpatronen getest (Hoofdstuk 8).
We zagen hogere kinetische energieën en veel hogere snelheden voor de biologische
kunstkleppen dan voor de geteste mechanische kleppen. De biologische kleppen zorg-
den voor een transmitrale stroming die dieper in de linker ventrikel doordrong dan wan-
neer mechanische kleppen werden gebruikt. Dit heeft mogelijk als consequentie dat
de bloedstroming stagneert, met thrombusvorming als vervolg. Alle geteste kleppen,
behalve de tilting-disc klep, zorgden voor een kruisend stromingspad, waarbij het uit-
stroompad snijdt met het instroompad. In Hoofdstuk 9 gebruiken we hetzelfde fantoom
om 4D echoPIV met tomografische PIV te vergelijken. We hebben een HFR beeldvor-
mingssequentie ontwikkeld die in staat is om 1000 volumes per seconde op te nemen
over een 60° x 60° beeldveld, door slechts gebruik te maken van 4 hartcycli. We von-
den vergelijkbare flowpatronen in het fantoom met tomografische PIV en 4D echoPIV.
De precisie van 4D echoPIV nam echter af met de diepte, vanwege de eveneens met de
diepte toenemende laterale punt-spreidings-functie.
Hoofdstuk 10 tenslotte bediscussieert de uitdagingen en perspectieven voor de toe-
komst gerelateerd aan de klinische translatie van 2D HFR echoPIV en aan het verder
ontwikkelen van 4D echoPIV.
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